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SURVIVE THE HOLLYWOOD IMPLOSION: 
A Survival Guide For Making & Selling Films Online. 

No festivals.  No distributors.  No budget.  No problem. !!!
By Scott McMahon !!!!!

!
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“There’s going to be an implosion … megabudget 
movies are going to go crashing into the ground … and 

that’s going to change the paradigm.” 
!

~ Steven Spielberg 

!
!
!
!
!
!

“We don’t make movies to make money … 
We make money to make more movies.” 

!
~ Walt Disney 

!



Is The Implosion Real? 
!
Here is the basic outline of how films have been made in Hollywood … !

• The studios determine how many films they’ll be releasing in the 
upcoming years … 

• The executives listen to pitches from producers whom they have 
working relationships with … 

• The studio gives the green light to projects that will be a good fit for 
their release schedule … 

• Money is allocated to make the film … 
• The studio markets and releases the film through their distribution 

channels ... !
But what if this basic (and we know it’s not this basic) model begins to 
implode? !

• Studios have reduced the number of films they release every year ... 
• The lucrative first look deals that studios once had with prominent 

producers no longer exists … 
• As long as comic book based films, sequels, and material based on 

young adult novels make the studios money, then those are the 
types of films that will be given the green light ... 

• Hollywood is making money by increasing the price of their product 
and expanding their reach into foreign markets … 

• The studios are experimenting with different release and distribution 
models to compete against online piracy and the plethora of other 
media choices that audiences’ can choose from today ... !

So, when Steven Spielberg struggles to get a film made, as in the case with 
Lincoln, what makes us think that the regular über indie filmmaker has any 
better chance? !
For the longest time this is the basic trajectory that all aspiring filmmakers 
believed they must follow to achieve success … !

• Go to film school 



• Make an independent film 
• Win awards at film festivals 
• Get hired to make a film for the major studios 
• Congratulations!  You’re a success. !

This trajectory has worked for some filmmakers, and these are the stories 
that we love to hold onto as they provide us HOPE. !
Inherently, filmmakers are dreamers and we love good stories about the 
underdog who “makes it”. !
But we cannot ignore that these success stories are few and far between.  
It’s like the Gold Rush; some people found gold … but many people did not. !
This fallible process has forced filmmakers to jam their hopes and dreams 
into a system that only rewards the lucky 1% (Maybe even less than 1%).  
This system has created a great sense of SCARCITY. !
There’s a reason why most filmmakers are cynical.  They’ve bought into this 
SCARCITY mind-set and are envious of those who are lucky enough to be 
part of that 1%. !
Now, compound this effect when that magical 1% system begins to implode 
… So, that 1% opportunity shrinks even more … !
SCARCITY increases … !
It was hard enough trying to break into the system when it was established, 
but when that infrastructure begins to implode … !
Where do aspiring filmmakers go? !
When there is no defined system for a filmmaker to work towards … it leaves 
fear and anxiety. !
But what if, there was a modified system that gave aspiring filmmakers 
clarity and focus when they are launching their film to the world? 



!!
Books, Music, Movies ... Oh My! 
It’s been said that all we need to do is look at what has happened to the 
book publishing and music industry as indicators of where the film industry 
is headed (or may already be there). !
So, let’s quickly analyze what’s happened to the book publishing industry … !!
The Book Publishing Industry !

• The mainstream publishing industry has shrunk ... 
• But literary agents receive more book submissions every month ... 
• A traditional publisher needs to sell units … 
• Traditional publishers will push any book with “fur, fangs, and S&M” 

… 
• Traditional publishers are NOT about great literature, they are about 

sales … 
• Traditional publishers used to handle the marketing and distribution 

of books, but it’s not uncommon for a publisher to expect the author 
to come up with the marketing plan ... 

• An author may make anywhere between $1,000 - $5,000 in advance 
money to write a book … 

• The author’s royalty fee is a very low 1% for paperback to 10% for 
hardback books … 

• Roughly 1% of all authors make over $100,000 from their writing ... 
• However, anyone can write a book … 
• Technology allows anyone to self-publish their book now … 
• Technology allows anyone to sell their book online to the world … 
• Have people stopped reading?  No, they read blogs, social media, 

and anything on their mobile devices … 
• The act of reading is alive … but the format has changed … 
• How do authors grab the attention for their work with these new 

formats? !!



The Music Industry !
• The mainstream record companies have been reduced … 
• But more music is available to the consumers than ever before … 
• The record companies need to sell “HIT” singles … 
• The record companies will push into the market anything young 

consumers will pay for … 
• The record companies are NOT about great music or advancing the 

art form … 
• A traditional 360 deal means that a record company will own all 

aspects of the artists income from their identity to anything they 
earn outside of their music creation … 

• Those artists who do sign a deal with a record company many times 
have to pay back the advances … 

• For more info on how the music companies work, check out this link:  
http://youtu.be/6fa8lJKTy0I 

• The MP3 technology has eliminated the need for physical distribution 
… 

• Technology has allowed musicians to produce quality albums in their 
own homes … 

• Technology has allowed musicians to sell their music online to the 
world … 

• There is an abundance of music available to consumers now … 
• How do musicians grab attention for their music in today’s digital 

world? !!
The Film Industry !

• The number of independent specialty studios has diminished … 
• But more feature films are being made every year … 
• Studios need big “HITS” and not small “HITS” … 
• Studios will continue to release comic book films, tween fangs and 

fur films, if they continue to make money … 
• Studios are NOT in the business of making great art films … 
• Hollywood studios are NOT in the film business, but rather they are 

in the business of exploiting licenses … 

http://youtu.be/6fa8lJKTy0I


• This is the reason why film distribution companies need to own the 
intellectual property of a film product for 25 years, so they can make 
money off that license in various outlets … 

• Most advances, or minimum guarantee monies for filmmakers is 
around $5,000 per film … 

• Most filmmakers will never see any backend royalties from a 
distribution company … 

• Technology has allowed anyone to make films (film production is no 
longer a barrier) … 

• Technology has allowed anyone to upload and sell their film to the 
world (film distribution is no longer a barrier) … 

• The last remaining barrier for filmmakers is marketing … 
• How do filmmakers grab attention for their film in today’s digital 

world? !!
So, Have These Industries Imploded? 
For many of the gatekeepers that stood between the artist and audience … 
yes, the world has imploded. !
But the large payouts that once existed for many artists have also imploded. !
In Dan Pink’s book, A Whole New Mind, he describes that technology will 
continue to replace more professions, leaving the individual with the creative 
mind to be the most valuable asset for the future. !
For instance, in the past you would need a junior lawyer to draft up all sorts 
of legal documents.  Nowadays, there are countless legal templates online 
available for download.  Lawyers who can utilize their creativity in solving 
problems will be in greater need than the technician lawyer. !
Can you see the parallels in the film industry?  Technology is minimizing 
many positions. !
But audiences still desire great stories … and they need smart, creative 
people to feed them those stories. !

http://www.amazon.com/Whole-New-Mind-Right-Brainers-Future/dp/1594481717/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=SRPCOI4KOWMR3YKS&creativeASIN=1594481717


Is it an implosion?  Or is it a revolution? !
Whether you are an author, musician, or filmmaker … !
Production is no longer a barrier ... !
Distribution is no longer a barrier … !
Marketing is the last barrier for authors, musicians, and filmmakers … !
But marketing is only part of the whole business system, which is selling 
your film product online. !
Now, as an independent filmmaker you need a new business structure of 
how to succeed in today’s digital age … Drum roll please :-) !!
What To Expect … 
I just want to make films for a living … Don’t you? !
And NOT just any films, but our own films, right?  To wake up every 
morning, knowing that you are in control of creating something that will earn 
you a living ... !
And NOT to hold down a full-time job, forcing you live out your passion on 
the off hours … !
And NOT to work as a hired hand on someone else’s film, where you might 
get paid, or get paid way below scale ... !
No.  I am on a mission to facilitate a process in which filmmakers can build a 
sustainable living by just making their little independent films and selling 
them directly to an audience without ever needing to work through any 
traditional system. !
There are several ways to make a sustainable living as a filmmaker … !



This survival guide is just one option. !
This survival guide is designed to give you simple missions (a step-by-step) 
approach at building your new filmmaking career based upon techniques 
used by successful online entrepreneurs. !
* I may interchange the words “film” and “movies” from time to time in this 
survival guide, because I’m what you call … lazy. !!
Will I Be Successful If I Follow This Survival Guide? 
Yes, no and maybe.  Success is relative and dependent on so many factors … 
including luck.  Each person comes to this filmmaking world from diverse 
backgrounds and situations; it’s difficult to promise any sort of individual 
success. !
However, this survival guide will provide you a good foundation of what it’ll 
take to build an online business, so you can start selling a digital product. !
Your digital product will be your film. !
Once you make your first sale online, you’ll see ways in which you can 
super-size your efforts to make your business more viable in the future. !
The worst-case scenario is that you’ll make a bad film that no one wants to 
buy … Like me, hahaha :-) !
At least you won’t put your savings account into jeopardy …  But you will 
come away with the experience of what it takes to run an online business in 
the simplest of forms. !
The result of your experience is that you’ll be able to make another film 
product and strive to do better with your second attempt when selling that 
product. !
Now, that’s not so bad … is it? !



!!
Disclaimers 
!
Success 
As mentioned earlier, this survival guide cannot promise any sort of success, 
as there is no way to determine each individual’s background, upbringing, 
challenges, and current or future economic situation. !
Success will be dependent on your own definition. !
This survival guide will help outline the possible ways in which to 
successfully sell a digital product (your film) online. !!
Affiliates 
In some of the steps, I may provide links to products and services that I 
have used to help sell my digital products online.  It is assumed that the 
links that I provide within this survival guide are affiliate links, meaning if 
you choose to purchase any of the items suggested in this guide, those 
products and services will pay me a small percentage of the sale, however ... !
There is no extra charge to you as the buyer! !
You can pay for the same product or service through another vendor; my 
affiliate link just tells the company that you have decided to purchase the 
items through me, which triggers their accounting system to send me a 
small commission. !
So, whenever you see a link in this survival guide that sends you to a 
product or service, you’ll be able to say, “Hey, I need this product/service 
and I know that when I use this link, it helps Scott out with the sale … with 
no extra charge to me!” !
If by any chance some of the links do not work (which is likely, since this 
book was self published by my own fat fingers) … Anyhow, if by any chance 
you are unable to connect to any of the links in this book, please go to: 



!
http://filmtrooper.com/implosion-resources/ !
And you’ll see the entire list of all pertinent links that are contained in this 
Survival Guide. !!
Due Diligence 
Now, if you DO decide to purchase any of the product or services through 
any of the affiliate links, please be advised that it is expected that you 
conduct your own due diligence in making sure that those product or 
services work for your specific business decisions. !
What has worked for other filmmaking entrepreneurs may NOT work for your 
efforts … !
Please be aware of these conditions and conduct your business decisions 
with proper due diligence. !
Okay, enough of the pleasantries … Time to suit up and start your Film 
Trooper adventure! !
Wait … What’s a Film Trooper? !!

http://filmtrooper.com/implosion-resources/


!!! !!!!!!

PART ONE:  
What The Hell is a Film Trooper? !!!



INTRODUCTION 
!
Do You Remember … 
Can you remember the first film you saw that actually moved you in an 
emotional, transformative way? !
I’m 40 years old, so the usual culprits such as Jaws and Star Wars influenced 
my Californian suburban youth.  But for me, the film Amadeus really 
changed my perspective.  My dad dragged me to the theater to watch a film 
that didn’t contain special effects and I was thinking this is gonna suck.  
Then I came out of that film … and was spiritually transformed … it was such 
a good story. !
The film Somewhere in Time had the same affect on me.  I thought it was 
gonna be another sappy love story.  I only wanted to watch it because it had 
Christopher Reeves as the lead ...  Superman himself!  Then … the same 
affect … I was spiritually transformed after watching that film. !
What are your memories?  What led you down this road of filmmaking? !!
Film School and Beyond … 
I went to film school.  Made some awful short films as you’re supposed to 
do.  Loved every minute of it.  Tried to improve upon my mistakes … Finally 
made a short film that was halfway decent.  Good enough to land me a job 
at Sony PlayStation. !
I stayed with PlayStation for nearly 12 years where I became the Cinematic 
Supervisor, creating cinematic sequences for many of the first party title 
games.  I had the privilege to work with some of the best visual effects 
artists in the business.  I had a blast playing in that huge sandbox. !!
The First Implosion … 
In the video game world, “GAMEPLAY” is king.  Just like in film, “STORY” is 
king … No matter how good your graphics look in a game, if it’s not fun to 



play, people will turn it off.  Just like in film, if the “STORY” is boring … 
there’s no amount of visual effects that’s going to stop people from walking 
out of the theater. !
We had an unceremonious PlayStation 3 launch.  Not enough titles were 
available for it’s release and the hardware was full of technical problems.  
Since I ran the cinematic department, we were considered “fluff”, as it 
wasn’t vital to the gameplay experience.  So, the economy was tanking right 
when the PS3 was being launched.  In the wake of a bad launch, the 
corporate world you make cuts … so, my department was the first to be let 
go … !
The smart thing to do when you lose your job and the economy is collapsing 
all around you … is to try and produce an independent comedy in Hollywood.  
(As you’ll discover in this book, I’m not the smartest bloke).  It felt as if the 
sky was falling.  Producers were scrambling trying to figure out where they 
were going get the financing to pay for their fees. !
Regardless, the project I was developing was gaining momentum.  Word got 
back to one of Hollywood’s prominent producers that there was a comedy 
worth taking a look at.  This producer sent an intern to sit in on a table read, 
where I assembled some of the named actors attached to the project to 
perform the script out loud. !
The intern was so stoked on the project that he wanted to leave his 
internship to help make the movie with me.  Now, that’s a glowing 
endorsement.  His rave review got back to the Director of Development, who 
read the script and who was also stoked on it. (I know it’s bad grammar to 
end with a preposition, so forgive me grandma, I just gotta roll this way). !
Anyway, everything looked to be a slam-dunk.  The interns and the Director 
of Development loved the script, the producer just signed a deal with a 
distribution company looking for the next Superbad comedy, and I was told 
that this script was the best option the producer had on the table. !
So, what happened?  Well, I pitched my project to this prominent Hollywood 
producer, only to discover that I was selling my shoe design to a hat maker.  



It wasn’t a fit.  He doesn’t make comedies.  Lesson learned … find the right 
partners. !
I’m sure some of you had very similar experiences.  In Hollywood, nothing is 
ever a done deal unless it’s sitting there up on the big screen. !
But I didn’t let the project die … !
After more hustling, I partnered with some other producers who brought the 
project to MGM.  Here’s the simple premise of the film … ! !



Four Dudes + Hot Girl + Time Portal = DO-OVER  
“If you could relive one day in high school … What would you do?” !

Here’s the poster design:  http://iwantmydoover.com 

!!

http://iwantmydoover.com


It was a time travel comedy.  I knew MGM had a similar premise, but it was 
described as one guy going back in time to fix three days of his life. !
MGM passed … the heat dissipated.  Hopes and dreams don’t pay the bills, 
so back to the grindstone of supporting a family … and finding a steady 
paying job. !
About a two years later a film is released by MGM that was a time travel 
comedy featuring four guys going back in time … the film was Hot Tub 
Machine.  The kicker was the poster design.  Since I don’t have the rights to 
officially include it into this survival guide, you can click on their official link 
to see the poster that was created: Hot Tub Time Machine Poster !
All my friends were calling me, “Duuudddee!!!” !
All of this could have been a coincidence.  It happens.  What usually happens 
in this case is that a film project is brought to a studio and if it sounds 
similar to a project that they already have in development, they won’t even 
read the script in case they are ever sued for infringement. !
No … somewhere during the development of MGM’s time travel comedy, they 
must have made a decision to change the story line from one guy to four 
guys.  Now for the poster design … well, that could have been floating in the 
ether as well. !
Bottom line, MGM and the producers making the time travel comedy had the 
connections and the resources to get their film made and shipped. !
Marketing guru, Seth Godin, talks about how the pro’s “ship”.  Hot Tube 
Machine shipped … DO-OVER (my project) did not. !!
There Must Be Another Way … 
While attending the American Film Market (AFM) peddling my film to 
prospective sales agents, I got a good idea what sells and what doesn’t.  I 
started to think about reverse engineering my film ideas based off what a 
buyer would actually be willing to pay for … DUH!  And it wasn’t American 

http://www.amazon.com/Hot-Time-Machine-Movie-Poster/dp/B003SLJRQ6/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=BZ3F4RBFXFLMK42L&creativeASIN=B003SLJRQ6
http://youtu.be/qESbS8jg9F4


comedies, or dramas … nope.  They just wanted horror flicks with hot chicks, 
and action movies with stars from the 1980’s. !
Anyway, I attended a panel hosted by Stacey Parks, author of The Insider’s 
Guide to Independent Film Distribution.  One of the featured panelists was a 
filmmaker who made a ton of money selling his DVD’s directly online using 
internet marketing tactics.  I was floored.  This was 2007.  I saw the future. !
So … how can you make a digital product and sell it directly online? !
Since 2007, there were a lot of technical breakthroughs for independent 
filmmakers.  Let’s see … !

1. Canon releases the Canon 5D Mark II in 2008.  Cinema quality 
depth of field is achievable with a small compact High Definition 
camera. 

2. The Zoom H4n digital audio recorder is released in 2009.  High 
quality audio recording is possible without the use of DAT tapes and 
large reel-to-reel machines. 

3. Advancements in digital editing and visual effects software make it 
possible for production to be completed on laptops. 

4. Low cost fluorescent and LED lighting kits make it easier for the 
indie filmmaker to lug around basic lighting equipment in their cars. 

5. Digital aggregators begin to become more prevalent in 2012, 
helping filmmakers place their films on various digital distribution 
platforms. 

6. Direct digital distribution platforms like Vimeo On Demand, VHX, 
and Distrify pop up all over the place in 2013, making it easier for 
filmmakers to sell and share their films to the world. !

Making and selling films online has never been easier. !!
THE CUBE … 
You know, I’ve had access to amazing equipment my entire career … !
While I was at PlayStation, a lot of us in the cinematic department would 

http://www.filmspecific.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Insiders-Guide-Independent-Film-Distribution/dp/0240817559/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=DIM25ZFXYIOJPPE7&creativeASIN=0240817559


talk about just getting off our butts and making a film.  Lots of talk … No 
action. !
While we were yapping it up, a programmer in the other building was quietly 
making a little horror film in his own house.  That little film would end up 
becoming, Paranormal Activity. !
If you want to hear a blow-by-blow account of how that film really became 
the global success that it did, please check out my podcast interview with 
the film’s creator, Oren Peli at this link:  http://filmtrooper.com/28 !
So, there I was … I had all this gear in front of me … but had no story to tell. !
Like many people, the down turn in the economy revealed a lot of stories to 
tell.  I’ve spent the past few years studying everything I could about 
business, marketing, and how not to be enslaved by the corporate promise 
that I falsely bought into. !
Because my background was in production, I would start writing a script only 
to stop halfway … telling myself that the scene I just wrote would cost a 
million dollars! !
I’ve been searching for a story to tell that could be produce with the gear 
that I owned and that could take place in my house.  Welcome to the club, 
right?  I’m sure many of you have been in the same boat. !
Well, on the verge of being laid off again from a new employer, I knew 
something had to change.  It was the night of my wife’s birthday and I didn’t 
want to be Debbie Downer with my problems … So, I let it all go.  I stopped 
worrying and just gave into the moment.  And that moment was enjoying 
friends and family on my wife’s special night. !
That evening, I couldn’t sleep because my brain was so active … The next 
morning I awoke with this simple story in my head.  I could see it so clearly.  
I got up and cranked out the outline in 2 hours. !
Fast forward a few months and I finished production on my feature film, THE 

http://filmtrooper.com/28
http://thecubemovie.com


CUBE. !
This was a film that was made for $500 with no crew.  Not a short film, but a 
feature film … and I had no crew.  I’m sure this has been done before, but I 
wasn’t sure if I could do it. !
Once I saw it was possible, the creative floodgates just opened up … I began 
seeing more stories that could be told in this fashion. !
So, if you’re stuck trying to make your film, I hope you can find some 
inspiration in what can be made for so little.  Check out  THE CUBE. !!
What Now? 
I finished the film, placed it online to sell directly to audiences … but now 
what? !
Whenever you go to a film festival, inevitably at every director Q&A, 
someone asks, “What was your budget and what did you shoot your film 
on?”  Haha.  No one ever really cares what your film is about … they just 
want to know how you made it! !
So, I would cut to the chase and start marketing my film as just that … a 
feature film made for $500 with no crew. !
But I needed a platform to share my successes … !
Share my failures … !
And share my pursuit for the bigger question … !
How do you make a living from selling your digital product (your film) 
online? !
Welcome to the creation of FILM TROOPER … !!

http://thecubemovie.com
http://thecubemovie.com


What is a Film Trooper? 
It is a filmmaking entrepreneur. !
What is an Entrepreneur? 
It is someone who asks a select group of people what their “pain” is and 
seeks ways to help resolve those “pains” …  An entrepreneur is also 
someone who cannot work for someone else. !
Why be a Film Trooper? 
Do you want to make your own movies?  And make a sustainable living from 
it?  That is why you would want to become a Film Trooper. !
Who is Film Trooper For? 
If you’re a filmmaker who wants to make your own narrative feature films … 
If you’re a filmmaker who wants to make your own documentary feature 
films … 
If you’re a filmmaker who has made films already … 
And is someone who has a burning desire to earn a living from your art ... 
Then Film Trooper is for you … Especially if you’re an über indie filmmaker. !
But if you’re a newbie filmmaker and are willing to learn a new process that 
film schools aren’t teaching you, then Film Trooper is for you ... !
Who Film Trooper is NOT For? 
If you’re a filmmaker who wants to be a specialist … 
Someone who wants to be hired for your special skills and talent … 
Someone who wants to work for an arranged fee ... 
Someone who wants to work in the traditional structure of the Hollywood 
style system … 
Then Film Trooper may NOT be for you … !
Keep Your Blinders On ... 
This Survival Guide is designed to help you focus on each mission … 
This way you won’t get overwhelmed by information overload … 
And thus, the training begins … !!



YOUR SURVIVAL GUIDE CONTAINS ... 
!
PART ONE: !
Mission 01:  The Wizard Behind The Curtain 
What I wish I knew then, what I know now.  !
Mission 02:  Your Big Fat Mind-Set 
Change one word. !
Mission 03:  Don’t Push … Pull  (That’s What She Said) 
Stop talking.  Just listen homie. !
Mission 04:  Say “Hello” To Your New Friends 
You can pick your friends and you can pick your nose, but you can’t pick 
your friend’s nose … Who came up with that rule? !
Mission 05:  Let Me Help You With That Rash 
Why helping others will cure that rash. !
Mission 06:  The Power Of The Lisp (Sorry, I Meant List) 
If knowledge is power, then having a list means you’ll have super-powers! !
Mission 07:  What’s in Your Garage? 
Sometimes the best things in life are right in front of you?  Sometimes it’s at 
your neighbor’s house. !
Mission 08:  The Hero’s Journey (Don’t Stop Believin’) 
Why does everyone refer to Joseph Campbell’s analysis?  Because it works. !
Mission 09:  Are You Building Lincoln Loglines in the Bathroom? 
Simplify your great film product. !
Mission 10:  The Movie Sucked, But The Poster Was Great! 
Why your movie poster is your sales sheet. !



PART TWO !
Mission 11:  Whicka-Whicka.  Break It Down ... 
What the hell did I just create? !
Mission 12:  Why Budget When You Have No Budget? 
Seriously, how do you make a film with NO Budget? !
Mission 13:  Legal Mumbo Jumbo 
I don’t mean this in a bad way … !
Mission 14:  Nice Package … Why, Thank You 
Everything you need to make your film will fit in a really large fanny pack. !
Mission 15:  Calm Down, It’s Only A Film … And Your Hopes & 
Dreams 
Whatever happens … you need to keep your shit together. !
Mission 16:  Did You Get That? 
Why exposing yourself is the key to freedom … as well as, getting yourself 
arrested for indecency. !
Mission 17:  Can You Help Me Suck Less? 
Why snuggling up to your kitty cat and taking naps is so important … !
Mission 18:  You Promised Me ... 
Why I spend evenings in my underwear just watching trailers ... !
Mission 19:  But Wait ... There’s More! 
Why your film deserves much more than just “Check This Out!” !
Mission 20:  Exploit Yourself 
There is no shame when you’re selling out to yourself. !!



PART THREE !
Mission 21:  Think Globally, Act Locally … And Self Deprecate 
Why you deserve to celebrate your film … and how to profit from it. !
Mission 22:  Three … Two … One … Liftoff! 
One small step for man … One giant leap for mankind … and one nervous 
wreck you’ll be ... !
Mission 23:  The Secret Sauce 
Just fill in the blanks and you’ll have your secret sauce … and your online 
business system created. !
Mission 24:  Can You Hear Me Now? 
The big question?  How do you rise above the noise on the internet? !
Mission 25:  The Elixir! 
Is the reward in the journey or in the elixir … or both? 

!



MISSION 01:  The Wizard Behind the Curtain 
!
“Pay no attention to the man behind the curtain!” 
~ The Wizard of Oz !!
Lions and Tigers and Bears … Oh my! 
The Wizard of Oz is one of the most beloved films of all time.  At the pivotal 
ending of the film, Dorthy and her friends succeed in killing the wicked 
witch.  When our heroes return the witch’s broom to the wizard he denies 
them the rewards that he promised. !
What happened?  Well, of course Dorthy’s little dog, Toto, pulls back the 
curtain to expose an old man operating the gears behind the false wizard. !
The truth was revealed … !!
Keep Your Head Down and Work Hard … 
I grew up in the suburbs of Southern California.  Both my mom and pop 
worked as employees for various companies.  This is what I knew to be my 
reality … !
Go to school … 
Get good grades … 
Go to college … 
Do good work …  
And maybe, just maybe, someone would offer me a job. !
That is the pattern of the middle class.  It never occurred to me that there 
were other options. !
And I bet some young people who may be reading this are thinking the 
same thing.  All you want to do is to learn how to make and sell films … 
What does this whole entrepreneurship have to do with any of it? !



Well, please read on … !
As a creative person … I originally went to college to study fine art.  It was 
during my 2nd year in college that I got the filmmaking bug. !
At that time of studying film, the success stories of Quentin Tarantino with 
Reservoir Dogs, Kevin Smith with Clerks, and Robert Rodriguez with El 
Mariachi inspired so many wannabe filmmakers to follow in their footsteps to 
fulfill their dreams. !
The plan was simple. !
Make a film … 
Get it into Sundance … 
Get discovered … 
And your dreams come true. !
This era of filmmaking felt like the Gold Rush of 1849, where nearly half a 
million people arrived in California in hopes of becoming rich from finding 
gold. !
We know the story … a lot of people came, but only a few ever made it rich 
from finding gold. !
Cut to … !
We know the story … a lot of people tried to make it in Hollywood, but only a 
few ever made it rich by making movies. !
During the Gold Rush, the people who made all the money were the folks 
selling the picks, tents, and shovels.  Anyone selling the tools to those 
looking for gold … made all the cash. !
Hollywood has a sub-industry that is very similar … There are film schools, 
screenwriting courses, and acting coaches selling the tools to help anyone 
who is trying make “it” in Hollywood. !



!
Remember this … the real riches are in selling the tools.  Identify a 
dream people want, then sell them the tools. !
You can say that today’s Gold Rush is building a tech startup company in 
hopes that a bigger company will buy you out.  (Watch HBO’s show, Silicon 
Valley, to get a humorous and raunchy laugh at this world)  There are tools 
of all sorts popping up on the Internet, promoting ways to help your startup 
business become successful. !!
My Own Private Implosion … 
When I look back, I could say that I was successful at fulfilling that dream of 
making something and having someone find enough value in it to offer me a 
job.  That’s how I landed the job at Sony PlayStation.  I made a short film 
that was just above the suck line … and I got hired! !
While at PlayStation, I kept my head down and worked hard.  By day, I was 
providing video support to the marketing department, and at night, I was 
furthering my filmmaking skills.  One day, a game producer saw what I was 
making and offered me an opportunity to make some movies for his game.   !
One game led to another game … and before you knew it, I was running a 
team of over 500 amazing artists and technicians from all over the world 
making animated movies for video games. !
The early days of PlayStation acted very much like a startup company.  We 
had so few employees, but our division was bringing in the majority of the 
profits for Sony as a whole.  But with any success comes change … and that 
usually means corporate stifling. !
I was at PlayStation for 12 years, produced a lot of cinematic sequences and 
never thought it would end ... until it did. !!
Remember this … “Everyone has a plan, until you get punched in the 
face.”  ~ Mike Tyson 



!
When you lose your job … lose your house … and watch the economy 
implode around you … that’s a perfect time to try and get an independent 
movie made in Hollywood ☺ 
!!
Change Promotes the “Why” … 
Like I mentioned earlier, I decided to give it a “go” and try to get my indie 
comedy DO-OVER made during this massive change in my family’s life.  I’m 
not a bright man ☺  I was chasing Fool’s Gold.  At least it feels that way 
when it doesn’t pan out.  OMG, did you see what I just did there?  I totally 
combined two Gold Rush puns into my plight.  Sorry – back to the “WHY” … !
Yes … so “WHY” did this happen? !
I worked hard, did good work, and thought the system would take care of 
people like me.  Haha … what a fool.  The promise of the wizard was broken. !
So, here it is … this is the stuff I wish someone taught me when I was 
younger.  This is the classic example of “I wish I knew then, what I know 
now.” !!
How Does Wealth Work … and Why You Should Care? 
Every generation is supposed to have a defining moment.  Would this 
economic crash be mine?  I was in my mid-thirties with a wife, child, and 
mortgage.  I’ve been living a middle class lifestyle for some time.  I was not 
a college graduate who had little responsibilities … I was expected to support 
the family. !
How does someone get rich?  Why did I not foresee the crash ahead of time?  
Why did I have all my eggs in one basket?  Why was I so beholden to a 
corporate entity? !
Maybe you have a similar story? !
So, how do you free yourself from having to work for “da man”? 

http://iwantmydoover.com


!
Let’s imagine this scenario … !
You go on vacation, spend all sorts of money, and then come back home to 
find out that you've earned more money than you spent. 
!
How incredible would that be?  How can this be?  Investment money?  Trust 
fund?  Maybe ... But it could something as simple as having a business 
system in place. 
!
In Robert Kiyosaki's book, Rich Dad, Poor Dad !, he explains the importance 
of understanding the difference between an asset and a liability. 
!!
Asset = Money that goes into your pocket 
Liability = Money that is taken out of your pocket 
!
!
You might think owning a house is an asset, but if you're paying a bank a 
mortgage, then money is going out of your pocket.  So, it's a liability.   
!
But if you are the bank, collecting money off that mortgage note then it 
becomes an asset.  See the difference? 
!
!
Remember this … Work towards building more assets and reduce 
your liabilities. 
!
Although, I do have reservations about the manner in which the rich are 
glorified in Kiyosaki's book, I must admit his explanation of how the cash 
flow quadrant works is very eye opening. 
  
What’s the Cash Flow Quadrant? 
!
!

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/3442217784/ref=as_li_tf_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=3442217784&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20


CASH FLOW QUADRANT 
!
THE EMPLOYEE:  From the outset we are taught to work hard, learn a 
profession, and get a job.  A job working for someone else.  We become an 
employee.  Being an employee is the first quadrant of the cash flow.  You 
earn money for the hours you work.  Dollars for hours.  When you clock out 
of work, you stop earning money. 
!
THE SELF-EMPLOYED:  The next step in the cash flow quadrant, you might 
move from an employee to someone who is self-employed.  You work for 
yourself, no boss, make up your own hours ... sounds pretty good.  This is 
closer to what many professionals in the film industry represent.  The self-
employed or freelancer.  But you're still earning money for the hours you 
work.  If you get sick, there will be no money coming in ... it's just you and 
you alone. 
!
BUSINESS OWNER:  The next evolution of the cash flow quadrant is 
becoming a business owner.  Now we're talking.  You have some employees, 
you're your own boss, earning more money than if you were just an 
employee.  However, some business owners are enslaved to their business.  
If not managed properly, you make little to no money in the process of 
trying to keep a business ... well, in business. 
!
BUSINESS SYSTEMS (INVESTORS):  The golden zone of the cash flow 
quadrant is owning a business system or becoming an investor.  This is how 
the rich keep getting richer.  This is how the rich can go away on vacation 
and come back home to have earned more money then when they left.  
Their business system just keeps making them money while they sleep. 
!
Let your money work for you … and not the other way round. 
!
Would you say that McDonald's makes the best hamburger?  Haha.  No!  But 
they've sold over a billion burgers.  They have a business system in place 
that can be repeated at any location. 
!
Starbucks Coffee is similar in that they have built a repeatable business 
system. 



!
This basic understanding of business systems, is reinforced in Michael E. 
Gerber’s book, The E-Myth Revisited:  Why Most Small Businesses Don’t 
Work and What To Do About It.  In the book, Gerber simply states that, 
“Replace yourself with a system.” 
!
Can we as independent filmmakers build a business system? 
!!
Remember this … owning or investing in a business system is the 
key to great wealth. !!
What Business is Hollywood in? 
Guess what?  Hollywood is not in the film business.  What?  How can this 
be?  No, they make movies and television shows … right?  Wrong. !!
Hollywood's business system revolves around the exploitation of 
licenses. !!
Think about it.  If you had owning control of let's say, the license of Star 
Wars ... what would you do with it?  Negotiate deals to have it in theaters, 
on television, on DVD's, VOD?  
!
Would you allow manufacturing companies to make toys and games for a 
licensing fee?  Would you allow other forms of media to be created to 
expand the brand?  What would you do if you owned the license to such a 
valuable brand like Star Wars? 
!
You would probably do what has already been done ... exploit it to the ends 
of the earth and make a lot, a lot of money. 
!
Here’s an excerpt from the book, Creativity, Inc., written by Ed Catmull, the 
President of Pixar Animation and Disney Animation, as he explains the time 
when he worked for George Lucas … 
!

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0887307280?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=0887307280&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/Creativity-Inc-Overcoming-Unseen-Inspiration/dp/0812993012/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=BMH5UR6JF5TNU7BJ&creativeASIN=0812993012


The story has been told and retold about how, as a young filmmaker, in the wake 
of American Graffiti’s success, he was advised to demand a higher salary on his 
next movie, Star Wars.  That would be the expected move in Hollywood: Bump 
up your quote.  Not for George, though.  He skipped the raise altogether and 
asked instead to retain ownership of licensing and merchandising rights to Star 
Wars.  The studio that was distributing the film, 20th Century Fox, readily agreed 
to his request, thinking it was not giving up much.  George would prove them 
wrong, setting the stage for major changes in the industry he loved.  He bet on 
himself — and won. 

  
A quick side note about how the traditional system works … !
Ed Catmull mentions that George Lucas was recommended that he bump up 
his quote.  Everyone in Hollywood has a quote that they are trying to get. !
There are a lot of movies being made and sold … and I bet you’ve never 
heard of any of them.  There’s a strange club for any producer who can raise 
money, make a film, and sell it through traditional channels … 
Congratulations, you’re in the producing club and can finally start demanding 
your quote. !
Producers get paid when they raise the money for the budget of the film. 
 Within that budget is everyone’s rate, or quote, or fee of what they will be 
paid once the film goes into production. !
Like I said, everyone is working to get their RATE, or QUOTE, or FEE. !
Once the film is sold, it doesn’t matter if the film performs well or not.  The 
leverage to say that you are a producer who has raised financing, and sold a 
film product is all the clout you’ll need to raise the budget for another film 
project … and guess what?  That producer will earn his quote, get his fee, 
and raise his rates. !
Producer fees range anywhere between $50,000 - $500,000 per picture for a 
modest independent film.  Why would a larger budget be more attractive to 
a movie producer?  They’re going to do the same amount of work on a small 



picture as they would on a larger picture — so why not work on getting the 
bigger budget movie made instead?  Of course!  Their fee will be higher! !
But the value of the film product has fallen in the past few years … and it 
continues to drop.  So, if these producers are unable to secure their normal 
fee … How do they make a living anymore? !
Independent film producer, author, blogger, and indie advocate, Ted Hope, 
has stated, “I am no longer going to produce films for my living”. !
We hear ya, Ted.  And this is why I’m writing this Survival Guide to try and 
answer this very question. !
What happens when filmmakers can’t get their quote?  How do you make a 
living from independent film? !
Again, it’s all about controlling and exploiting the license for the products 
you create. !!
What About Transmedia? 
Transmedia allows your story world to be told across multiple platforms, 
such as a film, book, graphic novel, interactive game, etc.   !
Transmedia allows your audience to experience your art on deeper levels.  If 
transmedia is the art, then license exploitation is the systematic method of 
monetizing that work. !!
So, What Does This All Have To Do With Selling Your Film Online? 
As mentioned earlier, when I attended the American Film Market (AFM) and 
was inspired by a filmmaker who made a lot of money selling his DVD’s 
online by utilizing internet marketing strategies … I had to learn more. 
!

• How do you use the Internet to sell a product? 
• What are the basic principles of business? 
• What are the basic principles of marketing? 
• How does wealth work? 

http://trulyfreefilm.hopeforfilm.com/2013/12/i-am-no-longer-going-to-produce-films-for-my-living.html


• How do I free myself from just being an employee? 
• How do I make “real” money from the things I love? 

!
All these questions, led me to collect the answers for you here in this 
survival guide … 
!
!
COMPLETE MISSION 01: 
!
In order to complete Mission 01, simply understand that before you ever 
start making and selling your film online … That the bigger picture works as 
follows:  !

1. Know the difference between an asset and liability 
2. The key to great wealth lies in owning or investing into a business 

system 
3. Build a system around selling the tools that feed the dream 
4. Own, control, and exploit the license of your art 

!
For the next mission … Let’s crack open that skull of yours. 

!



MISSION 02:  Your Big Fat Mind-Set 
!
“Whether you think you can, or you think you can’t — you’re right.” 
~ Henry Ford !!
Game … Match … Mind-Set 
What differentiates entrepreneurs from say … someone who is an employee? !!
Mind-Set. !!
Entrepreneurs have the mind-set that allows them to find opportunities 
where other people may overlook.  The only thing that you have to do for 
MISSION 02 is to change your mind-set.  Easy, right? !
Ask yourself this … !
“Am I comfortable with receiving a lot of money?” !
If the answer is “yes”, but you haven’t received a lot of money, then why 
not? !
What is holding you back from receiving a lot of money?  How does your 
body react when you think of the word “money”? !
What is your body doing when you think of the word “money”?  Does your 
stomach tighten?  Are your shoulders tight? !
Now, what happens to your body when you think of the word “filmmaking”? !
You have all the tools to become a successful Film Trooper. !
Somewhere in your life, you have a barrier that needs to be knocked down … !



Acknowledge that the barrier exists … !
For me, I never grew up knowing any millionaires and such.  I just never 
asked myself what kind of world that would look like … It never entered my 
mind.  I never had that mind-set. !
Now I do … and guess what?  I’m not a millionaire … yet, but the initial 
barrier has been acknowledged and now it’s time for me to knock it down. !!
Scarcity vs. Abundance 
Earlier, I mentioned that when we jam all of our filmmaking hopes into the 
broken system of making films for the major studios it creates an 
overwhelming sense of SCARCITY amongst the indie film world. !
SCARCITY is bad … it harbors jealousy and cynicism amongst those who 
believe in SCARCITY. !
In the world of entrepreneurs, they see things with the mind-set of 
ABUNDANCE. !
With an ABUNDANCE mind-set you’ll thrive in a place of creation and 
growth.  ABUNDANCE promotes positive energy and thoughts. !
When you have a SCARCITY mind-set, it breeds negativity and jealousy. !
Work everyday to possess an ABUNDANCE mind-set. !!
What is Your Barrier? 
You’ll have to dig down deep and be honest with yourself about the barriers 
that are holding you back. !
It’s been said that we have to unlearn so many things in order to find our 
TRUE selves. !
Identify your barriers … then change your mind-set with one word. 



!
From now on, the word “CAN’T” will be changed into “HOW” … !
I can’t become a Film Trooper. !
It sounds a lot different, when you ask yourself, “How do I become a Film 
Trooper?” !!
It’s All About The “HOW” 
The active use of the word “HOW”, forces your brain to start thinking of 
solutions. !
It eliminates the barrier of “CAN’T”. !
Let’s see how many ways we can apply this to … !

•  I can’t make a feature film with no money … How do I make a 
feature film with no money? !

•  I can’t make a feature film by myself … How do I make a feature 
film by myself? !

•  I can’t earn a living by making little films … How do I earn a living 
by making my little films? !

•  I can’t build an online business around my full-time job … How do I 
build an online business around my full-time job? !

You see! !
Something as simple as changing “one” word will change your mind-set … !
In 1937, Napoleon Hill wrote the book, Think and Grow Rich.  In the book, 
Hill explores the power of the mind-set and how it affects a man’s success.  I 
say the word “man”, because this book was written in 1937!  In 1937, men 
as whole were kind of dicks to women … but I digress, this book, regardless 

http://www.amazon.com/Think-Grow-Rich-Landmark-Bestseller/dp/1585424331/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=KOJTC6FVGTINLF7M&creativeASIN=1585424331


if you’re a man, or woman, or someone from another planet … It has been 
called “Granddaddy of All Motivational Literature.” !

The starting point of all achievement is DESIRE.  Keep this constantly in mind.  
Weak desire brings weak results, just as small fire makes a small amount of heat. 

!!!
COMPLETE MISSION 02: 
!
Change one word in your vocabulary and thinking … change the word 
“CAN’T” to “HOW”. !
In the next mission, you’ll see why pulling feels a lot better than pushing. !!



MISSION 03:  Don’t Push …   Pull 
!
“Most people do not listen with the intent to understand; they listen with the 
intent to reply.” 
~ Stephen R. Covey (Author), 7 Habits of Highly Effective People: Powerful 
Lessons in Personal Change !!
Do You Hear The Words Comin’ Outta My Mouth? 
Prior to studying art in college, and then getting the filmmaking bug … I 
attended a performing arts school when I was younger.  At this school, you 
were taught everything from art, music, dance, and of course … acting. !
From time to time, I do a bit of acting up here in Portland, Oregon and one 
of the key principles we are taught … is to listen. !
What does this mean … to listen? !
It essentially means that the reactions you make should be dependent on 
how well you listen to your fellow actor.  If the other actor delivers their lines 
at a low energy level, and you suddenly return your lines with high energy … 
something will be off in the overall performance for the audience. !
This is sometimes referred to “being in the moment” … !
What you’re striving for … is HONESTY. !!
What Does This Have To Do With Selling My Film? 
As the question states … You’re trying to SELL your film. !
Would you agree … that selling a product to a customer who really wants 
your product is a lot easier than trying to sell your product to someone who 
has no interest? !
So, how do you get people to really, really, want your film product? 

http://www.amazon.com/The-Habits-Highly-Effective-People/dp/1451639619/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=3JSFF5V2Z43YNTWD&creativeASIN=1451639619


!!
Don’t Push … Pull 
Have you ever heard of Push vs. Pull Marketing? !
Essentially, when marketers utilize “Push” tactics, they are using disruptive 
advertising to shout at you about their product.  Whenever an ad pops up on 
your computer screen, or a commercial breaks into your favorite television 
show … marketers are disrupting your experience of enjoying the content 
you are reading or watching. !
The traditional Hollywood system has always used “Push” marketing tactics 
to shout at you … claiming they have a product coming out that weekend 
that you should check out. !
The Internet has given way to the CONTENT MARKETING revolution.  
Because we can gather information of all sorts of things using the Internet, 
as a society, we are more adept to knowing when we are being advertised to 
… so, we know when to tune out and click off. !
What the CONTENT MARKETING revolution has done is proliferate the 
“PULL” marketing tactic. !
With PULL marketing, you are creating media content that entertains, 
informs, and fascinates your consumers to “want” to know more about your 
product.  With PULL marketing, your content becomes a magnet for 
attraction, as opposed to PUSH marketing, which is like a megaphone, 
shouting at your customers. !!!



 
Just Keeping Tabs … 
Let’s see … !
You know that you’ll need to put your film product into a business system … !
And that you’ll need to set that business system up to exploit the license of 
your film product … !
And that’ll you need to change your mind-set through each step of the 
process to actively look for ways to solve problems … !
And now, you’ll need to listen … !
And how do you listen? !!
What Are They Saying? 
You’re going to eventually be making and selling your film product for an 
audience.  But who is that audience?  How will you know if your film product 
will be something they are attracted to? !
When I made my feature film, THE CUBE, I knew I was making this film all 
wrong.  I never took the time to figure out what audience would even care 
to watch my film.  I never took the time to build a film product for any 
particular need or desire that any audience would want.  It was a purely 
selfish artistic endeavor. 

http://thecubemovie.com


!
But I understand that creative need to “just make something” … and I didn’t 
care that I was making my film all wrong (from a business and marketing 
perspective). !
The good thing is that the feature film only cost me $500.  So, I mitigated 
my risks … I was able to express myself creatively, test out what worked and 
didn’t work when selling a digital product online, and begin to work at 
making the next product even better. !
I, like many filmmakers, just created something and PUSHED my product 
out into the marketplace … when no one even asked for it.  So, what kind of 
returns could I expect?  Not much.  Haha. !!
The Foundation 
In 2011, a young entrepreneur, Dane Maxwell, was interviewed for the blog 
Mixergy.com, created by Andrew Warner.  Dane’s approached to business 
shook up the online business world.  Here’s the basic recap of how Dane 
viewed the world when starting a business … !

• Dane knew that Software as a Solution (SAS) would be the most 
profitable business for him. 

• Why software?  Because it provided little to no overhead costs to 
operate. 

• Dane viewed SAS as the modern equivalent to the tools that were 
being sold during the Gold Rush. 

• What was his process?  Did he just make a guess of what sort of 
software consumers would want to buy?  No … he asked. 

• Dane worked at a real estate company and heard brokers 
complaining about not getting quality agents. 

• Could software solve this “pain”? 
• Dane just took the time to ask the brokers questions about their 

“pains”.  So much so, that one of them drew out a bullet point of 
things that he wished existed to help solve their “pain”. 

• Dane paid a graphic designer to take the notes and make a mockup 
version of the software solution. 

http://mixergy.com/interviews/paperless-pipeline-maxwell-interview/


• Dane brought the graphical mockup to the broker, who gave him 
feedback … 

• Dane made adjustments, and asked how much a software like this 
would save a broker every year and how much would he be willing to 
pay for it on a monthly basis? 

• Dane was willing to give a lifetime membership to his software at a 
low price point, if this broker was willing to pre-pay for the product. 

• Dane took this same mockup design and did the same sales pitch to 
other brokers to get a number of pre-sales.  The software wasn’t 
even created yet!  And here’s the kicker … Dane knew nothing about 
programming. 

• After getting commitment from several brokers, Dane took the 
mockup design to a programmer, and since he didn’t have any 
money to pay a programmer, here’s what he did instead … 

• Dane simply offered stake in the company, showing the programmer 
that he already had pre-sales. 

• A programmer (like an artist or technician) is more interested in 
investing their talents to a product that can potentially give them 
recurring revenue than a one-off freelance job. 

• Dane built his first SAS company this way … and has since built many 
more. 

• Now, Dane and his business partner, Andy Drish, have established a 
training program called The Foundation, where they select only a 
handful of entrants to teach them how to start a business. 

• Is it successful?  Several graduates from this program have gone on 
to build successful SAS companies themselves … so, yes it is 
successful. !!

The Power of Listening … 
So, what can we take away as filmmakers from the experience of Dane 
Maxwell?  He listened.  He PULLED the information out of his prospective 
customers and was able to create a system (software) to help solve their 
“pain” and in the process it made him rich.  The Foundation. !
Take a listen to an interview I did with Andy Drish, Co-Founder of The 
Foundation, on the Film Trooper podcast:  http://filmtrooper.com/54 

http://thefoundation.com/
http://filmtrooper.com/54


!
 
You’re Pulling My Chain … 
Although I used Dane Maxwell’s experience as an example of how effectively 
listening is to you success, how does a film product solve any “pains” for 
your prospective customer? !
People not only want to be entertained by film products, they want to be 
transformed.  What aspects of your film product will evoke this 
transformation in your audience?  You won’t know, unless you ask and really 



listen to what they are saying … !
Here’s some quick tips on how to do this very thing, no matter what platform 
you choose to hunt for your information … !

1. First, ask yourself what specific audience you want to make a film 
for? 

2. You need to get inside the thoughts of this specific audience. 
3. Take the time to join various online communities where your 

specific audience is having conversations about the topics you want 
to make a film about. 

4. You may find these communities on specific websites, where they 
are leaving comments at the end of blog posts.  

5. You may find these communities on Twitter, where they are using 
#Hashtags to talk about topics your film idea may have relevance. 

6. You may find these communities on Facebook, where they are part 
of private and public groups.  What sort of comments are people 
making in these groups? 

7. Search Reddit, Instagram, Tumblr, Snapchat and Google+ to 
deepen your investigation.  No matter what social media platform 
you are using, the answers lie within the comment sections. 

8. Read … Listen … and try to understand what the psychology of 
these groups are and how your film idea can be an attraction for 
them. 

9. Absorb yourself in the world of your audience. 
10. Get to know them better than they know themselves. !!!

COMPLETE MISSION 03: 
!
Learn to listen … !
Everything you need to know … your audience will tell you. !
For the next mission … it’s time to find you some new friends.  



MISSION 04:  Say “Hello” To Your New 
Friends 
!
“It is one of the blessings of old friends that you can afford to be stupid with 
them.” 
~ Ralph Waldo Emerson !!
So, What Would You Little Maniacs Like To Do First? 
In the 1985 cult classic, Weird Science, two nerds build the ultimate woman.  
Now it’s your turn to build your ultimate woman … or your ultimate man … 
I’m sorry, I mean your ultimate fan. !
What does your ideal fan look like? !
You need to imagine the type of fan who is going to love your work … !
You need to imagine the type of fan who you want to hang out with on a 
daily basis ... !
You need some new friends … you need some true fans. !
Now, you can’t make your ideal fan “everyone” … That’s too broad. !
How specific can you get when building your ideal fan? !
Once you can identify and create your ideal fan, then you can start to serve 
those fans. !
What does it mean to serve your fans? !
It means that the type of films you make will be for them … not you. !
To be a Film Trooper, you must take your ego out of the equation, and 
become a servant to your ideal fan base. !



It’s not about you … it’s about them. !
Why is this important?  The indie film scene is saturated with “Look at me!  
Check my film out!” !
As a Film Trooper, you’ll need to scream out, “How can I help you?” !
If you have identified and built your ideal fan, then offering them help will be 
a lot easier than trying to help everybody, right? !
I’m not talking about documentary films per se, although documentaries are 
much easier to target the needs of a specific audience better than traditional 
genre films.  But what if you have a Sci-Fi genre film?  What sort of value 
does that film offer a specific audience?  Well … let’s ask! !
If your ideal fan is someone who is a Sci-Fi aficionado, but only likes films 
with space travel that are based on scientific facts … then ask them what 
sort of Sci-Fi film they would pay to watch? !
Guess what?  They would probably tell you that they want a film with space 
travel and a story that is strongly rooted in scientific facts.  Haha.  Of 
course! !
By asking what your ideal fan wants, they essentially give you a work order.  
We’ve all had jobs where a boss or customer hands you a sheet that says, “I 
need these things”.  Well now, you have a work order from your ideal fan! !
Here’s the funny thing … We are all capable of becoming a Film Trooper, 
because if it were a job, we’d just get on with it and do our job. !
Now imagine if that job offered you training … You’d have no problem doing 
your job.  That’s what this survival guide is here to do … to be a sort of 
training. !
Still not sure how to find and develop your ideal fan? !
Let’s try the checklist … 



!!
Checklist For Identifying Your Ideal Fan: !

• Who do you dream of hanging out with? 
• What sort of people do you aspire to be friends with? 
• Who would you like to hang out with on a daily basis? 
• Would you want these ideal friends to become your ideal fans? 
• How old are they? 
• Are they men, women, or children? 
• What country do they come from? 
• What city do they live in? 
• How much money do they make? 
• What is their socioeconomic background? 
• What movies do they like?  How do they like to watch movies? 
• What music do they like?  How do they like to listen to music? 
• What do they read?  Books?  Magazines?  Blogs?  How do they like to 

read? 
• Who are their friends? 
• What are their values? 
• What do they like to spend their money on? 
• What does their daily routine look like? 
• What do they never leave the house without bringing with them? 
• What are their fears? 
• What are their desires? 
• What keeps them up at night?  What are they worried about? 
• What do they dream about? 
• What do they aspire to become? 
• How can your film product fulfill these dreams? !

I’ve prepared a downloadable PDF version of this checklist for you here:  
Ideal Fan Download !
Let’s take this checklist for a spin … I’ll use myself as the guinea pig.  Since 
my next film project is supposed to be a ghost story, how would this 
checklist apply? !

http://filmtrooper.com/idealfan


1.  Who do you dream of hanging out with? 
I dream of hanging out with people who are extremely smart, 
inspiring, and motivating.  People who share a common curiosity about 
the universe. !
2.  What sort of people do you aspire to be friends with? 
I enjoy people who have a wonderfully witty and crass sense of humor, 
but who have a positive influence on the communities (or tribes, as 
Seth Godin refers to them as) where they provide value.  These people 
are “real” and flawed, but strive to do better and help others despite 
their shortcomings. !
3.  Who would you like to hang out with on a daily basis? 
Besides my wife and daughter when they’re in a good mood?  Haha, or 
when I’m in a good mood after my team wins  … I’d have to say, I’d 
like to hang with people who see more in me than I do in myself … and 
who challenge me to go beyond myself everyday … and who can take a 
good “ribbing” (that means joking for all my foreign friends).  Nothing 
is better than hanging with good friends, picking on our insecurities, 
and trading insults until we end the conversation with (bleep) you. !
4.  Would you like these ideal friends to become ideal fans? 
I would like my friends to call me out on my B.S. to keep me 
grounded.  But I would like my ideal fans to apply anything I might be 
sharing to their lives in a positive manner.  As for my work, for my 
films, I’d like to have (any) fans that simply respond by saying, “Your 
film really spoke to me.”  Or “Dude, your film made me laugh.”  But 
since, I’m trying to make a ghost story, I want to connect with fans 
who are more interested in the deeper questions and wonders of the 
paranormal, rather than someone who is fan of blood and gore. !
5.  How old are they? 
35-45 years old. !
6.  Are they men, women, or children? 
Men and women. !



7.  What country do they come from? 
United States and Canada. !
8.  What city do they live in? 
They in live in the suburbs. !
9.  How much money do they make? 
Anywhere from $36,000 - $75,000 annually. !
10.  What is their socioeconomic background? 
Most of these men and women come from working to middle class 
families.  They are not wealthy, but could have deep roots in 
Catholicism or Judaism. !
11.  What movies do they like?  How do they like to watch movies? 
These men and women between the ages of 35-45 years old like to 
watch films such as The Conjuring, Poltergeist, and The Exorcist.  They 
prefer to watch these films in the comfort of their own home, on their 
flat screen TV’s either through Netflix, iTunes, or Amazon Prime Video. !
12.  What music do they like?  How do they like to listen to music? 
These working class adults, probably still have affection for music such 
as punk rock, hair metal, and classic rock.  Listening to music is not a 
regular habit, as it’s an occasional thing to do at parties when 
someone is playing Pandora on a digital media player. !
13.  What do they read?  Books?  Magazines?  Blogs? 
These adults read books on paranormal investigations, real ghost 
stories … but mostly, read Facebook and some paranormal blogs. !
14.  Who are their friends? 
Since most of these working class adults are also religious, they’ll 
spend time with extended family and other church members.  Their 
friends are connected through tradition. !
15.  What are their values? 
These adults value family and church.  They place value on faith and 



look for explanations about the unknown through their doctrine. !
16.  What do they like to spend their money on? 
Money is spent at the bar with friends.  Money is spent on accessible 
tech gadgets, maybe even gear for ghost hunting.  Money is spent on 
entertainment, such as video games. !
17.  What does their daily routine look like? 
These adults wake up, take care of the pets, get the kids ready for 
school, go to work, converse with co-workers about the big game, 
come home, make dinner, watch TV, put the kids to bed, and in the 
waning hours of the night, they log online to explore articles and 
videos about the paranormal. !
18.  What do they never leave the house without bringing with them? 
For the men, they never leave the house without their car keys, wallet, 
and smart phone.  For the women, they never leave the house without 
their car keys, purse, and smart phone. !
19.  What are their fears? 
The paranormal unknown. !
20.  What are their desires? 
To be financial secure.  To find proof that there is evidence of the 
paranormal.  To feel validated that their paranormal experience was 
real. !
21.  What keeps them awake at night?  What are they worried about? 
Kid’s health.  Money.  Parent’s health.  The meaning of their life. !
22.  What do they dream about? 
Being recognized for discovering the truth about the paranormal. !
23.  What do they aspire to become? 
They want respect and validation for the deepest desire to understand 
and discover the truth about the paranormal. !



24.  How can your film product fulfill these dreams? 
These ideal fans are looking to connect and be transformed by a story 
that explores the deeper questions they have about the paranormal.  I 
have to make a film that scares and entertains them, at the same time 
tapping into these deeper psychological desires of “validation” and 
“explanation”.  If executed correctly, my film can become a gateway of 
further discussion for these ideal fans. !!

What Did We Learn? 
Surprisingly, when answering the questions about what ideal fan or friend I 
wanted to hang out with, it revealed my aspirations.  However, when having 
to drill down to the type of person my next film project would be best suited 
for, it revealed a different type of person.  A person I don’t want to aspire to 
hang out with?  Haha.  No, rather a person who is a hard worker, church 
going, family person who has deeper questions about their existence and the 
world they live in.  I want to connect with these people on this level. !
The change occurred at question #5.  It would be great if I could align my 
ideal friends with my ideal fans, but that’s why we have this checklist … to 
reveal our intentions and get clarity. !
Now, what does this checklist questionnaire reveal about who I’m making 
my film for?  Originally I thought it was going to be made for female 
teenagers, but after going through the questions I realized that I didn’t want 
that targeted audience to be my focus. !
I want to make a film that connects with those adults who either had a 
paranormal experience, or who have a deeper question and curiosity about 
the paranormal.  You can already see that a blood and gore horror film 
doesn’t tap into these deeper desires of my ideal fan. !
You can see that when it comes time to start communicating (marketing) 
with them, I know what platforms to focus on … Facebook, paranormal 
blogs, and paranormal groups.  I won’t waste my time on other social media 
platforms that they aren’t actively participating in. !



I’ll also know that I need to work my film distribution into the platforms that 
they’ll feel most comfortable watching my film.  So, I may have to work with 
an aggregator to get the film onto iTunes, and Amazon, before releasing it 
on Netflix.  This is not impossible, but it’s just something I have to budget 
for in regards to the aggregator’s fees. (More about aggregators in Mission 
22). !!!
COMPLETE MISSION 04: 
!
Answer this checklist and you will build your ideal fan. !
By the way, if you were to hire a marketer, they would have to use this same 
sort of checklist to determine how they would plan their marketing strategies 
to reach this ideal fan, or audience, or customer for you. !
*Note*  Try not to make other filmmakers your ideal fan.  Why?  
Filmmakers as a whole are too broad of a group.  Most of the time the mass 
groupings of filmmakers won’t buy your film … they are too busy trying to 
sell you their film.  Haha. !
Jason Brubaker of filmmakingstuff.com has been telling filmmakers for years 
that, “You’re business is your audience”. !
As you’ve seen earlier, I’ve declared that this guide is meant for a specific 
type of filmmaker.  And the materials that I create for Film Trooper is made 
for that specific type of filmmaker … But when it comes time to sell my film I 
cannot make the “filmmaker” my ideal fan.  I need to find another, very 
targeted group of people outside those parameters … and so will you! !
Once you’ve narrowed down your ideal audience, your ideal customer, your 
ideal fan … It’ll be time to start giving them “real” value … and that’s in the 
next mission. !!

http://filmmakingstuff.com


MISSION 05:  Let Me Help You With That 
Rash 
!
“If you are not taking care of your customer, your competitor will.” 
~ Bob “Idea Man” Hooey !!
1,000 True Fans 
In 2008, Kevin Kelly, the founding executive editor of Wired Magazine wrote 
a blog post entitled, 1,000 True Fans.  It quickly was picked up, shared, and 
commented on by other bloggers … you can say it went viral. !
The basic premise of the article declared that independent artists of all 
types, be it a painter, musician, author, or video maker needn’t worry about 
selling their work to the whole world.  They just need to have 1,000 true 
fans that are willing to spend $100 annually on their work. !
Imagine if you had 1,000 true fans that were willing to pay you $100/year, 
you’d make a $100,000 — a very nice living wage. !
Now, imagine if those 1,000 true fans increased to 10,000 true fans?  You’d 
make $1 million/year. !
The goal is simple.  Build 1,000 true fans (your ideal fan) provide them with 
a value of $100/year. !
Having 1,000 true fans only works if you provide them consistent value.  A 
film product is a one-off product … and if you’re going to exploit your 
license, then how do you build value that is sustainable? !
Let me reiterate … your film product is a one-off product. !
This means after someone has watched it, or downloaded your film — that’s 
it!  They’re done with it.  And on top of that, most people are not willing to 
pay more than $0.99 for a film product nowadays. !

http://kk.org/thetechnium/2008/03/1000-true-fans/


Your film could generate more income if it were on Cable Video On Demand 
(VOD), as many cable companies rely on their subscription numbers to help 
push your film through their sales queue.   A good aggregator or formal 
distribution deal is normally required to get your film onto Cable VOD. !
A service like Netflix would be considered a Subscription VOD or SVOD. !
But if you were to strictly place your film online for a customer to rent, buy, 
or download your digital product … This would be referred to as an Electronic 
Sell Through (EST).  Platforms like iTunes are EST’s. !
The term VOD has been used to categorize all formats of digital distribution. !
Anyhow, back to what I was saying … Oh yeah … !
If you’re hoping to earn your film’s budget of $50,000 back from digital 
downloads, then you’ll need to generate nearly 50,000 transactions for your 
film. Most EST’s for independent films that are without formal distribution, or 
named stars, are generating about 1,500-2,000 transactions. !
Multiply 2,000 transactions by … say $3 rental fee … your film would earn 
about $6,000 through EST. !
If these numbers shock you, keep in mind that most Minimum Guarantee’s 
(MG’s) from formal distribution companies for independent films, come in 
around $5,000.  So, the distribution companies’ MG offers are not out of 
line. !
Don’t get depressed … This survival guide is supposed to help point you to 
other options for generating income from your film product. !
Remember this … your film product is part of the larger equation. !!
Your Film is an Advertisement … 
If our goal is to build a product worth $100 to sell to our 1,000 ideal fans, 
then how do we make our film product worth a $100? 



!
You don’t.  Your film is the catalyst, the advertisement for something bigger 
that is worth more than the $0.99 rental price of a single film product. !
What is this “something bigger” (Oh my gosh, I can’t believe some of you 
were thinking that … shame on you … and double shame on me for writing 
it.) !
Anyway, the whole purpose of carefully analyzing and assessing whom your 
ideal fan might be … and learning to listen to their fears and desires … is to 
creatively figure out a way to either solve their problem, or spark their 
imagination. !
Either way, the key ingredient is to provide your audience great VALUE.  
Everyday, you should be asking yourself, “How can I provide greater value to 
my fans?”  It’s about them … not you.  Use your talents to serve them a 
delicious dish of VALUE. !!
What Can You Create That Is Worth $100 Every Year? 
Let’s take a look at what we know so far … !

• Having a business system creates the structure to collect consistent 
revenue from this $100 product. 

• Exploitation of your license diversifies your income streams.  This 
provides added value. 

• Being a good listener and pulling (extracting) the pain from your 
ideal fan/customer will provide a work order of what you need to 
build. 

• If built correctly, you will provide great value to your ideal fan. 
• If you listened well, and built your product(s) with quality, you should 

be able to sell that $100 product to your fans with ease. !!
Fat, Sick, and Nearly Dead … 
Let’s take a look at a documentary film made by Joe Cross.  Joe was already 
a successful Australian entrepreneur, however, his health was failing.  The 



film, Fat, Dead, and Nearly Dead describes exactly where Joe was at his life 
when he began the film.  He was extremely overweight; taking way too 
many medicated drugs, and was in danger of dying at a very young age. !
The film chronicles Joe’s journey to the United States where he would go on 
a cross-country road trip for 65 days, drinking nothing but fruit and 
vegetable juice made from a juicer he carried in the car that was plugged 
into a portable generator.  During his travels, Joe would meet all sorts of 
Americans and ask them about their food choices. !
Within the 65 days, Joe transforms before our very eyes.  His health 
radically improves; he gets off medicated pills, and inspires a few people 
along the way to make a change in their life too. !
The film was picked up for distribution and became a rallying cry for many 
people to make a change in their eating habits.  What started out inspiring a 
few people, evolved into a full-blown movement.  The sequel to Fat, Dead, 
and Nearly Dead chronicles this larger movement and social change that Joe 
has created. !
So … although, the film was a massive success on it’s own … I want to 
highlight something that I thought was brilliant.  Most people after watching 
the film were so inspired to buy a juicer themselves — like me! !
Originally, when you clicked on the Fat, Sick, and Nearly Dead film website, 
there was a link to buy the Breville Juicer.  Joe is no dummy, he made sure 
that those links were “AFFILIATE LINKS”.  Meaning that anyone who bought 
a $300 juicer from that link, Joe would be make a commission for each sale. !
Now, this is just an educated guess, as I could find no inside scoop on the 
numbers, but If you have a popular film that gets viewed a million times, 
and let’s say 3% of those people actually bought a juicer from Joe’s affiliate 
link … meaning about 30,000 people bought a $300 juicer … and Joe made, 
say a 50% commission … He would have made an additional $4.5 Million 
from his affiliate sales alone. !
What did happen, was that since the release of the film in 2011 on Netflix, 

http://www.fatsickandnearlydead.com/
http://www.fatsickandnearlydead.com/


the sales have doubled for the Breville Juicer company.  Breville has also 
came onboard to fully endorse, partner, and pay for Joe’s sequel.  You can 
say Joe Cross has become a sort of Jared of Subway Sandwiches …  but for 
juicing! !!
Who Are The Influencers? 
What is Breville Juicers to Joe Cross?  They are his partner. !
This relationship is a win-win for both parties.  Joe shares stories of how 
using the Breville Juicer changed not only his life, but other people’s lives.  
Breville Juicer continues to champion Joe’s story and make better products 
for their customers. !
As a Film Trooper, we need to find our partners. !
Partners who have direct influence over your ideal fans. !
So … !
Who are the major influencers that your fans follow online? !
Not sure? !
It’s time to do some research … !
You do this by: !

1. Setting up a Google Adwords account (it’s FREE) 
2. Go to:  http://www.google.com/adwords/ 
3. Signup for an account 
4. Don’t worry, you’re not paying for anything 
5. You’re just signing up to utilize their FREE Keyword Planner 
6. After you’ve signed up for your Google Adwords account … 
7. Go to the top menu area and select “Tools” 
8. Then choose “Keyword Planner” 
9. In the area, “What would you like to do?” choose “Search for new 

http://www.rebootwithjoe.com/why-breville/
http://www.google.com/adwords/


keyword and ad group ideas.” 
10. Type in the keywords that best associate with your ideal fans 
11. You’ll see variations of your keyword listed along with the monthly 

average searches for each keyword 
12. Type these popular keywords into Google and see what pops up 
13. You’re looking for blogs, bloggers, journalists, and experts that 

commonly get associated with these popular keywords 
14. These are the influencers you need to connect with … !

If you still need help in finding who these influencers might be … !
Just ask. !
Engage in the comment sections of these publications and see who others 
think are the major influencers in that space. !
And yes … !
You can do the same thing on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr, G+, etc. !
Any place where your ideal fans engage … is where you need to be. !!
Building Your List of Influencers 
Let’s say you’re making a film about marathon runners … !
Use the Google Keyword Planner and see what keywords pop up in regards 
to marathon runners … !
What companies, what heroes, what journalists, what bloggers do these 
people follow online? !
Now, take any spreadsheet program, like the FREE Google Sheets, to create 
a list of all these influencers. !
Pick 10 influencers who have email lists … !



How do you know if they have an email list? !
If you go to these influencer’s websites and they offer some kind of free gift 
in exchange for your email address … !
Then this means they are building a list of their own. !
Sign up.  Get on their list. !
Take your time researching and analyzing how these influencers help your 
ideal fan. !
Then, you’re job is to help these 10 influencers by either … !

• Helping them sell any products they offer to their audience (which 
should be the same as your ideal fans) !

• Helping them spread their message to new people !
• Apply any teachings these influencers offer and report back to them 

on how it worked for you !
• Engage in that influencer’s community !
• Bottom line, offer great value to these influencers and their 

communities !
Why? !
You’re banking on these influencers to have a much larger email list than 
what you have … !
As you’ll be asking for help much later on … !
But first, you’ll need to help them … !
And do so without ever asking for anything in return … 



!
For at least a year … !
So, when you finally ask for a favor, they’ll be more likely to help you since 
you’ve added so much value to what they do. !!
COMPLETE MISSION 05: 
!
The only thing you have to do is provide your audience and their influencers 
with great value.  This can be in the form of a film product, or it can be in 
the form of a service.  No matter what it is … it must serve your audience 
and serve your list of influencers. !
Joe Cross made a film that resonated with a deeper pain for many people 
across the world.  It’s not just about eating better and losing weight … His 
message connected with a deeper desire … people wanting their self esteem 
back … people wanting to fight depression … people wanting to feel 
connected to a community of people who were just like them … Fat, Sick, 
and Nearly Dead.  Joe gave them hope and a simple plan. !
The business side of Joe, allowed him to put in place a system that he could 
exploit his license and generate multiple income streams from that one 
product.  !
You can do the same with your next film product. !
Serve your audience … !
Serve your list of influencers … !
And they’ll pave the way to riches … but you’re gonna need to gather your 
audience into an effective communication system.  For your next mission, 
get ready to discover the power of the list. !!



MISSION 06:  The Power of The Lisp (Sorry, I 
Meant List) 
!
“Every list that I’ve built started with one subscriber.” 
~ Jeff Walker (Author), Launch: An Internet Millionaire’s Secret Formula To 
Sell Almost Anything Online, Build A Business You Love, And Live The Life Of 
Your Dreams !!
Netflix Subscription 
The Holy Grail of online entrepreneurs is to have recurring revenue through 
the form of memberships or subscriptions.  Remember how business 
systems can generate great wealth?  Let’s take a look at Netflix’s business 
system. !
Netflix offers content in the form of movies and episodic shows.  Customers 
pay about $8/month to access the library of content from Netflix. !
Netflix has been reported to have over 50 million subscribers. !
50 million X $8/month = $400 million/month !
Not only does Netflix make huge profits every month from it’s subscriber list, 
but they also keep an insanely detail record of how many people watch 
certain content at any given time of day, within a certain region, and where 
they are on the socioeconomic scale. !
This makes for a powerful business system. !
Imagine if you had 50 million monthly subscribers handing over their data 
that revealed their viewing habits?  What would you do with that data?  
Since your incentive is to maintain current subscribers, you’ll need to make 
sure there is content available in your library that appeals to those existing 
subscribers — You don’t want to lose subscribers (unless you raise prices). !
Then, when you want to increase your subscription numbers, you expand 



and open in new territories … or create original content that creates a desire 
for people to want to sign up and join your cult. !
Collecting data is powerful.  Having an effective system to manage this data 
is vital. !!
Don’t Build On Rented Land … 
What is worth more?  50 Facebook followers … or 1 loyal email subscriber? !
The dangers of building any kind of online business on a separate social 
media platform … is that you don’t own it.  You don’t control the “terms of 
use” … you don’t know when sudden changes in the platform can suddenly 
wipe out your entire business. !
Utilizing social media is a great way to harness conversations, but you need 
to attract these prospective people (leads) to your own land … !
Your land is your website ... and when people come visit your land, you need 
to invite them to come into your home. !
Your home is your email list. !
Why email?  Let’s think about most of our daily routines … for many of us, 
we scroll through Facebook and Twitter catching up on anything that is in the 
feed.  But our attentions are limited and sporadic at best when we’re on 
these platforms.  Information of all sorts can be lost or never seen, 
depending on the time of day when you check your status. !
But with email … it’s personal. !
When we receive emails, we are forced to deal with it.  We usually scan the 
subject line, delete it right there, send it to spam, or save it for later in a 
folder. !
There is considerable amount of effort that needs to be taken when dealing 
with email. 



!
Now, if someone has purposely chosen to be subscribed to your email list, 
then they are expecting to be transformed by the emails you send them … 
don’t let them down … otherwise, they’ll just “unsubscribe” from you as you 
haven’t earned their trust. !
But let’s imagine a different scenario … let’s imagine that a person willingly 
subscribes to your email list and they can’t wait to get your amazing email 
content that you’ll be sending them.  With each email that they receive from 
you, it evokes a deeper, emotional connection with your message … imagine 
if your content, sent through the format of email has a greater impact on 
them instead of your film? !
Email marketing is a form of content marketing.  And marketing is nothing 
more than a means to communicate. !
Your ideal fan just loves everything you send them in their inbox.  They are 
so excited about your content, that they can’t wait to buy something from 
you … So, when the day finally comes and you announce that you are selling 
something … this ideal fan, can’t control themselves … they just buy your 
product without question. !
Imagine if you were selling a $100 product … and you had 1,000 people on 
your list … and only 500 people bought from you … you’d still make $50,000. !
Now the time and effort it takes for you to sell your $100 product to your 
email list of 1,000 people is the exact same time and effort it would take to 
sell to an email list of say … 100,000. !
If only half that list bought your $100 product … you’d make $5 million — 
For doing the same amount of work if you had a list of 1 or 100,000! !
Do you see now why the list is powerful? !
“The energy of your business is directly tied to the strength of your email list 
…”  ~ Amy Porterfield, Facebook Marketing Coach !

http://www.amyporterfield.com/2014/01/attract-more-facebook-fans/


!
How Do You Build An Email List? 
I’m sure you saw those numbers and thought, “Gosh dang-it! Get me one of 
those doggone email lists!” !
So, here are the basic steps in setting up a system to collect emails … !

• You have to a home base … this will be your website (Remember, you 
don’t want to build on rented land, such as Facebook.) !

• You’ll need a web hosting company to get started, I use HostMonster, 
but it’s the same company as BlueHost.  I just prefer the more 
creative slant from HostMonster.  If you don’t know how to set up a 
web host … not a problem, this is what these companies do … helping 
people like us, get started.  !

• HostMonster can help you install the Wordpress blogging and content 
management system (CMS).  Why Wordpress?  Wordpress is an 
open-source blogging solution and website creation tool that has 
made it so easy for regular Joe and Janes like you and me to build a 
website on a proven platform. !

• I added a Wordpress design theme from CyberChimps to make it 
look pretty … I’m not much of a web developer, so I rely on these 
pre-made themes.  If you’re not sure how to add a theme to your 
Wordpress website, try this link:  How to Install a Theme on 
Wordpress !

• Sign up for an email management service like Aweber or MailChimp.  
I use MailChimp, because I like chimps.  How do you get started with 
using an email service like MailChimp?  Try this link:  Getting Started 
With MailChimp !

• The good thing about using HostMonster, Wordpress, CyberChimps, 
or MailChimp is that they have good customer support, as there are 
many people who use these services and they continue to fix the 
software bugs on a continual basis. 

http://www.hostmonster.com/track/arrowinn
http://www.hostmonster.com/track/arrowinn
http://wordpress.org/
http://cyberchimps.com/
http://www.wpbeginner.com/beginners-guide/how-to-install-a-wordpress-theme/
http://eepurl.com/5Shu1
http://mailchimp.com/resources/guides/getting-started-with-mailchimp/
http://www.hostmonster.com/track/arrowinn
https://wordpress.org/
http://cyberchimps.com/
http://eepurl.com/5Shu1


!
• Within MailChimp, you create your list.  Name it.   Own it.  Click this 

link:  How to Create a New List !
• Create an email campaign of what you want to say to the people who 

eventually subscribe to be on your list.  Your emails will be one 
method for content marketing.  How do you create an email 
campaign?  Click this link:  Creating Campaigns !

• Create a simple product that you’ll offer for FREE in exchange for an 
email address. !

• You’ll want this FREE product to be in alignment with your overall 
message that serves and provides value to your targeted audience. !

• For instance, at this moment, I offer a FREE gear guide, listing all the 
equipment I used to make a feature film for $500 with no crew.  This 
is nothing more than a PDF download.  I may change this FREE 
product out with something that is better aligned with the type of 
filmmakers I want to help … individuals who want to become 
filmmaking entrepreneurs.  But for right now, a FREE equipment 
guide is working. !

• After you have created your free giveaway, you’ll need to start 
marketing (communicating) to your targeted audience that you offer 
great value. !!

How Do You Market Great Value? 
This is the $62 billion question.  This is why the information marketing 
industry is worth $62 billion.  No one has the secret sauce, because when 
you’re communicating to other human beings, most formulaic processes 
aren’t always 100% effective. !
Our job is to be human … and to communicate in a human way to other 
humans that we may have something of value that is worth listening to … 
and worth paying for. 

http://eepurl.com/5Shu1
http://kb.mailchimp.com/lists/growth/create-a-new-list
http://kb.mailchimp.com/campaigns/ways-to-build/create-a-campaign-with-campaign-builder
http://freegearguide.com


!
The manner in which you communicate this message is dependent on what 
methods your ideal fan wants to hear from you … !
Email is an effective strategy, not a formula, but a strategy at sharing your 
message. !!!
COMPLETE MISSION 06: 
!
“The money is in the list”  ~ Marketing Proverb !
So far, we’ve … !

• Discovered why we need a business system to exploit the license of 
our work … !

• The real profits come in the selling of “tools” … !
• We must have the right mind-set before taking this Film Trooper 

journey … !
• We must become expert listeners in order to extract the “real” pains 

from our ideal fans … !
• We must target our search to better understand who these ideal fans 

really are … !
• We must stop thinking of ourselves and start thinking of our fans … !
• We must find ways to best serve them … !
• In addition, we must serve the influencers of our ideal fans … !
• And lastly, we need to have a system that collects these fans’ 

information in order to A) provide them great value and B) set in 



motion an automated sales process … !
You know what’s crazy?  We haven’t even gotten into the movie making part 
yet.  Like I said, I wish I knew then, what I know now.  I wish my film school 
taught me this stuff … unfortunately, they did not.  Speaking of film school, 
in the next mission, you’ll finally see how to make a film … the Film Trooper 
way! !!!



MISSION 07:  What’s In Your Garage? 
!
“To succeed in life, you need two things: ignorance and confidence.” 
~ Mark Twain !!
What is Resource Filmmaking? 
It simply means, making a film with only the resources in front of you … !
I originally heard indie filmmaker, Christopher J. Boghosian, use this term 
when he was interviewed by Film Courage. !
Normally, you would write a script from your imagination and then try and 
find the money and locations that fit into your script. !
Many times you never quite find that perfect location that you had in your 
imagination … If you’re working for a Hollywood studio, you would just build 
a set. !
But if you stopped and surveyed all the resources that are in front of you, 
then why not base a story on ONLY those items?  This is resource 
filmmaking. !!
Why Use Resource Filmmaking? 
Why not?  Why go into debt to make 1 out of the 100,000 new film products 
that hit the market every year? !
By producing an extremely inexpensive film product using only the resources 
in front of you … !
You set yourself up for greater profits when you start selling your product 
directly online. !
Prove to yourself that you can successfully sell digital products, like your film 
product, and do so without going into debt … 

http://youtu.be/nN07W0KoiZA


!
Then increase your budgets and scope for each successive film. !!
What About Crowdfunding? 
My personal feelings about crowdfunding are constantly evolving.  Originally, 
I felt that if you needed to raise $2,500 for a campaign, you’re better off just 
getting a job and saving that amount instead of bothering people for such a 
low amount. !
But as time has gone on, I can see the benefits of using crowdfunding as 
some kind of “pre-sell” testing ground. !
Perhaps the goal of the crowdfunding campaign is not to raise the money, 
but to test the market to see if anyone would be willing to pay for your poo-
poo (that’s Swahili for shat).  That was the original goal of Kickstarter.  To 
provide a little monetary boost for a filmmaker’s project. !
If you are able to raise significant funds for your film project, then that is an 
accomplishment worth celebrating.  But the problem with many filmmakers 
is that they think they need to make their film for the amount they have in 
front of them.  Meaning, if a filmmaker has $5,000 to work with, they’ll 
make a $5,000 film.  If they have $100,000 to make a film, they’ll make a 
$100,000 film. !
A business minded entrepreneur would look at that $100,000 and say that 
they can use $5,000 of those funds to make the product (the film) and use 
the remaining funds to develop the marketing strategy, build out ancillary 
products, and hold a reserve fund for business development. !
The current mind-set of the filmmaker is to make the $100,000 film and 
hope that someone will discover their work and grant them all their wishes.  
Don’t be that filmmaker. !
Be a Film Trooper.  If you had $100,000 to work with … make a $5,000 film 
and use the rest of the money to build out the other aspects of the business 
that will make that $5,000 film a success. 



!!
Swinging Schwingles ... 
The 1996 independent cult comedy hit, Swingers, was made for $250,000.  
It launched the careers of the creator, Jon Favreau, who went on to direct 
Marvel’s Iron Man, comedic actor, Vince Vaughn, and director, Doug Liman, 
who launched the Bourne Identity franchise. !
Doug Liman convinced Jon Favreau that they should make the film for 
$250,000 but make it look like a film that was shot for $25,000.  What?  
Why?  Liman thought that many $250,000 films at the time would try and 
make it look like a $1 Million film … but they would always fall short. !
By having additional funds at their disposal, Liman and Favreau could ensure 
they had room to secure those extra locations, hire the better actor, license 
the better song, etc.  This was a business mind-set approach to the project.  
As Film Troopers we want to think in those terms as well. !!
What Happens When No One Comes To Your Campaign? 
Well, when you’ve picked yourself up from crying on the floor, you can make 
a decision … !
One, kill the project and tell yourself that no one wants to see your stupid 
film, or … !
Two, make your film product anyway with ONLY the resources in front of 
you! !
Maybe your marketing skills aren’t perfected yet, and your crowdfunding 
campaign sucked … !
Or, you released your product to the market too early? (In Mission 22, I 
reveal a Kickstarter story that’ll open your eyes to this notion of releasing 
too soon.) !
But by using the process of resource filmmaking, you don’t have to wait for 

http://www.amazon.com/Swingers-Collectors-Edition-Vince-Vaughn/dp/B004SIPALY/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=MBGFMU6F44J6UWNN&creativeASIN=B004SIPALY


permission from anyone … !
Not even your ideal fan that you’ve created in your garage.  Maybe they’re 
not your ideal fan anyway, so screw ‘em.  Haha.  Just kidding of course. !
You’re an artist and you have this burning need to make your film the way 
you see it … !
And maybe, just maybe, the world will embrace it … !
And embrace you … !
And they will give you the love and adoration that you never got when you 
were a kid … !
Wait! !
You see how easy it is to fall into the spell of the “ego”? !
It becomes all about you? !
What happened to serving your ideal fans? !!
How Can I Serve My Fans With My Resources? 
Somewhere out there, your ideal fan … !
That chubby cheek kid with no teeth needs your help … !
They need you to create something so wonderful that it speaks directly to 
them … !
And they need you to make this glorious project with the ONLY the 
resources in front of you … !
Do you think you can accomplish this? !



How do you know, if you haven’t taken a proper survey of what amazing 
resources you have in front of you? !
Resource checklist here we go! !!
Checklist of Resources: (Get the downloadable PDF here:  Resource 
Checklist) !

• Can you shoot a film using your own house or apartment? 
• How can you make your own house or apartment unique? 
• Is there one room in the house that you can use all the time? 
• Do you have an interesting garage?  Interesting basement?  

Interesting backyard? 
• What sort of neighborhood do you live in? 
• Are there any outdoor surroundings that are free to the public that 

you can use? 
• Do you have access to a location that can be used over and over 

again without any hassle? 
• Who do you know that is excited to help you with your film project? 
• Could these people be used as crew? As actors? 
• Do you know any professional actors? 
• Do you have access to any interesting pets? 
• Do you have access to any interesting cars, props, or clothing? 
• What equipment do you have to make a film? 
• Is your only camera a smart phone? 
• Do you have any audio recording equipment? 
• Do you have any lighting equipment? 
• Do you know any musicians?  Are they any good? 
• Can you play an instrument?  Even if it’s badly? !

http://filmtrooper.com/resourcechecklist


COMPLETE MISSION 07: 
!
With the list of resources that you have right now, can you make a film that 
serves your ideal fan? !
Use your imagination … !
Use your innovation … !
For this MISSION, all you need to do is look over your resource list and let 
your imagination begin to work out the problem of serving your ideal fan. !
Get into the daily habit of asking yourself two questions … !

1. What have I done today to serve my ideal fan? !
2. How can I help my list of influencers? !!!



MISSION 08:  The Hero’s Journey (Don’t Stop 
Believin’) 
!
“A hero is someone who has given his or her life to something bigger than 
oneself.” 
~ Joseph Campbell !!
Once Upon A Time ... 
There was nothing … and then a story was shared and it helped us make 
sense of our world. !
What was this story? !
Who knows?  But it was probably told around the campfire after a long day 
of hunting. !
But why do we need stories? !
Why do you want to tell stories? !
For me … I see stories as a psychological and spiritual way for us to make 
sense of our world.  We subconsciously try to make sense of our day through 
story.  Think about it … !
You wake up … 
You have a routine … 
You are part of your ordinary world … 
Deep down inside you want something more to happen … 
You want a new adventure to make your day magical … 
And maybe it happens … 
Sometimes it’s magical … 
Sometimes it’s a pain in the ass … 
Alas, conflict has emerged in your life … 
You fight and struggle to overcome this daily challenge … 
Maybe you overcome this challenge, maybe you don’t … 



But your life for that day has shifted course … 
Evening comes … 
A long day at work ends … 
You either cherish … 
Or lament … 
Or reflect on the challenges of your day … 
Your life, your mind, your outlook has changed from where it started that 
morning … 
You close your eyes to sleep … 
The day ends … 
The story ends for that day … 
But not for life … 
A new story awaits you … 
Once you wake up to start your new day … 
The whole cycle repeats itself … !
So … What is your story? !
What is the story of your ideal fan? !
What sort of story would your ideal fan just love for you to create for them? !
And how can you create a story through a feature film product that you 
share with your ideal fan? !
If you’re going to make a feature film with only the resources available to 
you, find inspiration from films that could easily have been made for almost 
nothing with today’s digital tools. !!
Find Inspiration … 
When I first tried to create a story that could be made with only the 
resources in front of me, I looked to these films for inspiration: !!
Rope (1948) Directed by Alfred Hitchcock.  This film has a simple premise; 
two friends strangle a college friend with a rope and dump his body into a 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00BM7A1AO/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=211189&creative=373489&creativeASIN=B00BM7A1AO&link_code=as3&tag=filmtroo-20


large chest that is in the middle of their apartment.  The two murderers 
proceed to throw a cocktail party at the apartment, inviting all the friends 
and family of the dead victim (what a bunch of sickos).  As an audience we 
know there’s a dead body — We’ve seen them kill the guy at the opening of 
the film!  Now, throughout the film we only see a small piece of rope 
dangling from outside of the chest.  Geesh, talk about the master of 
suspense … Nicely done Mr. Hitchcock. !
This was the main inspiration for my little film THE CUBE, as the presence of 
the dangling rope created suspense.  I tried my best to use THE CUBE in the 
same manner.  But I’m not Hitchcock ☺ 
!!
Cube (1997) Directed by Vincenzo Natali.  A handful of strangers awake in a 
series of bizarre cube chambers.  Together they must figure out how to 
escape without being killed or killing each other. !
Way before my little film, Cube became a cult horror suspense classic and is 
worth checking out to see how a cleverly constructed set could do you 
wonders. !!
My Dinner With Andre (1981) Directed by Louis Malle.  Sit in on a 
fascinating film about a conversation between two friends.  Great acting, 
great conversation, and guaranteed to make you think twice about your own 
film and what is really needed when it comes time to create interest and 
intrigue. !
I have a scene at the end of my film, which I remember calling the My 
Dinner With Andre scene. !!
Paranormal Activity (2007) Directed by Oren Peli.  A husband records the 
disturbing haunting that plagues his wife in their suburban Southern 
Californian home. !
This is as simple as it gets … a scary movie made in your own home.  If you 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/6305238065/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=211189&creative=373489&creativeASIN=6305238065&link_code=as3&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.apple.com
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B001WLMOLE?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B001WLMOLE&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B002VKE0XA/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=211189&creative=373489&creativeASIN=B002VKE0XA&link_code=as3&tag=filmtroo-20


haven’t listened to my exclusive podcast interview with Oren Peli on the 
making of this iconic film, then do yourself a favor and listen to it now here:  
http://filmtrooper.com/28 !!
Exam (2009) Directed by Stuart Hazeldine.  Eight job seeking hopefuls are 
locked in a room to answer one question on the paper exam in front of 
them.  They are explicitly told to follow a set of rules and not to break them 
if they want the coveted job.  The problem is … there is nothing on the piece 
of paper in front of them. !
Again, the genre of suspense and thrillers seem to work best for these single 
location films. !!
The Breakfast Club (1985) Directed by John Hughes.  Four high school 
students spend one Saturday in detention. !
I remember showing this film to my daughter and thinking OMG.  This film 
could totally be shot today with the digital tools for nothing.  It’s all about 
story and character.  Watch it, re-watch it and get inspired … and this film 
isn’t even a thriller! !!
Clerks (1994) Directed by Kevin Smith.  A hilarious and raunchy look at the 
day-in-the-life of two store clerks’ lives. !
This film was famously made for $25,000 on credit cards.  With today’s 
digital tools, you know this type of film can be made for much less and look 
amazing.  But again, it’s all about the story and characters … and the unique 
voice, which is all Kevin Smith.  Find your own voice. !!
El Mariachi (1992) Directed by Robert Rodriguez.  A mariachi strolls into a 
small Mexican town and is mistakenly identified as a renowned assassin who 
carries his gun in a guitar case. !

http://filmtrooper.com/28
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0040QYRSQ/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=211189&creative=373489&creativeASIN=B0040QYRSQ&link_code=as3&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B003IWYOF4/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=211189&creative=373489&creativeASIN=B003IWYOF4&link_code=as3&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B004SIP6N6/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=211189&creative=373489&creativeASIN=B004SIP6N6&link_code=as3&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0000A2ZTY/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=211189&creative=373489&creativeASIN=B0000A2ZTY&link_code=as3&tag=filmtroo-20


The king of resources, Robert Rodriguez, wrote his film based on all the 
available materials he knew he could use … A guitar case, a small Mexican 
town, a bus, and a turtle.  He made this film for $7,000 … with today’s 
digital tools, he could have easily made this film for $500. !!
Reservoir Dogs (1992) Directed by Quentin Tarantino.  A bank heist goes 
horribly wrong for a band of thieves. !
The film that marked the pinnacle of the independent film boom of the early 
1990’s.  Revisit this classic and ask yourself, if you had named actors, 
limited locations, and killer dialogue … what kind of indie film could you 
make with the digital tools today? !!
THE CUBE (2013) Directed by Scott McMahon.  On the verge of financial 
hardship, a married couple receives a mysterious red cube at their front 
doorstep.  When the cube causes a strange disturbance, the couple throws 
the cube away, only to have another cube arrive at the door … then another 
… then another … One by one, each arrival of the cube escalates the tension 
between the couple, spiraling them toward a supernatural encounter, where 
they must learn to let go and face their fears. !
Yes it is … a shameless plug for my own little film.  But hey, if you want to 
see what can be made for $500 with no crew, then this is your film. !!
Now, I know I threw in some classics from the hey-day of independent film 
in terms of their impact on film culture, but it’s worth revisiting some of 
them to get your creative juices flowing.  !
I bet you’re thinking … But wait!  What about films like Coherence (2013), 
Locke (2013), Sound of My Voice (2011), The Raid: Redemption (2011), 
Newlyweds (2011), Buried (2010), Moon (2009), or Arsenic and Old Lace 
(1944), Lifeboat (1944), and His Girl Friday (1940)? !
Yes, all these films are fantastic examples of what you can aspire to make 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000KX0ISG/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=211189&creative=373489&creativeASIN=B000KX0ISG&link_code=as3&tag=filmtroo-20
http://thecubemovie.com


with your resources. !
What if you’re telling yourself, “But my film needs to be told in many 
locations with lots of visual effects.”  My feelings are … how does that 
provide value to your ideal fans? !
I’ve written enough scripts to know when I’ve finished a scene … my 
production side of my brain, says, that’ll cost a $1 million to make.  I’ve 
been struggling for a long time trying to create dramatically interesting 
scenes that would cost $1 to make.  No one said it’s easy … it should be 
hard to accomplish. !
Once I completed THE CUBE, I began to see things a lot differently.  There 
are countless stories that can be told within the quiet confines of your own 
home.  I know this is nothing new, but for someone who was used to 
producing films with a large visual effects slant during my tenure at 
PlayStation, I had to retrain my creative muscles to get down and dirty with 
how a simple scene can evoke emotion.  I’m not saying I’m any good at it, 
but life’s too short not to try. !
So, for those of you who are looking to start your script … or for those who 
are looking to refine your story … here’s a simple story cheat sheet that 
could help get your creative juices squeezed outta ya  … !!
FILM TROOPER’S STORY CHEAT SHEET !
I once heard indie filmmaker, Ed Burns, say that his team uses a compilation 
of story notes from all the prominent story and screenwriting books.  If it 
works for Ed, then it could work for us too! !
You can download a PDF version of this story cheat sheet here:  STORY 
CHEAT SHEET !
Answer these questions and by the end of it, you’ll have a basic outline for 
your story. !

http://filmtrooper.com/storycheatsheet


• What is the opening image that the audience sees when your story 
starts?  Is it memorable? !

• What is the ordinary world of your story?  What are the rules and 
how is it conveyed visually? !

• What visual act does your protagonist perform that shows an act of 
humanity or displays a flaw that is engaging enough to convince the 
audience to “care” and stick around for the entire story to see what 
happens to your protagonist? !

• Can you visually show the audience the deepest desire of your 
protagonist? !

• Can you visually show the audience the deepest fear of your 
protagonist? !

• What is the "inciting incident” that sparks a change from the 
ordinary world into the new world?  This marks when your 
protagonist’s deepest desire is challenged and/or their deepest fear 
presents itself. !

• Who is the mentor, or the wise wizard that your protagonist meets 
after the “inciting incident”? !

• How does your protagonist visually show a refusal to take action on 
the “inciting incident”? !

• What is the visual moment when the protagonist has no choice but 
to take the first step out of the ordinary world and step into the 
new world?  Is this choice the right choice?  Normally, the wrong 
choice sets up more conflict, drama, and suspense. !

• What is the first challenge the protagonist faces in this new world? !
• How much fun, or how life threatening does each challenge become 

for the protagonist? 



!
• At what point does the protagonist meet their “dark night of the 

soul”, when they feel all is lost? !
• What sort of final challenge does your protagonist have as they 

enter the “inmost cave” to defeat the final monster (figuratively or 
metaphorically)? !

• After defeating the final monster of the “inmost cave”, what sort of 
elixir or knowledge does the protagonist possess?  How will this 
protagonist share this elixir with the common villagers back home 
(figuratively or metaphorically)? !

• What is the final image that the audience sees when the story 
ends?  How does it relate to the opening image? !!

Screenwriting … 
This is not a screenwriting book, but the following list of books has proven to 
be very helpful in the craft of screenwriting.  I’m sure most of you have 
already read some of these, once or twice … !
After all, you’ll need to write draft after draft of your screenplay to get it just 
right … So, be sure to learn from these great resources prior to taking that 
leap into screenwriting. !
The Hero with a Thousand Faces by Joseph Campbell 
Story by Robert McKee 
Save the Cat! by Blake Snyder 
Save the Cat! Goes to the Movies by Blake Snyder 
Save the Cat! Strikes Back by Blake Snyder 
The Writer’s Journey by Christopher Vogler 
Selling Your Story in 60 Seconds by Michael Hauge 
The Screenwriter’s Bible by David Trottier 
Good in a Room by Stephanie Palmer !!

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1577315936/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=1577315936&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0060391685/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=0060391685&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1932907009/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=1932907009&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1932907351/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=1932907351&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0984157603/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=0984157603&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/193290736X/ref=as_li_tf_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=193290736X&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1932907203/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=1932907203&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/The-Screenwriters-Bible-6th-Edition-ebook/dp/B00JLTHHVG/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=4F4OT5KWIA4OQCVA&creativeASIN=B00JLTHHVG
http://www.amazon.com/Good-Room-Yourself-Ideas-Audience/dp/0385520433/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=QTPMXJFWUQ2EBIB6&creativeASIN=0385520433


The Master Mind … The Braintrust … and You … 
In all the screenwriting books I’ve studied, there’s one very important step 
that is never addressed … !
What is that? !
The power of the “Master Mind”.  Napoleon Hill, author of Think and Grow 
Rich, explains the importance of a “Master Mind” group. !

The “Master Mind” may be defined as: “Coordination of knowledge and effort, 
in a spirit of harmony, between two or more people, for the attainment of a 
definite purpose.” !

For nearly a century, countless of successful entrepreneurs have attributed 
their success to some sort of “Master Mind” support group. !
Essentially, it’s a small group of like-minded people who keep each other 
accountable to their goals and help push each other towards success. !
As each person succeeds with their personal growth, the other members 
benefit …  It’s the classic … It’s not what you know, but who you know … !
Success breeds more success … even for those around you. !
How does this apply to your story writing process? !
Let’s take a look at Pixar again.  Ed Catmull admits that every Pixar film 
starts out as an “ugly baby”.  It’s only through the messy iteration that is the 
creative process that a story is molded into shape.  However, this process 
cannot happen without the power of the “Braintrust” meetings.  And this is 
not just a bunch of senior executives getting together and giving notes … 
Rather the “Braintrust” must consist of other directors, writers, and creative 
leads who have been through the same pain as the current story creator. !
Catmull goes on to explain the importance of “candor”.  Not criticism, but 
candor in the way that honesty is expressed for the sole purpose of helping 
the story be great.  Here’s the kicker — The story creator doesn’t have to 

http://www.amazon.com/Think-Grow-Rich-Landmark-Bestseller/dp/1585424331/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=KOJTC6FVGTINLF7M&creativeASIN=1585424331


implement any suggestions that the “Braintrust” recommends. !
Somehow, in the process of just having the discussion about why a certain 
scene isn’t working, can help the writer see the problem in a different light 
and make the adjustment. !
The “Braintrust” sounds just like a “Master Mind”.  Regardless of what you 
call it, try organizing a small group of trusted creative individuals to help 
poke holes in your story in order to help you bring out the best in you and 
your story. !!
The Table Read 
Take your script further by gathering a group of actors to read your script 
out loud.  The process in hearing actors breath life into your script will help 
you gauge the pace of your story. !
If you can get an audience to sit in and listen, their reactions to the material 
will also help you gauge if your story is slow in some places, or confusing in 
other areas. !
And don’t forget to record your table read sessions … !
Any material that you record can be used for marketing and promotional 
elements later. !!
COMPLETE MISSION 08: 
Complete the story cheat sheet … !
Then ask yourself … has your story’s theme been revealed? !
How does your story serve your ideal fan?  How much value do you think it 
will provide them? !
If you’re not sure, ask your “Master Mind” or “Braintrust” group … !



Story is King … and it’s a hard king to tame. !
And remember … !
What are the two questions you need to ask yourself every day? !

1. What have I done today to serve my ideal fan? !
2. How can I help my list of influencers? !

!



MISSION 09:  Are You Building Lincoln 
Loglines in the Bathroom? 
   
“A child of five can understand this.  Quick!  Send someone to fetch a child 
of five.” 
~ Groucho Marx !!
Simplify ... 
In your hands you have created the outline for your amazing, life-changing 
story … it’s time to simplify. !
Why? !
Because, you’ll need to be able to tell your story in 1-2 sentences. !!
Sales Sheet and Your Pitch 
In the world of entrepreneurs and business people, they use the sales sheet.  
This is a simple one-sheet document that clearly explains the product or 
service that is being sold. !
In the case of your story, you’ll need to refine your pitch to become the 
equivalent of the sales sheet. !
You do this by developing your logline. !!
What is a Logline? 
A logline is a 1-2 sentence description of your story. !!
What is a Tagline? 
This is the one sentence marketing tag that you’ll see on movie posters.  The 
famous 1979 Sci-Fi Horror film, Alien, used the tagline … “In space no one 
can hear you scream.” 



!
Pretty effective.  Great marketing tagline. !
Don’t worry about writing your tagline yet.  We’ll get into that when we 
design your movie poster! !!
How to Write a Logline? 
James Burbidge wrote a helpful blog post on raindance.org about loglines.  
Here is a modified version of that post, with 8 simple tips that will help you 
write an effective logline. !
1. Who is your protagonist? !

Example:  A married couple … !!
2. Throw in an adjective to give your protagonist more depth. !
 Example:  A young married couple … !!
3. Clearly and quickly present your protagonist’s goal. !
 Example:  A young married couple wants security … !!
4. Who is your antagonist? !

Example:  A young married couple wants security, but when a 
mysterious red cube arrives at their doorstep ... !!

5. Make sure your protagonist is pro-active. !
Example:  A young married couple wants security, but when a 
mysterious red cube arrives at their doorstep they throw it away … 

http://www.raindance.org/10-tips-for-writing-loglines/


  !
6.  Can you show “what is at stake”? !
Alfred Hitchcock is famous for explaining what “stakes” are when he 
described an opening shot of a group of men sitting at a card table playing 
poker.  Cut to the next shot of a ticking time bomb.  The camera pulls back 
out from the ticking time bomb to reveal that it is underneath the table 
where the men are playing cards.  That is what is “at stake” … A ticking time 
bomb. !
Can you add that element to your story? !

Example:  A young married couple wants security, but when a 
mysterious red cube arrives at their doorstep they throw it away, only 
to have another arrive, then another, and another, and another. !!

7.  Include the genre. !
Former Hollywood Executive, Stephanie Palmer, in her book, Good in a 
Room, says that it’s important that a writer immediately state the genre of 
the story they are pitching.  I’d listen to her, as she’s heard over 3,000 
pitches. !

Example:  In this supernatural suspense story, a young married couple 
wants security, but when a mysterious red cube arrives at their 
doorstep they throw it away, only to have another arrive, then 
another, and another, and another ... !!

8. Sell it .. Don’t tell it. !
You’ll need to play around with this a bit to find what works best in terms of 
copywriting.  Study copywriting, as it’s an excellent skill to help craft your 
writing to be precise and simple. !

http://www.amazon.com/Good-Room-Yourself-Ideas-Audience/dp/0385520433/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=QTPMXJFWUQ2EBIB6&creativeASIN=0385520433


!
Logline Conclusion !
So, here is my sample of a logline for my lil’ film THE CUBE: !

Example:  In this supernatural suspense story, a young married couple 
wants security, but when a mysterious red cube arrives at their 
doorstep they throw it away, only to have another arrive, then 
another, and another, and another ... !

Now, does this logline make you want to see the film?  Haha.  Probably not, 
it actually reveals a lot of flaws about the movie. !
First off, there isn’t a lot “at stake”. !
I mean, are my protagonists’ lives in danger?  Is death at their doorstep in 
any part of this story?  No. !
Here are examples of other loglines … See if you can guess the movie? !

Example:  A young woman of wealthy status falls in love with a young 
artist who barely has a penny to his name, all while traveling from 
England to America on the ill-fated ship, the Titanic. !
Example:  In this high adventure, a U.S. archeologist must risk his life 
to discover the lost Ark of the Covenant before the Nazi’s. !
Example:  A psychologist struggles to cure a troubled boy who is 
haunted by a bizarre affliction -- He sees dead people. !

There you go ... three famous loglines.  You see the difference?  There are 
real stakes in place.  Try to add these elements to your loglines. !
Now, here’s an example for my ghost film … Let’s see if I learned anything 
from my mistakes. !

Example:  Alone in her house, a 10 year old latchkey child must battle 



a menacing spirit. !
My wife and daughter said that sucked.  Nothing special about it.  Back to 
the drawing board. !

Example:  A 10 year old latchkey child, alone in the house, must enter 
the spirit realm to battle a menacing presence that threatens her life. !

My wife and daughter still said it sucked.  Let me tell ya, I love my 
household. !

Example:  A little girl who suffers from the fear of darkness is alone in 
the house when the power goes out and a menacing spirit threatens 
her life. !

Still no love from my family.  Back to the drawing board. !
Example:  Alone in her house, a little girl must connect with her dead 
twin sister to help fight a menacing spirit that threatens her life. !

Better, but it’s still missing that ticking time bomb factor. !
Example:  Alone in her house, a little girl must connect with her dead 
twin sister to help fight off a menacing spirit before it possesses her. !

No reaction from the family.  They said it could work.  No let’s add in the 
best advice from Stephanie Palmer’s book, “Good In A Room” … The genre. !

Example:  In this paranormal thriller, a little girl, alone in her house 
must connect with her dead twin sister to help fight off a menacing 
spirit before it possesses her. !

Hey, now the logline is coming together … not perfect, but I can work with 
this :-) !
I’m fully aware that this story could change, as the creative process is messy 
and the response from my ideal fans may lead me down another rabbit hole. 



!
In fact, at the 2014 American Film Market (AFM), I attended the Pitch 
Conference moderated by Stephanie Palmer.  Stephanie was joined by 
Cassian Elwes, renown agent and independent film producer of such films as 
Dallas Buyer’s Club and The Butler.  Rounding out the panel was Tobin 
Armbrust, President of Worldwide Production and Acquisitions for Exclusive 
Media Group. !
Here’s some great advice given by Tobin Armbrust in regards to the horror/
thriller genre. !
When creating a story in this ultra high concept genre … you must create a 
unique villain or threat. !
So, as you can see, my initial antagonist is just described as a “menacing 
spirit”.  There’s nothing unique about this description.  But if it was a threat 
like Jason from the Friday the 13th films, or Freddie Krueger from the 
Nightmare on Elm Street films … then you can see where there would be 
appeal. !
I’ve still got some work to do in creating a unique villain ;-) !
Anyway, it’s your turn to write your logline.  You can download the PDF 
questionnaire here:  Logline Checklist Questionnaire !!
Synopsis.  What is it? 
You thought we were done at the LOGLINE, but now we have to work on the 
SYNOPSIS. !
Once you have your logline written, you can expand upon it with a slightly 
longer explanation of your story.  Synopses can run 1-2 pages long. !
Don’t worry about the length too much, as long as you can effectively share 
your story in a compelling fashion that prompts the reader to want to watch 
your film. !

http://filmtrooper.com/loglinechecklist


Reality check.  Make no mistake, this is damn hard. !
But, let’s see if a FAT CAT can help us? !!
How to Write a Synopsis? 
One of my most favorite books on screenwriting has been Blake Snyder’s, 
Save The Cat! series of books. !
Mr. Snyder left us way too soon, but his legacy can be found in these 
amazing books. !
Let’s examine how brilliant this simple template is in creating your synopsis. !
Thank you, Mr. Snyder. !!
The Synopsis Template 
On the verge of a Stasis = Death Moment, a flawed protagonist has a 
Catalyst and Breaks Into Two with the B Story; but when the Midpoint 
happens he/she must learn the Theme Stated, before All Is Lost, to defeat 
(or stop) the flawed antagonist (from getting away with his/her plan). !
Now, let’s try and put this into motion … !
Here’s the example that I used for my film THE CUBE … !
On the verge of financial hardship, a married couple receives a mysterious 
red cube at their doorstep. But when the cube causes a strange disturbance, 
the couple throws it away, only to have another one arrive at the door … 
then another … then another … One by one, each cube escalates the tension 
between the couple, spiraling them toward a supernatural encounter, where 
they must learn to let go and face their fears. !
Pretty simple … right? !
Now you try it. 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1932907009/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=1932907009&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20


!!
COMPLETE MISSION 09: 
!
Write a LOGLINE and SYNOPSIS of your story.  I really wished I had done 
this with THE CUBE, as I would have seen that what was at the core of the 
story needed more dynamic drama and suspense. !
Besides helping us formulate a clearer picture of what story we are trying to 
share with our ideal fans, it also sets up the promise. !
What promise?  Your LOGLINE and SYNOPSIS is your low cost way of 
promising to your fans that you’ll deliver a product that matches their 
expectations. !
Here’s another excerpt from Ed Catmull’s book, Creativity, Inc. that reminds 
us to make our story, logline, and synopsis for our ideal fan. !

Michael Arndt, who wrote Toy Story 3, says he thinks to make a great film, its 
makers must pivot, at some point, from creating the story for themselves to 
creating it for others. 

!
And remember … !
What are your daily questions? !

1. What have I done today to serve my ideal fan? !
2. How can I help my list of influencers? 

!

http://www.amazon.com/Creativity-Inc-Overcoming-Unseen-Inspiration/dp/0812993012/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=C6ESREHOQ22YSTL2&creativeASIN=0812993012


MISSION 10:  The Movie Sucked, The Poster 
Was Great! 
!
“I want to meet a guy named Art.  I’d take him to a museum, hang him on 
the wall, criticize him, and leave.” 
~ Jarod Kintz (Author/Satirist) !!
What is Your Favorite Movie Poster? 
Imagine you’re in a college dorm room.  You only have enough space to 
hang 5 of your favorite movie posters up on the wall ... !
Which posters would you hang up? !
What do these posters say about you? !
Now, in my younger years I may have had on my wall … !

•  Swingers (1996) 
•  Rushmore (1998) 
•  Anchorman (2004) 
•  Jaws (1975) 
•  2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) !

Now, here’s a question … !
If you never seen any of these movies … had no idea what they were about 
… and had no idea who the actors were … would the poster be enough for 
you to want to see the movie? !
Maybe?  Maybe not …. !!
Your Movie Poster = Your Sales Sheet 
Dan Sullivan is the founder of Strategic Coach and is one of the most 
influential business coaches around today.  He coaches millionaires and 

http://www.amazon.com/swingers-movie-poster-size-27/dp/b0016d7y9a/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkcode=w00&linkid=nzfozx2teeli3qnt&creativeasin=b0016d7y9a
http://www.amazon.com/pop-culture-graphics-204570-rushmore/dp/b001aobwu2/ref=pd_sim_sbs_hg_1?ie=utf8&refrid=03cys78favcb3fp8s5f1
http://www.amazon.com/anchorman-legend-burgundy-poster-movie/dp/b001mssxgw/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkcode=w00&linkid=ltm6dny5sc6hxg4l&creativeasin=b001mssxgw
http://www.amazon.com/merchandise-24-7-jaws-poster/dp/b00cjbmi8a/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkcode=w00&linkid=k76ubenlonzzqwbl&creativeasin=b00cjbmi8a
http://www.amazon.com/2001-space-odyssey-movie-poster/dp/b0016d58fm/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkcode=w00&linkid=vsvv6sa46riys6yp&creativeasin=b0016d58fm


billionaires. !
Mr. Sullivan explains that the Sales Sheet is one of the most important 
factors for your business.  You can learn more about this concept from Dan 
himself at this link:  http://youtu.be/eR3ARVWlxv4 !
So, a sales sheet is nothing more than a one-sheet document that clearly 
explains what you’re selling.  This is far more effective than any 50-page 
business plan.  Why?  Either your customer wants to buy what you’re selling 
… or they don’t. !
As a Film Trooper, you want to sell your work … and your movie poster will 
be your one-page sales sheet. !
But why think about a poster before the film is even shot? !
Actually, many professional poster designers put aside the time to do a 
separate photo shoot just for the poster.  Or they’ll use the on-set publicity 
photographs for the poster. !
But one thing that most professional poster designs DO NOT do is use the 
video frame grabs from the HD footage itself. !
Many independent films sadly fall victim to this trend … !
Remember … Do not use frame grabs from your HD footage to be 
used in your poster. !
There could be an argument made that 4K footage can be used, but for the 
most part, taking time to craft your poster design is done with carefully 
staged and arranged photo shoots. !!
Tips For Designing Your Movie Poster … 
Let’s assume that you haven’t shot any footage for your film yet, heck your 
script is probably not even finished yet either … so what do you do? !

http://youtu.be/er3arvwlxv4


!
1.  Use graphic design to make your poster.  Examples can be seen at these 
links: !

• West Side Story 
• Ocean’s Eleven 
• Metropolis 
• The Endless Summer 
• Ghostbusters !!

2.  Take photos of a location, or a prop that will be in your film.  Examples 
can be seen at these links: !

• Alien 
• Office Space 
• V is for Vendetta 
• Fight Club 
• Full Metal Jacket 
• Or use my example from THE CUBE … 

http://www.amazon.com/West-Story-27x40-Movie-Poster/dp/B000VX8OTU/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=ZGKJ6E6F5V6JNSUD&creativeASIN=B000VX8OTU
http://www.amazon.com/Movie-Posters-Oceans-Eleven/dp/B000KA3TB2/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=JNJZW2A7KQHTURDS&creativeASIN=B000KA3TB2
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000KA4BVO?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B000KA4BVO&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0013S7EAC?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B0013S7EAC&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0013EQD9E?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B0013EQD9E&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000KA47PY?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B000KA47PY&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000VX6MS0?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B000VX6MS0&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00FEW2RFU?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B00FEW2RFU&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000P0SMZU?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B000P0SMZU&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00AM3TVSW?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B00AM3TVSW&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20


!!
3.  Your poster is making a promise to your audience.  That promise has to 
be in alignment with your logline and synopsis.  This is nothing more than 
branding, as they call it in the marketing world. !
4.  Once you have an initial poster designed … create different variations of 
them and share that with whatever size audience you’ve built so far.  
Remember the email list?  Email your subscribers your design choices and 
allow them to contribute their ideas. !
5.  Setup a small contest online through any of the various social media 
platforms to test out your different poster designs.  People take your survey, 
vote on your poster choices, and you’ll be able to gather data on what’s 
working and what’s not working. !
6.  The main reason you would want to share anything online about your film 
product, is that you need feedback to see if your art has any value to your 
targeted audience or not.  Again, marketing is a form of communication.  
You’re just communicating your ideas to the public.  A simple poster design 
is visual … and the right visuals can evoke discussion, emotions, or vitriol. !
7.  What happens when you start shooting your film?  What kind of poster 
design will you create?  Again, if you don’t have any sellable stars in your 
film, then placing unknown actors on your poster may not have any value for 
your audience.  I’ve seen plenty of independent film posters that place the 
actors on the poster, where it’s clear that they are trying to emulate what 
they’ve seen from the major studios.  The difference is that the major 
studios have known stars on their posters … most über indie films do not. !
8.  Be careful of the ego game.  If you’re placing an actor on your poster to 
help boost their ego or your own … check yourself.  Remember, it’s about the 
audience, not you or your actor’s egos.  Your poster is your sales sheet.  
What best communicates the sale of your film product to your audience? !!
Taglines 



Remember the difference between a logline, synopsis, and tagline? !
A tagline is the catch phrase that is supposed to “hook” your audience into 
wanting to see your film. !
Can you write a tagline for your poster that evokes imagery like these 
famous taglines? !

“Everyone has one special thing.” ~ Boogie Nights (1997) !
“A lot can happen in the middle of nowhere” ~ Fargo (1996) !
“An adventure 65 millions years in the making.” ~ Jurassic Park (1993) !
“Work sucks.” ~ Office Space (1999) !
“The list is life.” ~ Schindler’s List (1993) !
“A romantic comedy. With zombies.” ~ Shaun of the Dead (2004) !
“One man’s struggle to take it easy.” ~ Ferris Bueller’s Day Off (1986) !
“An epic of epic epicness.” ~ Scott Pilgrim vs. The World (2010) !
“Man is the warmest place to hide.” ~ The Thing (1982) !
“The longer you wait, the harder it gets.” ~ The 40 Year Old Virgin 
(2005) !
“You don’t get to 500 million friends without making a few enemies.” ~ 
The Social Network (2010) !
“The first casualty of war is innocence.” ~ Platoon (1986) !
“Fear can hold you prisoner.  Hope can set you free.” ~ The Shawshank 
Redemption (1994) !



!!
COMPLETE MISSION 10: 
!
Your poster is your sales sheet … make it count. !
Study other poster art for inspiration … or better yet, steal from them 
directly.  Chances are, the design you love so much was stolen from another 
source to begin with.  Haha.  Nothing original here, we’re just a bunch of art 
thieves :-) !
And remember … !
Your daily questions for yourself are? !

1. What have I done today to serve my ideal fan? !
2. How can I help my list of influencers? 

!



END OF PART ONE 
!
Part One Recap ... 
As you may have noticed, we’ve gone through a lot of big concepts that are 
so far removed from the actual making and selling of your film product 
online … or at least it may seem that way … !
Recently my daughter got onto this 1980’s film kick.  She’s gone retro …  
She just finished watching the original Karate Kid (1984) with Ralph Macchio 
who played the character, Daniel San.  In the film, young Daniel San is 
taught karate by his neighbor, Mr. Miyagi, played by Pat Morita. !
Mr. Miyagi first makes Daniel San wash several old cars … then makes Daniel 
San paint his fence.  In his frustration, Daniel San, lashes out to Mr. Miyagi 
about why he’s not learning any karate — Mr. Miyagi responds by throwing a 
series of punches at Daniel San, who instinctually blocks them with the 
muscle memory from washing all those cars … and the muscle memory of 
painting the fence. !
Am I Mr. MiyagI?  I’m half Asian, so there’s a start … No, I just wished 
someone had taught me the toolset and mind-set of knowing how to think 
like an entrepreneur.  And now we’ll be applying it to our film products.  
Here’s a refresher …  !
Mission 01: 
How does wealth and business really work?  Remember, Hollywood is NOT in 
the film business, they are in the business of license exploitation … and we, 
as independents, can operate our own license exploitation business too …  
How?  We do this by building a business system.  And the fastest trajectory 
to that wealth is by “teaching the tools”.  Don’t forget the Gold Rush … !
Mission 02: 
Changing your mind-set.  Just change one word … the word can’t becomes 
“How”. !
Mission 03: 

http://www.amazon.com/The-Karate-Kid-Ralph-Macchio/dp/B000OLROWC/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=L3IEIWIQR5PZORCX&creativeASIN=B000OLROWC


We must listen and extract (PULL) information from our targeted audience.  
They will tell us what they want if we listen with the intent of serving them. !
Mission 04: 
How do you find your ideal fan?  Use the checklist to get inside their 
thoughts … once you know your ideal fan better than they know themselves, 
you can begin to offer real value. !
Mission 05: 
If there is only one thing that you get out of this book … it is to provide 
value to others.  Remember, it’s all about your ideal fan and not you.  Serve 
them, as well as, their influencers and you’ll find a greater fulfillment … and 
be free from any implosion from any industry. !
Mission 06: 
Since building a business system is the key to generating greater wealth, 
then building an email list is the first step at harnessing the communication 
method with your ideal fan.  The power is in the list. !
Mission 07: 
What resources do you have in front of you to make a film for your ideal 
fan?  How can you use the junk that exists in your own house to make 
something that will be of value to your ideal fan? !
Mission 08: 
After you’ve assessed all the available resources in front of you, it’s time to 
put those creative limitations into a story.  Use the story cheat sheet to write 
your story outline. !
Mission 09: 
Tell me about your film … Be sure to simplify and clarify what your story is 
all about.  Writing an effective logline and synopsis will reveal if you have 
any holes in your story—even before you ever finish your script. !
Mission 10: 
What are you selling?  What does your one-page sales sheet look like?  Well, 
your movie poster will become your sales sheet … Your ideal fans will either 

http://filmtrooper.com/idealfan
http://filmtrooper.com/storycheatsheet


buy what you’re selling … or they won’t. !!
What’s Next? 
Are we finally making a movie?  Yes we are buckaroo! !
If you’re a new filmmaker, or someone who wants a greater overview of the 
process, then this next part could be beneficial. !
Now, if you’re already familiar with the overall filmmaking process, then this 
next part may be old bag to you … !
However, I do try to add a Film Trooper slant to the process, for instance … !

• How do you reduce the hours you shoot in a given day from 12 
hours to only 4 hours? 

• How do you handle legal paperwork without a lawyer? 
• And how do you shoot a film without a crew? !!

Psst … I Have A Secret … 
Here’s another important bit of information that you can take away from this 
Survival Guide. !
Right now, film products that are selling directly through online platforms 
like iTunes and have no “star’ actors, and have no formal distribution 
backing … are only earning about $1,000 - $5,000. !
You may see numbers related to VOD profits, but most of those profits are 
coming from Cable VOD and not necessary direct digital downloads. !
To get onto Cable VOD, you’ll still need access to gatekeepers. !
Additionally, many film products that do feature well known stars and that 
do have formal distribution backing … are only earning around $10,000 - 
$100,000. !



Please, let that sink in …  The days of big money being made on home video 
(DVD sales) you could say are … imploding. !
The reality is that when you’re selling any digital product, you’re working on 
transactional numbers.  Based on the number of views your trailer gets, you 
can deduce how many people will actually take the next step to buy your 
film. !
Jason Brubaker of FilmmakingStuff.com wrote about this years ago when he 
declared that indie filmmakers need to understand conversion rates. !
Again, if your trailer gets about 10,000 views, you can deduce that about 
1% will actually pay for your film.  That’s 100 transactions. !
100 transactions X $3.00 = $300 !
Any film earning over $100,000 on VOD is considered a success.  To earn 
$100,000, you’ll need to have your trailer seen about 3.5 million times. !
1% of 3.5 million is 35,000 … !
35,000 X $3.00 = $105,000 !
So, with numbers so low … Why make a film for $50,000 or $200,000? !
As a Film Trooper, you’ll want to make your film product for as little as 
possible to reduce the risk of over paying for your product development. !
Onward my fellow troopers … Part Two awaits you. !!

!

http://FilmmakingStuff.com


!

!

!

!

!

PART TWO:  
Chopping Broccoli 

!
!

!



MISSION 11:  Whicka-Whicka. Break It Down 
!
“Focusing is about saying, No.” 
~ Steve Jobs !!
What The Heck Did I Just Create? 
Let’s see … you've just completed your amazing script for your wonderful 
ideal audience. !
What now? !
Well it's time to whicka-whicka (this is the sound of a record scratching) … 
break it down.  You need to organize your script into tangible itty-bitty parts. !
Essentially you'll be organizing your script into workable elements so your 
team can properly focus on their part as it fits into the whole project — 
which will be your movie! !
But what if you don’t have a crew?  Like me :-)  Do you still need to whicka-
whicka break it down? !
Yes. !
This process was extremely helpful in keeping my shiznit together when I 
was making THE CUBE. !!
Is it Inappropriate For Me to Touch Your Software? 
Remember the Gold Rush analogy? !
Remember those people who sold the tools? … They made all the money, 
right? !
Well, one of the most vital tools in this Gold Rush of being a filmmaker is the 
script writing software, Final Draft. !
Final Draft has become a standard for writing screenplays. So, we can say 
that the developers of the software have made a pretty penny from selling 
their tool to us … just so we can live out the dream. !
I digress … 

http://www.amazon.com/Final-Draft-Inc-FD9-BOX-9/dp/B00HM3QP5W?psc=1/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=7VAIUMGUN2XY2VAL&creativeASIN=B00HM3QP5W


!
Final Draft is an excellent software program that will help you write your 
screenplay.  However, there are numerous programs popping up all the time 
on the mobile app marketplace that are a lot less expensive.  So, be sure to 
do some research on what writing tools are right for you. !
Anyway, in addition to just being a screenwriter tool, Final Draft contains 
many helpful extras that streamline the process of whicka-whicka breaking 
down your script. !!
Scene Numbers … 
When you’ve completed your script, most likely you wrote it in the format of 
a reading script.  Meaning, there shouldn’t be any major camera direction 
written into those drafts. !
Now you need to convert that reading script into a shooting script.  You do 
this by carefully identifying where the major changes in scenes and locations 
are in your story.  This could be a flashback sequence, or a montage 
sequence that will need to be broken into separate locations for time of day 
to accurately represent what will be filmed. !
After carefully breaking out the reading script into these more detailed 
elements, you’ll need to add a number to each scene that represents … !

• A change in location, be it INT. or EXT. 
• A change in time, be it DAY or NIGHT 
• A change in setup for a visual effect or special effects sequence. !

Here’s a quick look and example of a normal script written for a reader 
before it gets turned into a shooting script with scene numbers … !!!



Reading Script Example: !!
UDOM!

! ! ! We’ll show you who’s sick.  C’mon honey.!!
Udom reaches in towards Bob to give him an inappropriate 
hug.  He grabs onto Bob — Yvette joins in the love-fest.!!

BOB!
! ! ! Please don’t touch me there.  Hey, those!
! ! ! aren’t pillows.!!!

EXT. PORTLAND - NIGHT!!
Night passes.!!!
INT. BEDROOM - NIGHT!!
Yvette and Udom sleep.!!!
ON RED CUBE!!
The red cube sits alone on the kitchen counter.!
The flowers and plants in the room begin to wilt.!!!
ON YVETTE!!
She wakes up.  Udom is sound asleep.  She gets out of bed 
and exits the bedroom.!!!
KITCHEN!!
Yvette is drawn to the cube.!!!
BEDROOM!!
Yvette stands over Udom, holding the cube.!!!!



Now, here’s the shooting script example … !!
UDOM!

! ! ! We’ll show you who’s sick.  C’mon honey.!!
Udom reaches in towards Bob to give him an inappropriate 
hug.  He grabs onto Bob — Yvette joins in the love-fest.!!

BOB!
! ! ! Please don’t touch me there.  Hey, those!
! ! ! aren’t pillows.!!!
25! EXT. PORTLAND - NIGHT                                   25!!
! Night passes.!!!
26! INT. BEDROOM - NIGHT                                    26!!
! Yvette and Udom sleep.!!!
27! INT. KITCHEN - NIGHT                                    27!!
! The red cube sits alone on the kitchen counter.!
! The flowers and plants in the room begin to wilt.!!!
28! INT. BEDROOM - NIGHT                                    28!!

Yvette wakes up.  Udom is sound asleep.  Yvette gets out of 
bed and exits the bedroom.!!!

29! INT. KITCHEN - NIGHT                                    29!!
! Yvette is drawn to the cube.!!!
30! INT. BEDROOM - NIGHT                                    30!!
! Yvette stands over Udom, holding the cube.!!!



In the example, you should have noticed the simple scene numbers added to 
the left and right side of each location or scene change. !
You may have also noticed that I renamed certain scenes to accurately 
describe where the action would be taking place. !
In the reading script example, I would commonly just write in “On Red 
Cube”, but in the shooting script example, I would have to properly describe 
where the Red Cube is supposed to be located … which in this case, was the 
kitchen. !
Now, Final Draft makes this easy … because they offer an option to add 
scene numbers with one-click.  If you don't have Final Draft, then you’ll need 
add these numbers in manually with whatever word processing program 
you’re using to write your script. !
By the way, Google Docs offers a free, cloud based, word processing 
software that you can use … Just a FYI ;-) !!
Breakdown Sheets … 
Once you have properly formatted your script you’ll need to generate your 
breakdown sheets. !
What is a breakdown sheet? !
A breakdown sheet gives you a one-page overview of what each scene 
contains, such as … !

• Cast 
• Stunts 
• Extras 
• Special Effects 
• Props 
• Vehicles/Animals 
• Wardrobe 
• Makeup/Hair 
• Sound Effects/Music 
• Special Equipment 
• Production Notes !!



Here’s an example of a blank breakdown sheet … 
 

!!
You can download a FREE breakdown sheet template here:  Breakdown 
Sheet !!

http://filmtrooper.com/breakdown


Break It, Stick It, Tag It 
Final Draft makes it easy to create these breakdown sheets, as it includes 
additional software called Final Draft Tagger.  Tagger allows you to tag your 
script with the appropriate elements before exporting it out to another 
scheduling program, like Movie Magic Scheduling by Entertainment Partners. !
Don’t get me wrong, this is a costly piece of software.  I have an older 
version of the software, but it definitely streamlines the process in 
generating all the breakdown sheets. !
But if you need to do this manually, you can take colored markers to 
highlight your shooting script with the following color codes: 

!
What happens next after you’ve created your breakdown sheets? !!
Keep Your Daughters Off The Stripboard … 
Again, when you’re working with professional software like Movie Magic, they 
have all the bells and whistles to play with … if you like playing with bells 
and whistles, of course :-) !
But I digress … !

http://www.amazon.com/ENTERTAINMENT-PARTNERS-Movie-Magic-Scheduling/dp/B00HJAME1C/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=BCFN6HYXV3FM2GLT&creativeASIN=B00HJAME1C


After you’re done making your breakdown sheets, you’ll need to generate 
your production board … or stripboard.  Each individual breakdown sheet is 
represented by a long, thin strip that is color coded as the following: 
 



Here’s a snapshot of a stripboard example: 

!!
You can download your FREE stripboard template in a spreadsheet format 
here:  Stripboard Template !
When you open the stripboard template, you’ll notice two tabs at the bottom 
of the spreadsheet.  One is for the vertical view and the other is for the 
horizontal view … depending on how you’d like to organize your shooting 
scheduling and print outs. !
By creating a stripboard you get an overview of your entire production’s 
shooting schedule in one massive spreadsheet. !
How do you know what scenes to schedule? !
Traditionally, a feature film would only finish 1-2 pages per day.  So, if you 
had a 100 page script, you would need to have a shooting schedule of about 
40-50 days. !

http://filmtrooper.com/stripboard


Television is known to shoot about 8-10 pages per day for an hour long 
program, enabling them to get an entire episode done in a week. !
But things have changed tremendously with the advancement of the digital 
tools, as well as, the YouTube generation is just breaking rules (in a good 
way) all the time. !
Now, for your Film Trooper style production, you may be able to finish 5-10 
pages a day … especially, if your scenes are primarily dialogue driven.  This 
means, that most the action takes place in one location, with one camera, 
and there is one lighting set up … like in your living room. !
Heck, you may even be able to knock out 18 pages in one day! !!
What Came First?  The Chicken Or The Egg … Or Exterior Scenes? 
Normally, I like to schedule all exterior/day scenes at the beginning of a 
shooting schedule.  Starting off with night shoots is asking a lot of your crew 
and yourself. !
One of the other benefits to starting out with exterior/day scenes, is that if 
you come across some bad weather during those days, you can try and 
make them up later in the shooting schedule. !
Leaving the interior scenes toward the end, allows you to pick up any lost 
days, as you should be able to speed up the process since you’ll have 
greater control over the interior locations … which shouldn’t be affected by 
weather problems as much. !
This is the reason why Hollywood builds sets on sound stages … to control 
the elements. !
Regardless of what you're shooting, just remember that you when have a 
very limited budget, you will need a lot of creativity to solve your problems. !
Determine how much you can actually get finished in a given day.  This is all 
dependent on what and how often you have access to the selected locations 
that you've written your story to. !!!
COMPLETE MISSION 11: 
!



Congratulations!  You've completed the first step in organizing your film 
production. !
The great thing about this century old process … is that it takes, what seems 
to be an enormous undertaking, and simplifies the process into teenie-tiny 
bite size pieces for anyone to understand. !
And as always, remember … !
Your daily questions are … !

1. What have I done today to serve my ideal fan? !
2. How can I help my list of influencers? !

So, what’s next? !
Why budget when you have no budget? !
!



MISSION 12:  Why Budget When You Have No 
Budget? 
!!
“The trick is to stop thinking of it as ‘your’ money.” 
~ I.R.S. Auditor !!
Fill in the Blanks … 
There are whole books devoted to the art and practice of scheduling and 
budgeting for a film … I’m trying to jam it all into two chapters (missions). !
After you make your scheduling stripboard, you'll need to budget your film. !
How do you budget? !
First, download this FREE Excel budget worksheet at this link: !
FREE BUDGET TEMPLATE LINK !
All you have to do is fill in the blanks. !
You can use the FREE Google spreadsheet program to open and edit this file 
if you don’t have Microsoft’s Excel program. !
When you open the FREE template, you’ll see 2 tabs at the bottom. !
One tab is for the Top Sheet budget report, which is essentially a one-page 
overview of your entire film’s budget and … !
The second tab is for the detailed budget breakdown.  This is where you’ll fill 
in the blanks. !
As you fill in how much you’ll be paying each person for their services, the 
spreadsheet will automatically fill in the numbers on the Top Sheet.  Pretty 
cool, huh? !
Now, to make a film the Film Trooper way, there’s no way you’ll need as 
many people listed in the FREE template, but it will force you to stop and 
think over each shooting day and what you’ll need to do to “make the day”. !
How do you make a budget the Film Trooper way? 

http://filmtrooper.com/freebudget


!!
Pay For it, Replace It, or Delete It … 
As you go through the budget template, you’ll notice the first sections deal 
with the “Above The Line” (ATL) costs. !
This is the home of the producers, directors, and stars.  This is the part of 
the budget that traditionally skyrockets the cost of most films. !
It’s not uncommon for the ATL costs to be anywhere from 2-3 times the cost 
of the “Below The Line” (BTL) costs. !
The BTL sections represents the world of all the skilled technicians, who 
normally work under the guise of unions and union rates. !
The remaining sections of the budget template include all the other areas of 
a film’s budget that are commonly forgotten, like post production costs, 
music licensing, legal fees, payroll fees, and taxes. !
Go through each line item and determine if you’ll … !
Pay for it … !
Replace it … !
Or, delete it … !!
D.O.D. … 
After you’ve generated your first pass at the budget, try to control your 
heart rate from going into cardiac arrest.  Your first pass should illustrate 
how expensive film projects can become.  Approach the budget again, going 
through it line-by-line and making hard decisions on whether or not to pony 
up and pay for the marked services. !
For instance, if you’re a Film Trooper, you’re most likely the producer, 
director, and writer.  Will you be paying yourself?  Maybe, if the situation is 
right to do so (if you were able to raise the funds to allow for your fee), but 
most likely you won’t be paying yourself, so that’s a huge ATL expense that 
will be cut right out of the budget. !
What about actors? !



Upon completing your shooting schedule, Movie Magic Scheduling has an 
automatic “Day Out Of Days” (D.O.D.) report that it can generate for you. !
A D.O.D. gives a one-sheet report of what days your cast will be needed 
during the shooting schedule. !
Here’s an example of what a D.O.D. report looks like from my film project, 
DO-OVER: 

Of course, you can always download the example in .xls format for closer 
viewing and make changes to the document for your own purposes. !
D.O.D. Example Download Link !
After you know how many actors you’ll need and what days they’ll be 
working … !
The creative part comes into, how do you pay, not just actors, but everyone 
on your crew … when you literally have no money? !!
Value Exchange … 
Why does anyone ever work on anything … for free? !

• Sometimes it’s because the experience is something they want to 
be part of … !

• Or, they need some good footage for their demo reels … 

http://filmtrooper.com/dod


!
• Or, for actors, it’s a chance to play a role they normally don’t get a 

chance to play … !
• Or, your cast and crew owe you a favor … !

Although, we’d love to think we have such an amazing project that anyone 
would kill to be part of … most likely, that’s not the case.  Money talks … 
bullshit walks. (If bullshit actually did walk, that would be scary … Although 
it could become the star of my next film, since it would be a unique 
antagonist.) !
Anyway … !
I think if you have no money to pay anyone, then your only “real” option is 
to offer a value exchange. !
This means that you’re gonna have to return the favor back to this person in 
some form or another. !
For my film THE CUBE, I edited the lead actress’s acting reel.  For another 
actress in the film, I took new headshots for her. !
It’s all about the barter system … it works! !!
Gift Cards … 
What if you have some financing in place?  How can you offer a different 
form of payment for your cast and crew that gets creative with taxes? !
You could offer gift cards … !
I’m no tax attorney, so I highly advise consulting with a professional 
attorney before going down a path that can become legally sticky … But in 
some states, offering gift cards can creatively work around any sort of 
payroll tax. !
So, if you have a cast and crew that is small, and the number of shooting 
days is very limited, then you may think of gift cards as a solution to show 
that you have skin in the game and it offers goodwill to your cast and crew. !!
Charity … 



Another idea that you may want to explore is the concept of offering up what 
salary you would pay to a “named” actor and ask to donate that money to a 
charity of their choosing. !
You could even try and double the amount offered … !
The thought here is that if this “named” talent sees that they can take a 
modest salary on your film for themselves, or accept an amount that would 
be doubled for a charitable cause … They may feel obligated to take the 
charity deal. !
The benefit for you is that you would have created some good PR and can 
possibly have a better tax write off because it is a charitable donation and 
not income. !
Of course, you’ll have to consult with a tax professional about all the details 
… !
And you may have to at least pay the “named” talent’s agent … !
But constantly look for more ways to deal with your lack of budget with 
more creatively. !!
Equity … 
Remember the example I gave back in Mission 03?  How entrepreneur, 
Dane Maxwell, had no programming skills to make a software solution for 
realtors?  But he had made enough pre-sales to convince a programmer that 
it was worth working for free in exchange for equity in the company?  Well, 
you can do the same thing for the cast and crew you assemble. !
Now, this only works if you do indeed have proof of substantial pre-sales for 
your product.  This is very difficult for a film project without known stars and 
a strong genre. !
This is why, if you attend any of the film markets like AFM, or Cannes, the 
buyers of film product need to know that you have these things in place … !!
Pre-Sales … 
Majority of independent film financing revolves around the world of foreign 
pre-sales. !
This is how it works … 



!
• If your film project has a well known and marketable “star” … !
• And if your film project is a genre which matches your “star’s” 

marketability … !
• And if your film project has a proven director in that genre … !
• You, as producer of the film, will attempt to raise financing by 

getting a number of foreign distribution companies to commit to 
buying the film before it’s ever made … !

• Your goal is to raise enough pre-sales to cover the cost of your 
production budget … !

• This is referred to the foreign pre-sales commitment, or a form of a 
promise note … !

• You, as the producer, would take this promise note and get a loan 
from a bank that matches that note … !

• With the loan in your hand, you can now make your film … !
• You can also make up any financing gaps through state tax 

incentive programs … !
• Or private equity partners (the rich dentist who wants to be a movie 

producer) … !
• You make the film, deliver the product to the foreign buyers, pay 

back the loan, and collect on your producer fees … !
• Remember those “fees”?  This is how everyone makes their money 

regardless if the film is successful or not. !!
Now, what happens when the foreign pre-sale model implodes? !
Netflix is actively moving into foreign territories.  What will the role be for 
the foreign film buyer if audiences can access a huge film library with a 
single subscription to Netflix? !



The traditional method of raising film financing may be on the verge of 
imploding … But the overall concept of “pre-selling” is alive and well for 
other businesses. !
How do you, as an über independent filmmaker, capitalize on the “pre-sell” 
concept? !
Through your ideal fans! !
Again, it all comes back to building your loyal audience.  If you build up a 
huge email list of these ideal fans, then you can construct a system to offer 
a pre-sell option for your projects. !
If you had proof that your loyal audience was is willing to pay for your work 
ahead of time … !
Then how much more leverage would you have when it came time to hiring 
a small cast & crew? !
And how much more convincing it would be to offer your cast & crew equity 
in your project if you had this loyal backing? !!
The Wedding Registry of Crowdfunding … 
Emily Best, the creator of Seed&Spark, has called her company the “wedding 
registry of crowdfunding”. !
What’s unique about Seed&Spark is they allow filmmakers to list out each 
item that they need money for … or better yet, if someone can’t help give 
money, they can donate the actual item to the campaign. !
Just like on a wedding registry, you can select what gifts you want to 
purchase for the bride and groom … You can do the same for filmmakers. !
So, imagine you take your detail budget and decide that you still need 
money to pay for some of the important aspects of your film project. !
You can advertise your list on Seed&Spark and ask contributors to help in 
those specific areas. !
Of course, this exercise is important even if you don’t use Seed&Spark. !
If you want to learn more about Emily Best, and her company Seed&Spark, 
you can check out my podcast interview with her over at: 

http://www.seedandspark.com/


!
http://filmtrooper.com/41 !!
The Jigsaw … 
Essentially you're just trying to solve a massive problem before you even 
start. !
It's a huge jigsaw puzzle … !
The details of your story will change … !
Stay focused on what your story is “really” about … !
Keep in mind how it affects the audience you serve … !
Make changes based around the available resources and the lack of budget 
… !
Your ideal fan just wants you to be authentic and truthful in your efforts 
when giving them great value. !!
Additional Cost Saving Tips … 
Since you’ll be making a feature film the Film Trooper way, which is 
essentially an über indie film, shot in limited locations … !
Here are some additional tips to deal with the money problem … !

• Have a teeny-tiny crew … 
• One person for the camera … 
• Another person for sound … 
• A third person for organization … 
• Actors bring their own wardrobe and do their own makeup … 
• Light the space, not the shot … !

What do I mean by light the space and not the shot? !
In the film, Half Nelson, Director of Photography (D.P.), Andrij Parekh has 
said that he lit the space as opposed to lighting each shot. !
This allowed actor, Ryan Gosling, to roam around the space and improvise … 
as he wasn’t bogged down to conventional frame setups. !

http://filmtrooper.com/41
http://www.amazon.com/Half-Nelson-Ryan-Gosling/dp/B000NHQZ1S/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=KK42KBRYXIU4LMON&creativeASIN=B000NHQZ1S


In terms of saving time and money … the aspect of filmmaking that takes a 
lot of time to deal with is the lighting setup of each shot. !
If you predetermine the lighting setup for a specific location, like your living 
room, and then moved the camera around — capturing your shots that way, 
you’ll move a lot faster than dealing with a ton of equipment. !
This may go against the aesthetics of what you want your film to look like, 
but keep in mind … Do your ideal fans even care?  This is for them, not you 
… So, that style of filmmaking might just work for them. !
Half Nelson, earned Ryan Gosling an Academy Award nomination … so, this 
approach can work … as well as, save you time and money. !!
Cut Those Hours Way Down … 
Cut your hours down from 12 hours per shooting day to only working 3-4 
hours per day … !
How? !
By only focusing on one space … one location for that day, you can focus 
more on the performances rather than the camera setups. !
Also … !
Shoot during hours of either … !
9:00am - 12:00pm … !
or … !
1:00pm - 5:00pm … !
Why? !
Because, you can shoot around meal time.  Meals can skyrocket a budget of 
a film … especially an über indie film.  Sure you can still supply craft 
services, which are snacks for the cast & crew to nibble on … but it won’t be 
as expensive as full meals. !
I brought this idea up during a Twitter chat one day, and as you can imagine 
it evoked some serious debate.  Everyone is conditioned to pay for good 
meals on an indie film project. 



!
How can you disrespect your cast & crew? !
If your team is teeny-tiny, then everyone is an equal partner in the 
adventure and they’ll understand that they need to “brown-bag” it, just like 
a normal employee would have to do if they were working in a regular desk 
job. !
This means that the cast and crew would have to pack their own lunch. !
Crazy talk.  But if you’ve built up a good relationship with your cast and crew 
… and again, if it’s a really small cast and crew … then everyone will know 
what is at stake. !
Remember … there are no rules.  Just think outside the box to get stuff 
done. !!
The Union Is Strong With This One … 
Before we wrap up with Mission 12, there is the big gorilla in the room.  
Don’t worry, that’s just my brother … !
I digress … !
How the heck do you pay for actors who are in the Screen Actors Guild 
(SAG)? !
As of right now, SAG offers a contract for any producer making a ultra-low 
budgeted film of under $200,000 … to only pay union actors $125/day. !
So, there you go … !
When you’re making a Film Trooper style film … you’re keeping your budget 
ridiculously low anyway. !
Why? !
Because you’re aware that the realities of the marketplace only averages 
$1,000 - $5,000 for digital downloads. !
Again, why make any product for $200,000 only to see returns of $1,000? !
Be a filmmaking entrepreneur … Be a Film Trooper and give yourself a 
fighting chance to make a sustainable business. 



!
You should be able to raise enough money to pay SAG actors their $125/day 
fee for your über indie film.  This shouldn’t be a stressful factor in your 
decision … so, feel free to get those SAG actors! !
Here is the link to read more about SAG’s contracts.  Just follow the steps 
and do the paperwork and you should be good to go … !
http://www.sagindie.org/resources/contracts !!!
COMPLETE MISSION 12: 
!
This is where it all counts … the budget of a no budget film. !
Take your time going through the FREE Budget Template and ask yourself … !
What creative substitutes can I make to my film? !
And who am I making this film for? !
When you’re stuck … Ask yourself, would your ideal fans even care if you had 
one more light kit? !
And of course … !
What do we ask ourselves everyday? !

1. What have I done today to serve my ideal fan? !
2. How can I help my list of influencers? !

!

http://www.sagindie.org/resources/contracts
http://filmtrooper.com/freebudget


MISSION 13:  Legal Mumbo Jumbo 
!!
“How does an attorney sleep?  First he lies on one side, then on the other.” 
~ Lawyer Joke !!
Mumbo Jumbo … 
So, how do you deal with the legal aspects of your film project? !
Again, I am no lawyer and cannot in any way, shape, or form give you legal 
advice.  You must consult with a professional legal counsel for your own 
project. !
However … !
One of my favorite comedians when I was growing up was Dom Irrera. !
He had this bit, where he highlights the strange cultural use of the phrase, “I 
don’t mean this in a bad way …” !
It’s meant to offset any offensive statement a person makes. !
For instance … !
“Let me tell you something, ok?  Your sister is a bit of a slut — I don’t mean 
that in a bad way — but she gets around, if you know what I mean.” 
~ Dom Irrera !
So, here I am saying … “Hey, I’m no legal expert, but …”  Haha. !!
Limited Liability Companies (LLC) 
In Mission 01, I mentioned how Robert Kiyosaki’s book, Rich Dad, Poor 
Dad, changed the perspective of a lot of new entrepreneurs. !
One of the key elements that Kiyosaki explains, is that rich people form 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/3442217784/ref=as_li_tf_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=3442217784&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20


corporations, and operate all their finances through these entities. !
You might know this already, but most feature film projects are formed 
under a Limited Liability Company (LLC). !
Essentially, an LLC acts as a fence that legally protects anything you put 
inside that fence.  If someone sues your LLC, then they can only gain access 
to what’s inside that fence. !
In August 2012, one of Robert Kiyosaki’s LLC’s declared bankruptcy.  Mr. 
Kiyosaki’s personal wealth and assets were not affected by this bankruptcy 
most likely, as he probably sheltered parts of his income into other LLC’s. !
This is how the rich stay rich!  Just form LLC’s, C-Corps, or S-Corps and 
diversify your money streams.  If one of them goes belly-up, then assume 
no responsibility to pay back the debt by declaring bankruptcy.  Most of the 
United States’ bankruptcy laws were written to help companies in this 
situation.  Is it ethical?  Hmmm … that’s for you to decide. !
But what can be deduce from this?  This is how the game is played. !
Be sure you are operating through some formation of a corporation to keep 
your personal assets out of your business dealings. !
An LLC is a great option to do this. !
For some states (in the U.S.) the fees for an LLC can be expensive … !
So, you may want to look into forming an LLC in another state!  Again, work 
with a professional legal counsel or accountant to understand the tax 
implications. !!
Traditional Method …  
Let’s take a look at the steps in setting up your legal documents if you were 
to develop, finance, and distribute your film in a traditional sense … !



Film Company Formation: !
• LLC.  Set up a legal entity, like an LLC, to officially operate your 

film company from. 
• Tax Filing.  Set up proper tax filings with your respective 

government. !!
Protection of the Intellectual Property (IP): !

• Chain of Title.  You’ll need to keep accurate paperwork on who 
owns and controls the “rights” to the story and script throughout 
the life of your film project. 

• Copyright.  Make sure your script is filed with the copyright offices 
of your respective government. 

• Option.  If you’re trying to acquire a script from a writer, then get a 
signed agreement, or put in place a legal option for the material. 

• Unions and Guilds.  If the writer is part of the Writer’s Guild, then 
have the proper agreements in place for that respective union. 

• Life Rights.  If your story is based on a true life person or true 
event, make sure to have all the “life” rights in place. 

• Certificate of Authorship.  Create a Certificate of Authorship for 
all iterations of your story and script. !!

Financing: !
• Securities.  If you’re seeking to raise investment funds, you’ll need 

to have the proper securities in place. 
• Pre-Sales & Loan Agreements.  If you’re following the traditional 

pre-sale model of matching funds with foreign pre-sell promise 
notes, then you’ll need to have the proper loan agreements in 
place. 

• Completion Bond.  If you’re able to secure traditional loans, then 
you’ll need a Completion Bond as well. 

• Tax Incentives.  If you’re using state tax incentives, then filing 
the correct paperwork for that respective state is required. 



!!
Pre-Production: !

• Terms of Production.  Each member of your production team will 
have to sign and agree to the terms of your production parameters. 

• Unions & Guilds.  If each production person belongs to a different 
union or guild, then those entities will have different agreements 
that you’ll need to have in place. !!

Production: !
• Liability Insurance.  When shooting at any set or location, you’ll 

need to protect your cast & crew from any accidents with liability 
insurance. 

• Permits.  If you’re out on location, you’ll need the proper permits. 
• Clearances.  If you have any artwork in your scenes, then you’ll 

need the proper clearance licenses. 
• Trademark.  If you have any product that has a Trademark, you’ll 

need to get those cleared and approved. 
• Release Forms.  For anyone that will be on screen, you’ll need to 

get the proper release forms signed. !!
Post Production: !

• Service Agreements.  When working with post production 
facilities, you’ll need to have the proper service agreements in 
place. 

• Music Licensing Rights.  Whether you’ll be using original music 
composition, or licensing prerecorded music, or using stock music … 
you’ll need to get all the proper Music Licensing Rights.  This 
includes both the licensing for the written composition of the music 
and the actual performance of the recording of the music. !!



Distribution: !
• E&O Insurance.  No formal distribution company will buy your film 

without the proper Errors & Omissions (E&O) insurance in place to 
cover for any unforeseen licensing and rights violations that you 
may have missed in the creation of the film. 

• Deliverables.  Distribution companies will have you sign 
agreements that describe the numerous items on their deliverable 
list. 

• Payroll Tax.  Remember, it’s not your money — It’s the I.R.S.’s.  
Be sure to handle your payroll tax information correctly to avoid 
being audited.  Also, you’ll need this information to show proof for 
some state tax film refund programs. !!!

The Film Trooper Way … 
Now, if your film project is über small … do you need all these legal 
documents and insurances? !
The bottom line when it comes to handling any legal coverage … is to avoid 
being sued. !
But the reality is, any one of us can be sued at any given time.  Even if you 
have all your “ducks in a row” and are super organized with your legal 
documents — you still can be sued. !
You may have signed agreements and are entitled to protection and residual 
payments … but a savvy lawyer can still find ways to bring on a lawsuit. !
All of this shouldn’t paralyze from ever trying anything … just keep going 
and make something. !
The worst that can happen on such small film projects is that a “cease and 
desist” letter is issued to you.  This means that you’re not being sued, but 
that if you don’t address the concerns of the “cease and desist” letter, then 
an official lawsuit may be issued. 



So, with all that in mind … Here’s how to handle all your legal paperwork, 
the Film Trooper way … !

1. LLC.  Yes, do set up an LLC for your film project.  Build that fence.  
Protect yourself from any screw-ups you may inflict on yourself. !
2. Copyright.  Get your script protected by registering it with your 
government’s copyrighting office. !
3. General Agreements.  For almost all your dealings with anyone 
who will be involved with your film, have them sign a “General 
Agreement”.  These agreements can be modified to fit each person’s 
distinct service they will provide to your film project. !
4. Volunteer Release Form.  Have both cast & crew sign a very 
simple, yet very clear volunteer release form. !

How do these 4 forms cover your basic legal needs? !!
Film Company Formation: !

• LLC.  Build your fence and protect your ass and assets. !!
Protection of the Intellectual Property (IP): !

• Copyright.  Protect your IP. 
• General Agreement.  If you’re working with a writer, then have 

them sign a “General Agreement”.  In the agreement, you can 
decide if you’d like to include any compensation details. !!

Financing: !
• What Financing?  If you’re making a feature film for $5,000, then 

most likely you won’t have any formal investors, so a free pass on 



needing any legal forms for this part of your project !!
Pre-Production: !

• General Agreement.  Have each team member sign your modified 
“General Agreement”. 

• SAG.  If you’re working with SAG actors, then follow the steps 
outlined by the SAG offices to pay them their $100/day. 

• *Note*  When it comes time to deal with any residuals, most 
contracts focus on the profits of the actual film product from either 
theatrical, home video, or digital sales.  Since the reality is that 
your film product may only generate about $1,000-$5,000 in sales, 
then your residuals will be almost non-existent.  How you handle 
your license exploitation and selling of ancillary products is usually 
outside the scope of these contracts. !!

Production: !
• General Agreement. Modify your “General Agreements” to cover 

your production needs. 
• Safety.  If you include a section in your “General Agreements” on 

common sense safety, then at least you would have addressed it 
with your team members. 

• Safety Reminder.  However, don’t do anything stupid that could 
get someone hurt or killed.  The story of camera operator assistant, 
Sarah Jones, who tragically died on set in February 2014, is a 
sobering reminder not to take chances with anyone’s safety. 

• Just Don’t.  When dealing with artwork licenses and trademarks … 
just don’t have anything in frame that could get you into trouble. !!

Post Production: !
• What Contract?  You’re most likely editing and doing all the post 

production yourself, so there’s no need for a service agreement. 



• General Agreement.  When it comes to music for your film, make 
it yourself using a tool like Garage Band on the iPad.  You may only 
need a few sustained hums and drones to create the mood you 
want.  Or, have your composer sign a “General Agreement” and 
modify that agreement to fit the expectations you have for the 
project.  And if that’s still not good enough, then license music from 
any one of the royalty free music licensing sites online. !!

Distribution: !
• Captain E&O? Currently platforms such as iTunes, Amazon, and 

Vimeo do not require E&O insurance.  At the time of writing this 
Survival Guide, Netflix does require E&O insurance. 

• Creative Commons.  I recommend using Creative Commons 
license in this day and age of online “sharing”.  A Creative 
Commons license allows other people to use and build upon your 
work if you choose to do so.  Remember, your film will essentially 
become an advertisement for something bigger.  So, it’ll be okay if 
you use the Creative Commons License. !!

The General Agreement 
As mentioned earlier, since the goal is to avoid any messy lawsuits against 
your film project, you can simplify the process by having a very clear, 
“General Agreement” in place. !
Here is what a “General Agreement” looks like: ! !



AGREEMENT CONTRACT!!
This Agreement Contract is entered into by and between YOUR PRODUCTION COMPANY (“First Party”) 
and CAST, CREW, or COMPOSER (“Second Party”).  The term of this Agreement Contract shall begin on 
DATE and shall continue through its termination date of DATE.!!
The specific terms of this Agreement Contract are as follows:!!

1. First Party will contract Second Party to provide BLANK services on the feature film project 
entitled, “FILM TITLE” (herein referred to as the PROJECT).!!

2. First Party assumes all worldwide licensing and business ownership of the said PROJECT.!!
3. Second Party agrees to First Party ownership and licensing control for said PROJECT.!!
4. Second Party will DO WHAT for the PROJECT in the forms of:!

a. !
b. !
c. !
d. !
e. !!

5. Any disagreement with this Agreement Contract between the First Party AND Second Party will 
be settled by binding informal arbitration.  First Party picks a lawyer AND Second Party picks a 
lawyer, and those lawyers pick a third party lawyer to review all pertinent information and 
documents in relationship to this agreement contract.  Third lawyer makes a final decision of 
which parties they think is in the “right” and who is in the “wrong”.!!

First Party agrees to compensate Second Party COMPENSATION DETAILS (if any) in exchange for the 
Second Party’s DESCRIPTION OF WORK for the PROJECT.!!
This Agreement Contract may not be modified in any manner unless in writing and signed by both Parties.  
This document and any attachments hereto constitute the entire agreement between the Parties.  This 
Agreement Contract shall be binding upon Parties, their successors, heirs and assigns and shall be 
enforced under the laws of the State of STATE WHERE BUSINESS IS CONDUCTED.!!! !
Then have both parties sign and date the agreement … !
You can download this template here:  General Agreement Form !!!

http://filmtrooper.com/agreement


More Clauses to Shake a Santa at … 
You can modify the contract to include as many clauses as possible. !
The important one to include in all agreements is number 5.  The clause of 
“binding informal arbitration” just declares that if there is any dispute, a 
third party will determine the outcome. !
In addition to the simple agreement, I’ve used this very useful “Volunteer 
Release Form”.  Considering that you’ll most likely be asking people to 
volunteer, having a clear agreement in place will eliminate any confusion of 
what you’ll be asking from them. !
Here what the “Volunteer Release Form” looks like … !

!



VOLUNTEER ACTORS / CREW / WORKERS / PROPERTY 
RELEASE FORM !!

I hereby irrevocably grant to Production Company (herein "Producer") and any parent, subsidiary and affiliated 
corporations, and their respective successors, assigns, licensees, employees and agents, the right in perpetuity throughout 
the universe, and in all now known and hereafter existing media, and in any language, to use my name (including any 
fictitious names heretofore or hereafter used by me), physical likeness and/or voice, ideas, counsel, service, work in and in 
connection with the production, exhibition, exploitation, merchandising, advertising and promotion of the motion picture 
tentatively entitled Film’s Title the Movie (the "Picture").  !
I agree that the foregoing grant includes the right to use my physical likeness, ideas, counsel, service, and work in any form, 
including, without limitation, a photograph, picture, artistic rendering, silhouette or other reproduction by photograph, film, 
tape, or otherwise. I represent to the best of my knowledge that the consent of no other persons, firm, corporation or labor 
organization is required to enable Producer to use my name, likeness and/or voice, ideas, counsel, service, and work as 
described herein and that such use will not violate the rights of any third parties. I acknowledge that nothing herein requires 
Producer to use my likeness and/or voice, ideas, counsel, service, work as described herein or in connection with the Picture. !
The rights granted herein include the right to use the Picture, ideas, counsel, service, work or excerpts or stills from the 
Picture (include excerpts or stills containing my likeness and/or voice) in any other motion picture, publication, recording, or 
other medium and includes the right to edit, delete, and/or juxtapose (with any other part of the Picture), any part of the 
Picture in which I appear, and/or change the sequence of events in the Picture. All rights, title and interest in and to the 
results and proceeds of the services and performances rendered by me in connection with the production of the Picture or 
any portion therefore shall, from its inception, be the sole property of Producer, free from any claim whatsoever by me, my 
heirs, executors, administrators or any other person. !
I understand that Production Company and their affiliates may enter into agreement with another person to rerecord my 
dialogue and/or record voice-overs and use this sound work over my picture or however they deem appropriate. I hereby 
acknowledge and agree that any activities I provide in this Picture and/or for the Producer in conjunction with this Picture, 
unless a separate agreement is reached, will be exclusively as a volunteer on behalf of Production Company and any of 
their affiliates, not as an employee, and therefore I have no expectation of and hereby waive and release any claim for 
personal compensation, remuneration or benefits in any form at any time. !
I also release, indemnify and hold harmless the Producer, any parent, subsidiary and affiliated corporations and their 
respective successors, assigns, licensees, employees and agents, and identified hereafter from any and all claims, actions, 
costs, expenses, judgments or damages of any and every kind and character, whether statutory or arising in contract or in 
tort, for any injury to my person or loss of my property, directly or indirectly arising out of or in conjunction with or attributable 
to my participation in such activities including but not limited to claims or damages for death, bodily injury, psychological 
trauma or property damage arising in whole or in part from the negligence of the Producer, any parent, subsidiary and 
affiliated corporations and their respective successors, assigns, licensees, employees and agents and/or from negligence on 
my part. !
This agreement contains an understanding between the parties and supersedes all prior agreements and understandings 
pertaining hereto and cannot be modified except by writing signed by each party.  I understand that by signing this agreement 
that I am “volunteering” my time and talents to the Picture. !
I hereby certify that I have read or it has been explained to me the meaning and effect thereof of this document, and 
intending to be legally bound I have signed this Authorization this ________ day of ____________________, 201_. !!
__________________________________________ ___________________________________________        
PRINTED NAME     SIGNATURE                                                            !!
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address (Street, City, State, Zip) !



VOLUNTEER ACTORS / CREW / WORKERS / PROPERTY 
RELEASE FORM !!

(IF THE SIGNATORY IS UNDER THE AGE OF 18 YEARS, THE PARENT OR LEGAL GUARDIAN OF SHOULD SIGN 
BELOW.) I hereby warrant that I am the parent and/or legal guardian of the person who signed the foregoing agreement, that 
I have allowed said person to execute said agreement, that I will indemnify you against all claims, liability and expense 
respecting said agreement, and that, knowing of your reliance thereon, I agree to cause said person to adhere to all of the 
provisions of said agreement. !!!
__________________________________________ ___________________________________________        
PRINTED NAME     SIGNATURE                                                            !!
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Address (Street, City, State, Zip) !!!!
A GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND EXPLANATION OF WHAT YOU ARE 
AGREEING TO BY SIGNING THIS: !
• Production Company has my permission to freely use my name, voice, ideas, counsel, service, 
work and picture to help produce the movie Film’s Title. (the “Picture”) 
• I don’t have a contract with an organization preventing Production Company from freely using my 
name, voice, picture, ideas, counsel, service, and work. 
• Production Company does not have to use my name, picture, voice, ideas, counsel, service, or 
work and I understand that I may not be in or associated with the movie Film’s Title at all. 
• Production Company does not have to pay me or anyone else for the use of my name, voice, 
likeness, ideas, counsel, service or work. 
• Production Company may re-record my voice while producing the “Picture” and may even use 
someone to do so if I am not available/present to do so. 
• I waive any claim to be compensated for my part, input, ideas, counsel, and service in the 
production of the “Picture”. 
• I will hold Production Company and affiliated corporations harmless of any claims or judgments if 
I am injured or lose property arising from their negligence while producing and distributing the 
movie Film’s Title. 
• I understand what I am signing.  !
QUESTIONS? Contact us at 555-555-5555 or by email at email account. !
!



Keeping It Safe 
With a small cast and crew, you’re expecting everyone to operate with 
common sense. !
But just in case that doesn’t happen … !
Then, perhaps the one thing to invest in would be some liability insurance. !
This will cover your cast and crew if there are any accidents on set. !!
February 20th, 2014 … 
During the making of the film, Midnight Runner, the film crew was shooting 
a day scene on a train track.  A train track spanning over a bridge that was 
suspended 30 feet above a river. !
Unbeknownst to the film crew … !
An actual train came barreling down the tracks … !
The film crew, including Academy Award wining actor, William Hurt, ran for 
safety. !
The scene involved Willam Hurt’s character to be lying on a bed on top of the 
train tracks. !
The train blasted through the film set, ripping the metal bed to shreds and 
striking a camera assistant back towards the train. !
The camera assistant was killed instantly. !
Her name was Sarah Jones. !
The film’s director and producers were eventually charged with involuntary 
manslaughter and criminal trespassing. !
Oddly enough, the film’s director, Randall Miller, and his wife and producing 



partner, Jody Savin were panelist at the AFM I attended where they 
discussed their film Bottle Shock. !
Bottle Shock made a name for itself, as one of the first films to bypass 
traditional distribution and utilize a service company to place the film into 
theaters across the country. !
Both Miller and Savin became the poster children for DIY distribution. !
Their über indie spirit may have pushed them too far on Midnight Runner. !
They keep the rest of the cast and crew in the dark of the safety issues since 
they did not acquire the proper legal permission to be on the train tracks in 
the first place. !
Like I said … !
You’d assume common sense would prevail … !
But even for highly successful producers, hubris got the better of them … !
And in doing so, a life was taken when it didn’t need to be … !
Sarah Jones’ story is a sobering reminder of one thing … !
Always make sure safety comes first on any film set … !
Even if it’s in your own living room. !!
COMPLETE MISSION 13: 
!
As you can see … by at least having some very basic, yet very clear 
agreements in place … it will help limit the chances that there will be any 
confusions of what you’re asking people to do for your film project. !

http://www.amazon.com/Bottle-Shock-Alan-Rickman/dp/B001LPWGBY/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=FOZ6ACNZXF47TRJW&creativeASIN=B001LPWGBY


In regards to the “Volunteer Release Form” here is the template that you can 
download:  Volunteer Release Form !
Again, I’m no legal expert, so please consult with the proper professionals 
before embarking on any formal agreements. !
Like I said, even though I have these simple, yet clear agreements in place 
for my projects, I can be sued at any given time. !
Will these forms be enough to prevent a lawsuit from blowing up?  Probably 
not, but at least it shows in good faith that I had tried to communicate 
clearly what the agreement between both parties will be. !
Still not sure about the legal steps for your film project? !
Here are some resources that are much better suited to handle your legal 
inquiries … !
The Pocket Lawyer for Filmmakers by Thomas A. Crowell Esq. !
The Biz:  The Basic Business, Legal and Financial Aspects of the Film 
Industry by Schuyler M. Moore !
Film Finance Attorney with the Law Offices of John W. Cones !
Creative Commons License !!!
A Cautionary Tale … 
When I was working on DO-OVER, the original producer I was working with 
never had any formal agreement in place with me.  So, after 8 months 
passing by without any contact with each other, I drew up a very straight 
forward letter clarifying where we were on the project. !
Essentially, I was declaring in the letter that I was grateful for the working 
opportunity, but wanted to take the project out on my own.  I explained that 
since we never had any formal agreement in place, to please use this letter 
as such. !
I sent the letter via certified mail, meaning that I would get an official 
receipt letting me know that it had been delivered and received.  It’s your 
basic cover-your-ass type stuff. !

http://filmtrooper.com/releaseform
http://www.amazon.com/The-Pocket-Lawyer-Filmmakers-Independent/dp/0240813189/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=ZXYA6TKDJS34DRKY&creativeASIN=0240813189
http://www.amazon.com/The-Biz-Business-Financial-Industry/dp/1935247042/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=ZD2W5MXDVYHUI5ZS&creativeASIN=1935247042
http://www.filmfinanceattorney.com/
http://creativecommons.org/


Unfortunately, the process in which the letter was delivered rubbed this 
producer the wrong way.  I had insulted the relationship and his ego.  It was 
not my intent, and although I tried to clarify my reasoning … it was too late. !
In his eyes … I had burned a bridge. !
What I should have done, was simply to call and to speak in person. !
So, note to self.  First try and be “human” and talk to people before ever 
sending any legal agreements. !
Start with the handshake agreement … !
Then follow up with the proper legal forms. !!
Lastly … !
Our daily questions are … !

1. What have I done today to serve my ideal fan? !
2. How can I help my list of influencers? !!

!



MISSION 14:  Nice Package 
!!
“There is nothing worse than a sharp image of a fuzzy concept.” 
~ Ansel Adams !!
So, I have this Dream … 
It involves George Lucas in a bathrobe ... Go ahead, let your imagination 
wander ... or not, your choice. !
Any-hoo-hoo, George Lucas built an empire to support his filmmaking habits.  
He built LucasFilm, Industrial Light & Magic (ILM), Skywalker Sound, 
LucasArts, and even Pixar.  That's quite an empire ... and sold it to another 
empire—Disney! !
Now, years later, Robert Rodriguez built a smaller version with his 
Troublemaker Studios in Austin, Texas. !
For me, I have this dream of having an even smaller studio ... one that fits 
into a backpack. !
The ability to travel around with all your film and editing equipment in a 
single backpack is just amazing to me ... and it's real, and it's here, and it's 
a reality. (Wait a minute, I just said real and reality ... double emphasis 
makes it mean more, I guess.) !
I'm a lazy filmmaker.  I prefer not to have big crews ... or in the case of THE 
CUBE, no crew! !
In a survey I conducted, I asked filmmakers, "what is their greatest pain 
with filmmaking?" !
Money & Resources !
You guessed it!  Not having enough money or resources was the top pain. !
But do you know what was a close second?  Dealing with a bad crew and bad 
partners.. !
When you have no crew, you can only hate yourself ... and I bet for a lot of 
us, that's pretty easy to do :-) 



!!
Or if your crew is really small … let’s say only four people small ... !!

• A dude/dudette for the camera and lights ... !
• A homie/homette for the sound ... !
• A fly girl/fly boy for the line producing ... !
• And you as the director ... !!

There is a beauty of just picking up a camera and clicking record. !
I know this is sacrilegious for the purists out there. !
But if you're trying to make a film the Film Trooper way, then you take 
whatever camera you own and challenge yourself creatively on how to get 
the best look with the available light given to you. !
Since, filmmaking historically has been the most expensive of the art forms 
and has traditionally required a large group of people to help complete the 
art … !
It has never really been on par with the independent writer, or the 
independent musician .... until now. !!
Make Me Feel Something 
In 1983, when Ed Catmull, President of Pixar was putting together a demo of 
their latest Computer Generated Imagery (CGI) technology to feature an 
android like being, it was John Lasseter (future Chief Creative Officer) who 
suggested that the android protagonist have emotional motivation in the 
form of a bee character. !
The outcome was the creation of The Adventure of André and Wally B. !
When Pixar presented the short film at the annual Siggraph conference, 
audiences were blown away. !
The funny thing was … several of the shots were unfinished, as they were 
only able to show the wireframe placeholder for some of the clips … 

http://www.amazon.com/Pixar-Short-Films-Collection-Volume/dp/B000V1Y44G/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=YTJSKY774EZ6I5Q7&creativeASIN=B000V1Y44G


!
But that didn't deter the audience, who flipped out and just loved the short 
film anyway … You know why?  Because they were engaged with the story. !
Why is this important? !
Remember, your audience doesn't care what camera you use … they just 
want to be transformed by a compelling story. !
Now, if you're stuck trying to get your film made, then take a step back and 
lower your expectations. !
You might have everything you need in your backpack right now to make a 
film to evoke an emotional response from your ideal fan. !!
Your Big 4K Sensor Really Does it For Me … 
Now, I'm a sucker for gear porn, just like any other über indie filmmaker.  I 
love to look at the gear guides that come out every year ... drooling over 
what cool equipment I wish I could own and what amazing stories I could 
tell with them. !
Knowing that filmmakers love the gear porn, I've been offering up a free 
equipment list of all the gear that I used to make THE CUBE over at http://
freegearguide.com !
Here are the highlights of that gear guide in which you can use as a starter 
reference to build your own gear bag … !

http://freegearguide.com


THE FILM TROOPER GEAR GUIDE !
CANON REBEL T3i (Estimated Price $500) 
This DSLR camera can record HD 1080p at 24 f/s onto a H264 codec.  Good 
enough for indie filmmaking meant for distribution online or on a large 
screen television. 

!
Four major reasons why this camera was perfect for a no crew setup. 

!
1. Interchangeable lens option.  I don't think indie film could be where it 

is today without this option to change lenses in order to get the right look 
for the right emotional moment. 

2. LCD flip screen.  A built in flip screen was crucial, and I mean crucial for 
someone as stupid as me to make a film with no crew.  I needed to have 
an ability to flip the screen around to see whether or not I was in focus. 

3. Light weight.  The T3i has similar tech specs to the Canon 7D, but it is 
made with a lighter plastic body.  Because it was smaller and lighter than 
the more desirable Canon 5D Mark III, I was able to put in on a smaller, 
lighter tripod rather than having to lug around a larger, heavier tripod. 

4. Cheap.  You can pick a T3i up now for about $500.  That's insane.  For a 
quality DLSR camera, that's ridiculous.  The lenses will cost you more 
than the camera!  The newer versions are out now … and they have auto-
focus! 

!
VELBON VIDEOMATE 607 TRIPOD (Estimated Price $79) 
It was important to find a lightweight tripod with a fluid head swivel base 
that was just large enough for the Canon T3i.  And it came with a portable 
travel case, perfect for the backpack filmmaking production. !!
BATTERIES (Estimated Price $20) 
You can never have enough backup batteries.  So be sure to have these in 
your stash for an all day shoot.  Wasabi makes an inexpensive package for 
the Canon cameras. !
LENSES 
This is where the real magic happens and why you'll pay for good quality 
lenses that will be more than your camera! !

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B004J3V90Y/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B004J3V90Y&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00004TYBM/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B00004TYBM&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B004VTAVLE/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B004VTAVLE&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20


Canon EF 16-35mm, f2.8 lens (Est. $1,699)  This is great for wide and 
medium shots.  Having a zoom lens allows you to quickly setup shots in tight 
quarters.  The "f" represents the f-stop, so the lower the number like a 1.2 
or 2.8 means more light can get into the lens, rather than a higher number 
like a 4.5 or 5.6.  The lower the f-stop the higher the price. !
Canon EF 50mm f1.2 (Est. $1,600)  This is the “go to” lens for all indie 
DSLR films.  This gem of a lens creates a shallow depth of field, creating that 
“filmic” look that has revolutionized the indie film scene. !
Canon EF-S 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 (Est. $199)  This lens usually comes 
standard with the Canon Rebel T3i, but in case you buy just the camera 
body and need an inexpensive lens that will give you the wide shots and the 
sweet depth of field, you might want to go with this lens.  Just be warned 
that you’ll need a lot of light to make this lens look good. !
Canon EF-S 55-250mm f/4.0-5.6 (Est. $299)  I needed to grab a few 
long shots, so I had to use this inexpensive lens that came with my T3i 
package.  Again, the high f-stop of 4.0-5.6, I needed to shoot outdoors to 
maximize the lighting as much as possible. !!
FILTERS (Estimated Price $15/package) 
Make sure you pick up some basic screw-on filters to protect and enhance 
your lenses and shots. !
•  Ultraviolet (UV) filter.  Just a good standard filter to protect your lens 

and reduce the haze.  Make sure to get the correct lens sizes, be it 72mm, 
77mm, or 82mm, etc. !

•  Polarizer filter.  This is a great filter to add when the outdoor skyline is 
bright and washed out, or if you want to reduce the glare when filming an 
actor behind a car windshield to reduce the reflection of the sky. !

•  Neutral Density (ND) filter.  These filters come in different grades and 
are a simple fix for really brightly lit shots, especially exterior day shots. !!

Kata KT PL-E-702 Rain Cover for DSLR (Estimated Price $69) 
I live in Portland, Oregon, which means it rains up here ... it rains a lot.  So, 
I had to be prepared for the elements. !!
Rode NT3 Microphone (Estimated Price $269) 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000NP46K2/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B000NP46K2&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000I1YIDQ/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B000I1YIDQ&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000V5K3FG/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B000V5K3FG&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0011NVMO8/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B0011NVMO8&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0083WYEHC/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B0083WYEHC&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B005IVL0NM/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B005IVL0NM&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0002PSCQW/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B0002PSCQW&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20


I was able to pick this microphone up online (used) for a fraction of the cost.  
It does a good job of picking up all the sound in a room when you have 
several actors doing their thang.  I just popped it onto a boom mic stand and 
set it off camera.  Ideal?  No. !
What I should have done was at least bought a shock mount for the 
microphone.  Instead I just held it with a regular old mic clip.  Why a shock 
mount?  Well, for the simple reason, that by not having one, I was picking 
up all the deep bass sound of footsteps as we actors were walking around.  
More work in post … errgghhh. !!
Zoom H1 Handy Portable Digital Recorder (Estimated Price $99) 
At the very end of production, I finally started to use these portable audio 
recorders.  What's so great about these little guys is they can be hidden on 
each actor.  It requires no wireless signal to record, so there would be no 
interference, like I had with one set of RF/VHF wireless lavalieres that was 
used for one scene.  Not good.  Should have used these guys more often. !!
Audio-Technica ATR-3350 Lavalier Microphone (Estimated Price $19) 
The only way to really use the Zoom HN1 is to pair it with these small 
battery powered lavalieres. !!
On Stage Stands MS7701 Tripod Boom Microphone Stand (Estimated 
Price $25) 
Not only did I use these stands for the Rhode NT3, but I used it as my 
stand-in.  On shots were I was alone, I still needed to have a marker or say, 
a stand-in to approximate where I would be standing so I could focus the 
camera.  I hit the record button, remove the boom stand off screen and 
started acting … and I acted hard ;-) !
Like I said, the newer versions of the Canon Rebel T4i and T5i include 
automatic focus now.  So, that could be a quick fix … but be careful with 
relying on any automatic settings, as the focus might start going in and out. !!
XLR Cables (Estimated Price $10) 
Sometimes we forget about the most simplest things.  But we need them 
thar cables, right? !!
Audio-Technica ATH-M30 Closed Headphones (Estimated Price $50) 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B003QKBVYK/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B003QKBVYK&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B002HJ9PTO/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B002HJ9PTO&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000978D58/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B000978D58&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000165DSM/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B000165DSM&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00007E7C8/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B00007E7C8&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20


It’s still good idea to listen back on your recordings with a good set of 
headphones or cans as the pros call it. !!
ePhoto 10 x 12 Green Screen Studio Video Lighting Kit (Estimated 
Price $115) 
Most of the lighting I used for my movie would come from natural light, so I 
knew that if I was going to add any interior lighting, it would have to be at 
daylight temperature (5600K). !
If you ever tried to use tungsten or halogen lights (3200K) and mixed that 
with the light coming in from outside … well it can look “sucky”.  The interior 
color would look correct, but the outside light would be ultra blue.  So, by 
matching the interior light with daylight temperature lightbulbs it would 
make the shots look normal. !
On top of that, going with a daylight fluorescent lighting kit, the overall 
power draw would be much less than that of a tungsten or halogen lighting 
setup … and it wouldn’t get too damn hot to touch, as fluorescent lighting 
runs much cooler. !
I settled on using, believe it or not, the lights that came with a green screen 
kit I bought for some other video projects.  The big fluorescent light bulbs 
and umbrellas that came with the kit allowed me to cast a large fill light in 
all the indoor shots. !
I’d love to get some LED lighting kits, but for right now the fluorescent kits 
are inexpensive and abundant. !!
ePhoto Fluorescent Light Bulb 5500K H105W (Estimated Price $20) 
I made sure that I had backup bulbs, since these puppies can’t be found at 
the local hardware store. !!
Household Florescent Lightbulbs (Estimated Price $50 for many) 
In addition, I replaced all the house lights with ugly white daylight 
fluorescent light bulbs that I picked up at a hardware store.  Those bright 
white lights sure make real life look ugly, but when the camera does the ol’ 
white balancing trick, it looks amazing. !!
StudioFX Sand Bag (Estimated Price $16) 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B005HFBR4Q/ref=as_li_tf_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B005HFBR4Q&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B005D9OJPK/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B005D9OJPK&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0018OS06S/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B0018OS06S&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00CXUT5ZG/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B00CXUT5ZG&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20


The boom mic stand and the cheap lighting stands I had were in need of 
serious stability of not falling over.  Grab yourself some of these sandbags.  
Now, here’s a trick to make sure that the sand stays out of these canvas 
sandbags.  Huh?  Let me explain, if you want to keep these bags travel 
worthy, pick up a package of play sand at Home Depot and scoop up a few 
cups into a sealed Ziploc bag, that way the sand won’t leak out all over the 
canvas sand bag holders. !!
Extensions Chords & Power Strips (Estimated Price $12/each) 
Yeah, kind of obvious, but you'll need a few extensions chords and some 
surge protector power strips. !!
SDHC Memory Cards (Estimated Price $16/each) 
Be sure to pick up a few extra SDHC Memory sticks to ensure you'll always 
have enough recording space for a day's shoot !!
Lowepro Fastpack 250-Red (Estimated Price $75) 
Like I said, I’ve always wanted to make films from a backpack.  Thank 
goodness for the DLSR revolution, because that dream is a reality.  Easily 
stuff all you gear into one of these backpacks.  You can even shove your 
laptop into the open sleeve and have your editing gear right there at your 
finger tips.  Simply amazing. !!!
COMPLETE MISSION 14: 
!
Technology moves so fast … !
For instance, the development of portable LED lighting just amazes me.  I 
hope to one day own a few simple battery powered lights of my own. !
Anyway, I try not to get caught up in chasing the latest shiny object. !
The whole concept is to see what gear you have in front of you and 
determine if it’s good enough to deliver value to your ideal fans. !
Need to satiate your gear porn?  Here are some great resources that can 
quench that thirst, as well as, give you some really useful filmmaking tips :-) !

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000K2S9FQ/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B000K2S9FQ&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B003VNKNEQ/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B003VNKNEQ&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000YIYQ5I/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B000YIYQ5I&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20


http://philipbloom.net/ 
http://www.youtube.com/user/filmriot 
http://nofilmschool.com/ 
http://filmflap.blogspot.com/ !!
Of course, don’t forget to ask … !

1. What have I done today to serve my ideal fan? !
2. How can I help my list of influencers? !

!

http://philipbloom.net/
http://www.youtube.com/user/filmriot
http://nofilmschool.com/
http://filmflap.blogspot.com/


MISSION 15:  Calm Down, It’s Only A Film … 
As Well As Your Hopes & Dreams 
!!
“If anything can go wrong, it will.” 
~ Captain Edward A. Murphy (a.k.a.) Murphy’s Law !!
Here’s The Deal … 
You’ve spent all this time preparing and dreaming about making your movie 
… !
I’m sorry, correction … not your movie, but a movie for your ideal fans … !
And now it’s time to deliver … !
Can you believe there are so many other steps that you need to accomplish 
before you ever shoot one frame of footage? !
Where was all this information when I was in film school? !
Okay, where to start? !
Well, let’s start with you as the director … !!
Look Book. 
At the AFM 2014 Pitch conference, the experts recommended that you don’t 
bring in a poster design, as it strangely communicates that you’ll be difficult 
to work with. !
For instance, what’s the marketing department going to do if you’ve already 
designed your poster?  I know, it’s strange, but that’s the way these people 
think. !
In Mission 10, I outlined the need to create your poster.  Am I going 
against what I’m saying here? !
Not quite … !
Again, if you want to play the game of working with gate keepers, then it 
might be best not to bring in a poster design … 



!
But if you’re working directly with your ideal fans … who cares?  You’re doing 
it for them. !
Now, if you must bring visuals into a meeting with a gate keeper, then bring 
a look-book. !!
What’s a Look-Book? 
A look-book has originally been used by the fashion industry to showcase a 
designer’s collection into a simple book. !
Filmmakers have been using this technique to communicate the overall look 
and feel of their movie for years. !
What if your film is going to be shot in black & white?  What sort of photos 
would you collect and put into a book that accurately represents your vision 
as a director? !
What sort of wardrobe and makeup sums up your vision for the characters in 
your film?  Use a look-book to communicate visually to your team … and 
yourself. !
You get the idea. !!
Storyboard to Animatic to Shot List … 
Years ago I attended a special exhibit at the Academy of Motion Pictures, 
where they featured hand drawn doodles from some of Hollywood’s greatest 
directors. !
On display were rough drawings and storyboards created by Ridley Scott and 
Terry Gilliam.  Their drawing skills were obviously more advanced than some 
of their contemporaries, like Martin Scorsese. !
However, what I remember the most about these crude drawings that 
Scorsese made for Raging Bull’s fight sequence … was all the red ink. !
Scorsese drew up his shots with a black pen then scribbled all this red ink 
showing were the blood would spray across the screen.  Pure awesomeness. !
So, what’s the takeaway from this? !
Your storyboards don’t have to be works of art … 



!
They just have to be clear enough for you to keep your thoughts organized 
… !
and clear enough to be able to share your thoughts with your team. !
How crude can your boards be? !!



Here’s a sample of some quick doodles that were made for THE CUBE (I 
have to use examples from my lil movie, because I don’t have legal 
clearance to use anything from other highly profiled films): 

!!



Here’s is the final sequence: 

As a Film Trooper you have permission to make crappy drawings :-) !
If you need a storyboard template then you can grab one here:  Storyboard 
Template !
If you need a storyboard thumbnail template like the one shown above, then 
you can grab it here:  Storyboard Thumbnail Template !!
Animatic 

http://filmtrooper.com/storyboard
http://filmtrooper.com/storythumb


What if you need to communicate the rhythm and pace of your scene? !
You can always take your storyboard drawings, scan them into the computer, 
and edit them into an animatic. !
Your animatic doesn’t have to be fancy, as in this example from DO-OVER. !
The audio comes from the table read session where you’ll hear the voices of 
Jason Mewes (Clerks, Jay & Silent Bob Strike Back) and Maria Menounos 
(Fantastic Four, Access Hollywood). !
The setup for the scene is as follows: !

Jason Mewes plays the character Slates.  Slates is one of four friends who has been 
zapped back into time to relive one pivotal day in their high school lives. !
In order for the friends to return to the present, they must do their best to “play out the 
day” as best as they can remember … together. !
As you can expect, these four knucklehead friends completely screw it up … !
In this scene, two of Slates’s friends (who have also been zapped back in time) must grab 
a ride with him to the big party … !
However, Slates is on a date and forces his buddies to hide in the back hatch with a 
sleeping bag covering them … they do this, to not disturb Slates’s time with his date. !

Here’s the link: !
http://filmtrooper.com/animatic !!
What If You Can’t Draw? 
Not a problem … !
Thank goodness there is the good ‘ol shot list. !
The whole point in creating storyboards or animatics is to organize your 
thoughts and to keep track of what you’ll be communicating to your team. !
You can do this by simply outlining the type of shots you’ll want filmed 
during the day. !!

http://filmtrooper.com/animatic


Your shot list may look something like this … 

!
You can grab a shot list template here:  Shot List Template !
In addition to your storyboards, animatics, and shot lists … You may need to 
create overhead diagrams of where the camera and sound equipment will be 
placed.  This generates a visual game plan of how each setup will look and 
function. !!

http://filmtrooper.com/shotlist


A shooting diagram might look like this: 

!
Is This Thing On? 
Believe it or not, I’m going to try and narrow down years of technical 
training and education into a few paragraphs. !
Why? !
Because, as a Film Trooper, you at least need to know the basics of shooting 
a scene. !



!
The Camera … 
The basic concept of working a camera is to make sure of 3 things … !

1. What’s in focus?  What’s out of focus? !
2. What is your composition and framing of the shot? !
3. And lastly, is enough light getting through the lens? !

You control the amount of light being let in by … !
1. How fast your lens allows light in (On DSLR’s this is the aperture 

setting) !
2. The amount of “gain” you add to the image (On DSLR’s this is the 

ISO) !
What if you’ve maxed out the internal settings of your camera’s ability to 
accept light in? !
Then, you’ll need to either change the camera angle and composition to 
bring more light into the lens … !
Or move the subject (actors) to another spot where there is enough light … !
Or add more lights (or taketh awayeth) … !!
Lighting Basics … 
When setting up any shot, just keep these 3 basic things in mind when it 
comes to lighting … !

1. Where is your key light coming from?  Your key light is your main 
source of lighting. !

2. How much fill light do you need for the shot?  The fill light is the 
light source that usually comes from the opposite direction of the 
key light. !

3. What sort of backlight, or rim light, or edge light is needed to 
separate the foreground subject from the background?  This is 
normally a smaller light that highlights the back of someone’s head 
in a shot. 



!
Here is a diagram of a simple 3 point lighting setup: 

!
Whenever you’re in doubt about your lighting setup, always fall back to the 
basic 3-point lighting setup, as it should help answer any questions you have 
on set. !
Lastly, you don’t need formal film lights to construct the 3-point light setup. !
When you’re outside, the sun will be your key light … !
Use a bounce card or reflector as your fill light … !
And another reflector for the edge light … !
Or just look through the viewfinder and say, “Hey, that looks good to me as 
is …”  No lighting needed. !



!
Light it Flat … 
Now, what does it mean to light it “flat”? !
Essentially, you just want enough light to see the scene clearly. !
You want to be able to record the scenes, so you’re not blowing out the 
“whites” or crushing the “blacks”. !
You’re trying to get your shots to be neutral or “flat”. !
Why? !
Because, when you bring that footage into the post production process, 
you’ll have more latitude to adjust the overall look. !
The more data that remains in the footage (we’re talking about the digital 
1’s and 0’s that make up that information) the more you’ll be able to adjust 
the footage to make it look the way you want. !
When you have a no person crew, or very limited crew … !
Making sure that your scenes are evenly lit will help you move faster 
throughout the day. !
Taking time to design the look and feel of your film in post, is like adding all 
those wonderful sound effects to create the right mood that matches your 
vision. !!
To Be … Or Not To Be Sacrilegious? 
Believe me, I know it takes talent and years of working at your craft to 
become an excellent Directory of Photography (D.P.) or an excellent Sound 
Engineer !
And now, here I am, just telling you to set your camera up on a tripod, make 
sure the settings are correct, and hit record. !
Well … I guess … if we’re calling it for what it is … then, that’s what I’m really 
saying ;-) !!
Check, 1-2-3 … Check, 1-2-3 … 



It’s been said that the sign of a really good film is NOT the visuals, but the 
sound. !
Audiences can forgive a blurry image or overblown shot, but to ask them to 
sit through some god awful sound will absolutely kill the experience. !
So what to do? !
The basic concept of getting good audio is to try and get the microphone as 
close to your actors as possible. !
That’s it. !
That’s the whole concept.  Get it as close as you can without having the 
microphone seen in the shot. !
The type of microphones you decide to use for your production will 
undoubtedly be determined by your budget (or lack of) … !
So, at least grab your iPhone and use an inexpensive microphone to get that 
mic as close to the mouth of your thespian as possible. !
A professional sound person will have various microphones and kits to adjust 
to any given situation for each shooting setup. !
Ideally, if you can find someone who has their own gear and is excited to 
show off their mastery … then that’s your guy or gal. !
Check back to MISSION 14 to see what audio gear was used to make THE 
CUBE. !
In addition, here are some tips to dealing with audio when you have no crew 
to a limited crew … !

• Unplug the refrigerator.  Good god, the hum of that ice bucket will 
wreak havoc on your post production sound mix. !

• Turn off the air conditioner.  Again, any hum sound is just a pain to 
deal with in post production. !

• Kill the leaf blower guy.  Be aware when the yard crews work in 
your neighborhood, or the location you’ll be shooting at … !



• Know when garbage day is … trying to shoot on day when those big 
trucks go beep beep … is such a pain. !

• Try not to shoot inside your house during the holiday seasons.  I 
started shooting THE CUBE before Halloween, and didn’t finish until 
Christmas.  My wife was pissed that she couldn’t hang up her 
decorations.  So, note to self … do not make your wife mad :-) !

• Use a shock mount.  With no crew, a mic on a stand is useless 
when the low rumbles of your walking reverberates through the 
stand and up through the mic.  A shock mount will absorb this 
craziness. !

• Take time to record the ambient room sound.  At least 1 minute of 
quiet room noise is always recommended. !

• Record the poor man’s ADR. !
ADR stands for Automated (or Automatic) Dialogue Replacement, sometimes 
known as the Looping session in post production.  This is where the actors 
must re-record their vocal performance and sync it with their locked picture 
performance. !
With the poor man’s ADR, you can have your actors redo the scene at the 
end of an approved take in order to jam those mic’s closer to their faces. !
This happens on set. !
This is sometimes referred to as recording the dialogue “wild”. !
You may not have the budget or time in post production to do a proper ADR 
session.  So, if you can get at least a few really clean audio versions of each 
scene, you may be able to “frankenstein” the audio back into the locked 
picture. !
Hell, reality television does this all the time to fake the idea that something 
was said when it really wasn’t … only to fake more drama. !!
Syncopation … 
If you have to record the audio into a separate recorder, like I had to do 
many times, then use another poor man’s technique … !



Instead of using an official slate board, just call into the camera what shot 
and scene is being recorded … !
Then have one of the actors (or yourself) either clap, or snap their fingers to 
mark the sync point. !
You can even clap or snap in parallel to the shot take.  Meaning if you’re on 
take 3, then clap or snap 3 times … !
If you’re on take 4, then clap or snap 4 times, etc. !
Use as many poor man’s techniques as possible … !
Actually, all the cool kids today use a software add-on like Plural Eyes to 
automatically sync picture with sound. !
I guess, I’m not cool, as I still do it manually :-( !!
What’s My Motivation? 
Yes, it’s a cliché that all actors will ask this of their director … !
But there is some validity to this statement. !
When it comes time to make your film the Film Trooper way, you’re 
essentially stripping down all production aspects to a bare minimum. !
As audiences, we love our poorly filmed cat videos.  But we don’t care.  We’ll 
sit through the bad lighting, because we know that cat is going to do 
something effing crazy. !
For your film … your cat will be your actors. !
How do you work with actors to get the best out of them? !
Here are some tips to help you work with actors as a director … !

• All you want to get from your actors is an honest performance … !
• Ask yourself, “Did that performance play real?” !
• Most of the time, when a performance comes off as “fake” it’s 

because the actor is too caught up in their head … !



• You’ve heard of actors “being in the moment” or “acting is reacting” 
or “good actors are good listeners” … !

• Your job as the director is to help get your actor to these places … !
• Hopefully, both you and the actor has done their homework and 

know the intention (the actor’s motivation) of that scene to work at 
finding a truthful performance … !

• Be specific with your directions.  For instance, if an actor is 
supposed to display utter excitement and joy, don’t give a note that 
says, “be happy”.  Be specific, such as, “React as if you just found 
out you just landed a job acting opposite Daniel Day Lewis.” !

• In the book, Directing Actors, by Judith Weston … one of the best 
takeaways is to use the phrase “as if” as much as possible. !

• Lastly, as Kevin Smith says, “Don’t sleep with your actors”.  Poor 
Kevin :-) !!

Music to My Ears … 
What do you do about music for your film? !
We’d all love to use the music that’s been in our heads when we wrote our 
script. !
But on an über indie film project … !
That’s hardly ever a reality. !
Here are your options when you have no budget … !

• Use NO music.  Why does a film have to have a soundtrack?  Maybe 
your sound effects and silence is the soundtrack. !

• Just as you’ll be convincing actors and crew to come along for your 
journey, you’ll do the same with a band or a composer. !

• If you’re trying to deal with the issue of music rights, traditionally 
you would have to pay one fee to the writers of the music, and 
another fee for the performance of the music. !

• Or, you can simply put everything under one general agreement. 

http://www.amazon.com/Directing-Actors-Memorable-Performances-Television/dp/0941188248/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=MWYCSHOES4RIYVQV&creativeASIN=0941188248
http://filmtrooper.com/agreement


!
• Still can’t find a composer who is willing to work for little money? !
• Try building your scenes around pre-recorded, royalty free music.  

There are several online companies that provide this simple service 
of paying a low fee of $10-$60 per song. !

• Here are some online royalty free music companies that I’ve used in 
the past: 

- http://www.stockmusic.net/ 
- http://www.neosounds.com/ !

• I agree, most of the musical options on these royalty free licensing 
sites won’t be very conducive to your film’s needs … but once in 
awhile, you’ll find a gem. !

• Lastly, make your own music. !
• You’d be surprised how you can create a mood from just banging on 

the keyboard on a program like, Apple’s Garageband.  Which is free 
on every Mac product. !

• Apparently the iPad Garageband app is almost too easy to make 
your own music. !

For my project DO-OVER, I worked with a music supervisor to create a 
realistic list of songs that would need to be licensed in order to make the 
picture. !
Since music is so essential in evoking emotions of that time period.  That 
time period being from the 1980’s … and specifically music from many 
college radio and independent alternative bands — a proper list had to be 
formed. !
This wasn’t just a wish list of songs, as my music supervisor would make 
recommendations of what songs and bands are easier to get licensing 
clearance than others. !
Each song would have to be cleared by the writer of the song and the 
performers of the song. !
There wasn’t one curated agency that provided all this paperwork in one 
convenient place.  The legalities would have to be dealt with song by song. !

http://www.stockmusic.net/
http://www.neosounds.com/


Now you can see, how much easier it would be to contract one band to do all 
your music. !
Anyway, the breadth of music that would have to be licensed skyrocketed 
the film’s budget above what it would actually cost to make the film. !
This was a hurdle and a sticky point for many producers. !
Now, with my lil film THE CUBE, part of the $500 budget went to licensing 
songs that I simply couldn’t make on my own.  The remaining music was 
created by me sloppily holding down certain keys on the keyboard to create 
bizarre sustained hums.  I guess this would qualify as a film score. !
The bottom line with film scores … !
There are no rules in creating what you need to create in order to evoke 
mood and emotion. !
Try banging on something strange and record it. !
You may be surprised that this too can lead you down a path of creative 
alternatives that you didn’t think was possible. !!
Everything Will Go Wrong … 
Remember Murphy’s Law?  If anything can go wrong, it will. !
Just anticipate that no matter how well you’ve planned, each second of the 
day something unexpected will happen on the making of your film. !
How you deal with it … will define you as a director. !
In the end … !
Take a deep breath … !!
And Be Zen … !
The sun is beginning is to set. !
Your small team is scrambling to set up the drone equipment. !
There’s something wrong -- the drone isn’t working. 



!
Then your actress’s dress is torn and the rip is showing on one side. !
Your wardrobe person is frantically trying to fix the rip. !
Your D.P. is freaking out … you’re losing the light! !
What do you do? !!
Remember … Be Zen … !
It’s your vision … You are the captain of this ship … !
You calmly bring everyone in and say, “Don’t worry about the drone, no need 
to fix the dress … I only need a close up of her eyes as she looks out onto 
the horizon.” !
Your crew reassures you that they can do it. !
“No need.  No sense in stressing out with everything … Just get me the close 
up shot and we’ll wrap.” !
That’s being a captain … that’s being a director. !!
See The Big Picture 
You as the director, must have a clear understanding of what the complete 
story is about before you enter the realms of production. !
All the other team members will give you the very best of themselves, but it 
is your responsibility to provide clear guidance on where you’ll be taking 
them. !
If you know deep down, that the essence of the story you are telling is 
about, let’s say, the transformation of a meek girl to a self-empowering 
woman. !
Then you would know, that an elaborate drone shot at magic hour, might 
come off as melodramatic and a bit cheesy. !
Whereas by using a simple close up of your actress’s eyes will deliver a 
much more personal connection for the audience. !



!
Become Like Water 
“You must be shapeless, formless, like water. When you pour water in a cup, 
it becomes the cup. When you pour water in a bottle, it becomes the bottle. 
When you pour water in a teapot, it becomes the teapot. Water can drip and 
it can crash. Become like water my friend.” 
~ Bruce Lee !
I’m not gonna argue with Bruce, are you? !
Becoming like water is probably the best advice to give to any film director, 
as anything and everything will go wrong on the making of your film. !
Being able to see the bigger picture, and being able to accept whatever story 
unfolds before you is crucial. !
You really must “let go” and be formless as water in order to steer your film. !!
Knowing Is Not Enough … 
One of the other famous quotes of Bruce Lee is, “Knowing is not enough, 
you must apply”. !
During the early part of my career, when I was the Cinematic Supervisor for 
Sony PlayStation, we produced a lot of the animated and visual effects 
sequences for many of the first-party titles. !
My specialty was in editing and visual effects compositing.  I was last in line 
when it came time to make magic out of all the elements that came down 
the pipeline. !
When things didn’t go as planned, I would help the production process by 
saying, “That’s ok, just give me that element there and I’ll add a mask 
here.” !
This process was essentially being like “water”, as I was directing the 
elements in order to help it through a funnel, where I could get the shots 
needed and complete the sequence. !
On the making of THE CUBE, I had to “let go” and become like water in so 
many facets, because resources were extremely limited. !
Nothing ever seemed to go to plan … !



Oh, well … !
Just have to roll with it … (that’s what you’ll have to tell yourself) !
Having a broad sense of the story, I knew whether or not I should freak out 
about a shot that was not quite working out … !
Or be flexible and jump on an opportunity when it presented itself. !!
Just Let Go … 
Filmmaking is inherently stressful, as you will have so many of your hopes 
and dreams locked into whether or not you can pull off making your days. !
But if you can “let go” and be like water and accept the moment, heck, you’ll 
be asking your actors to “let go” and be in the moment, so the same will be 
asked of you as a director … !
If you can accomplish this, then you’ll be able to guide your team through 
the production without stress. !
And you will survive another day to direct again and again. !!!
COMPLETE MISSION 15: 
!
If you’re going to be the producer and director of your film, then here’s a 
refresher of what we just covered … !

1. Look-Book (What will you film look like?) 
2. Storyboard (Remember it doesn’t have to be great art) 
3. Animatic (It doesn’t have to be super fancy) 
4. Can’t draw?  Do a shot list instead. 
5. How will you determine which shot is done first?  Sketch out a 

crappy overhead shooting diagram. 
6. When using the camera, what’s in focus and what’s out of focus? 
7. Do you have enough light to see what you want your audience to 

see? 
8. Remember the 3 point lighting setup?  Key light, fill light, and edge 

light? 
9. What’s the basic rule for recording sound?  Get that mic as close as 

you can. 



10. Remember the poor man’s ADR. 
11. Work towards extracting a “truthful” performance from your 

actors. 
12. Be specific with your direction. 
13. Use the phrase “as if” as much as possible. 
14. Be ready for nothing going as planned.  Be Zen … !

One last tip … !
You’ve heard of the term getting coverage.  Be sure you spend more time 
recording footage of your actor’s reactions. !
The more footage you have of your actors reacting to what’s happening in 
the scene, the easier it’ll be to deal with covering up jump cuts, bad audio 
takes, and just a plain good way of masking continuity issues. !
In Dov S-S Simens’s book, From Reel To Deal, he recommends getting a 
shot a cat jumping off a window ledge.  These cutaway shots are game 
savers when it comes time to edit your scenes. !
For The Cube, I had plenty of shots of just the red wooden block in the 
foreground with the actors acting in the background. !
Cover your ass … !
Enjoy the chaos … !
And pat yourself on the back … !
You’re making a film :-) !!
Oh yeah … !
Don’t forget to ask … !

1. What have I done today to serve my ideal fan? !
2. How can I help my list of influencers? !!

What’s next?  Making your film is only half the battle …  You gonna need to 
share your process … 

http://www.amazon.com/From-Reel-Deal-Everything-Independent/dp/0446674621/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=IIFUX4EI6SFBYQO6&creativeASIN=0446674621


!
Next Mission … “Did you get that?” !
!



MISSION 16:  Did You Get That? 
!
“It ain’t no fun if the homies can’t have none.” 
~ Snoop Dog !!
Share Everything … 
I’m not 100% positive to what Snoop Dog is referring to with his lyrics, but I 
suspect that if you’re not sharing, then we homies can’t have fun. !
So, homie … !
If it isn’t hard enough to actually make your movie … !
Now, I’m asking you to film, photograph, and share everything as you 
struggle to complete your film. !
Traditionally, this might become part of the Electronic Press Kit (EPK). !!
What’s in an EPK? 
How do you let the general press know that you have a film of interest? !
How do you help a film festival easily know more about your film, so they 
can hand that information over to the press? !
And what if you wanted to let an acquisition executive know more about 
what you’re selling? !
Well, you would send them a press kit. !
A press kit is a collection of pertinent information about your film printed out 
onto paper and placed neatly in a fancy folder. !
But, then came along the “electronic” part, which included CDs/DVDs 
containing more media about your film, as well as, a PDF version of your 
printed materials. !
Nowadays, you just send over a link in an email that points the press to your 
website.  On your website, you’ll have a section where people can download 
your PDF file. !



Here’s what normally comes in a press kit (and can be broken out into 
sections on your website): !
1. Cover Sheet.  I’ve seen really fancy cover sheets that contain the poster 

design and a display of all the awards that the film has won … and I’ve 
seen the most basic cover sheets that just contain the name of the film 
and filmmaker’s contact info. !

2. Synopsis.  Remember Mission 09?  Then you’ve already got your 
synopsis all set.  I’ve even seen EPK’s include the logline as well, so it’s 
your choice. !

3. Cast & Crew Bios.  I guess it could be important to include who’s in the 
film and who made the film ;-) !

4. Director’s Statement.  I guess this part could be useful, but I prefer 
the use of … !

5. Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ’s).  The idea here is that you have 
to imagine how someone of the press would ask you about your film.  
Here are few examples: !

• What was your inspiration for the film? 
• What was the process in getting the film made? 
• How long was the shoot?  Where did you film? 
• What is your favorite scene in the film? 
• What was the most difficult scene to shoot? 
• What was the casting process like? 
• What format did you shoot your film on? !

6. Photos.  These are sometimes referred to as publicity stills, or 
production stills.  Remember in Mission 10, when you’re creating a 
poster design to NOT use frame grabs pulled from your film?  Well, the 
same holds true when trying to collect photos for your EPK. !
If you’re selling your film to a distribution company, they’ll want photos of 
actual scenes from your film.  So, when you’re filming a scene, someone 
has to take photos of the performance from the same angle and setup as 
the main camera. !
With today’s cameras, especially the DSLR’s, you can use the rehearsal of 
your scene to take a series of still photos.  Then switch back to video 
mode and start filming your scene.  That’s the poor man’s method of 
doing the publicity photographer’s job. 



!
In addition, try and get high quality stills of you, as the director, pointing 
at something random while standing behind the camera.  That always 
makes you look like you’re directing something.  And don’t forget to get 
those shots where you’re looking over the script with the actors.  That 
always sells “director”. !

If you want more information about creating an EPK, here are some useful 
links that go into the topic further: !
http://www.raindance.org/7-essentials-for-a-press-kit/ 
http://www.filmmakingstuff.com/how-to-create-a-press-kit-for-your-indie-
movie/ 
http://www.filmsourcing.com/epk-create-electronic-press-kit-film/ !!
From EPK to Press Release … 
Once you have all the elements created for your EPK, you can easily 
generate press releases for as many milestones about your film project as 
you can. !
What is a press release? !
A press release is generally a one-page document that clearly alerts the 
media about an event or product you are selling. !
There are numerous FREE outlets where you can submit your press release. !
Just do a simple web search for “where to submit your press release online 
for free” and you’ll find the necessary links. !!
How to Write a Press Release 
Constructing a press release, usually works like this … in the upper left 
corner be sure to include: !

• The Title: Press Release 
• Company Name/Logo 
• Contact Header 
• Contact’s Name 
• Company Name 
• Telephone Number 
• Fax Number (if you have one) 
• Email Addresses 

http://www.raindance.org/7-essentials-for-a-press-kit/
http://www.filmmakingstuff.com/how-to-create-a-press-kit-for-your-indie-movie/
http://www.filmsourcing.com/epk-create-electronic-press-kit-film/


• Website Adresses !
In the body of your letter, you should include: !

• Subject:  FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE/RELEASE DATE 
• Headline (Grab the journalist’s attention) 
• Secondary Headline (Make it relatable to the audience that the 

journalist’s serves) 
• City, State, Date 
• Paragraph(s) that include the 5 W’s (Who, What, Where, Why, and 

When) 
• Brief Bio 
• Link to your film 
• Include photos, or a link to where journalists can download your 

production photos 
• Contact info !

The main rule to remember is that these press releases are for the press.  
So, your job is to make their job easier. !
You’ll have to do the heavy lifting of generating a catchy headline. !
And you’ll have to do the heavy lifting of making it very easy for the 
journalist or blogger to grab interesting chunks straight from your release. !
So, you’ll need to format your paragraphs into “simple to read” chunks 
where your information can easily be cut and pasted into other articles. !
The only way you’ll get the press, a journalist, or blogger to use your press 
release is to make it interesting. !
This is where your master storytelling comes into play. !
Be compelling … !
And don’t make your release too “salesy”. 



Here’s an example of a press release: 

!!!



You probably can’t even read the fine print, so this is what the press release 
says: !
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE !!
What does a feature film made for $500 without a crew look like? !
If indie filmmakers are stuck trying to make their film, they may find inspiration 
from the junk in their front yard. !!
PORTLAND, Oregon - January 15th, 2014 - Frustrated by trying to make a film for the many gatekeepers 
of Hollywood, filmmaker, Scott McMahon, took whatever equipment he owned and made a feature film 
(not a short) for only $500 … and did so without a crew. !
McMahon was the former Cinematic Supervisor for Sony PlayStation, where he honed his filmmaking 
skills playing in a big sandbox.  With his feature film, THE CUBE, a story about a married couple who 
receives a series of mysterious red cubes at their doorstep.  As each cube arrives, it unravels the couple’s 
relationship until it escalates into a paranormal suspenseful conclusion. !
The real interest of the film is in the making of it.  McMahon would setup the camera on a tripod, 
approximate focus, hit record, and begin acting with his fellow actors.  Sound recording was done with a 
separate microphone attached to a boom microphone stand and set off camera. !
Scott McMahon says, “For years, authors, artists, and musicians have been able to make their art with 
relatively inexpensive production means.  Filmmaking always seemed to be handcuffed by the need to 
spend a lot of money and needing a lot of people to create the art.  With the creation of THE CUBE, I see 
filmmakers on the same playing field as independent authors, artists, and musicians.  Spending lots of 
money to create the art should no longer be a barrier.” !
THE CUBE is currently being sold through Vimeo On Demand at: !
http://thecubemovie.com !
Photos from the film can be downloaded from this link:  (Provide link) !
Scott McMahon can be reached at: !
(555) 555-5555 
Email Address!!!!
You can download this example here:  THE CUBE Press Release Sample !
And you can have your own template here:  Press Release Template !!
Going Beyond The EPK and Press Releases … 
The whole point in organizing documents and taking photos is to make the 
job of the promoting a lot easier for the press people to do their jobs. 

http://thecubemovie.com
http://filmtrooper.com/thecubepressrelease
http://filmtrooper.com/pressreleasetemplate


!
If they require an EPK, then that’s what you give them … !
But what about your ideal fans? !
What do they get? !
The concept still holds true, but a lot of times your ideal fans don’t require 
such elaborate production methods to communicate with them. !
So, if you’re going to create a formal EPK and press release for the press 
peeps anyway, then why not create additional material for your ideal fans? !
Most of your team will probably have smartphones with cameras, so have 
everyone take photos and videos of everything while making the film. !
Honestly, if someone can catch you having a complete meltdown … that will 
be viral gold. !
If you have some savvy young person who is on Instagram all the time, 
have them be your “go to” person for posting updates. !!
Crowd-bumbling … 
Have you ever contributed to someone’s film through a crowdfunding 
platform? !
What was that experience like? !
For me, most of the campaigns I contributed to … took my money, gave me 
a few email updates and never sent me a copy of the finish film … !
As you can see, I’m not bitter … but I’ve stopped contributing to campaigns 
because I can tell if a team has their shiitake mushrooms together or not. !
How would you want your ideal fans to experience your crowdfunding 
campaign? !
Let’s imagine if you’re were one of those ideal fans … !
A project grabs your attention with some effective copy written into one of 
your social media feeds … !



Clicking on the link, it sends you to a landing page that clearly 
communicates something that you’re interested in, say a topic like, space 
travel. !
And let’s say that the message gets more specific, more niche down, 
something like … !
Space travel with materials made from your local hardware store … !
On this landing page is a video, in fact there isn’t much more on this landing 
page besides this video … !
An engaging image is used as the thumbnail for the video … and maybe 
even a “call to action” button that says “click play”. !
So, you click play, and get to see a very entertaining video that taps into the 
topic of do-it-yourself (DIY) Space Travel. !
Then there’s the pitch at the end of the video … !
The gals and guys on the video come across as “real” people, very 
personable and likable.  They give you their pitch … They’re making a film 
about DIY Space Travel. !
They tell you about the different levels of contributions that you get and you 
say, “What the hell, I’m in!” !
You go through the process of donating your cash, and then it happens … !
Nothing … !
You hear nothing more from this team about their project except one thank 
you email and a follow up email months later about where they are with the 
project. !
What a letdown … !
In fact, I’ve had filmmakers email me months later, where I’ve completely 
forgot who they were or what project I had donated to …  !
I completely lost interest. !
I no longer cared about their project. !



!
But What If? 
You finish donating to the campaign and you immediately receive an email 
with another video … !
And this video is even better than the pitch video … !
Then at the end of the video this team offers you a FREE gift, say it’s 
something like a smartphone app that is a tool for finding the constellations 
in space. !
This is called “added value” or a “bonus” … !
You weren’t expecting it, but this team went the extra effort to make you 
feel valued. !
Then, they announce that they will be sending updated videos every Tuesday 
night. !
You’re excited because you really like the regular programming and they 
give you great value within a topic that you’re interested in … !
That’s a “win” for you … !
Then you find yourself becoming connected to this team … !
As you begin to know them better … !
You like them … !
And you trust them … !
You’re rooting for them to succeed. !
Then they do something wild in the middle of their updates, they throw in 
another FREE gift and hold a contest for all their contributors to participate 
in their madness. !
Who knows, they give you a personal “shout-out” and you feel even more 
valued. !
This experience and relationship goes on for weeks, months, a whole year … !
And you’re loving every minute of it … 



!
Before you know it, you’re a loyal fan … !
And when it comes time to see the finished film, you’re ready to celebrate in 
the accomplishment. !
Then the filmmaking team does one more thing … !
They offer even more gifts in exchange for promoting their film in a number 
of ways. !
It doesn’t feel like anyone is selling to you … because you’re ready to help … !
Because you’ve been invited … and you’re invested. !!
Now … 
For the people of the press, festival directors, and acquisitions executives … 
you’re just a cold submission.  An EPK is a good tool to introduce yourself in 
a polished manner. !
But for your ideal fans, they’re just happy if you can communicate with them 
on your crappy cellphone. !
For your ideal fans, they want you to be “real” … !
For your ideal fans, they want to feel that you value them … !
And in the end, your ideal fan will have greater impact on your success than 
most press publications. !
The cool thing is that your ideal fans give love back … !
Your ideal fans can fill a hole of emptiness, that no press publication can 
ever do … !!!
COMPLETE MISSION 16: 
!
Don’t forget to document everything during the production process … !
Share everything with your ideal fans on a continual basis … 



!
The YouTube superstars know this and play the game extremely well … !
And now, so can you :-) !!
Remember … !

1. What have I done today to serve my ideal fan? !
2. How can I help my list of influencers? !

Although it’s important to get in the habit of recording and capturing 
everything for your ideal fans … !
Later on in Mission 24, we’ll pull back the curtain even more to reveal how 
the press, bloggers, and the news works on the internet. !
But first …  !
What’s next? !
Whatever it is, we’ll fix it in post … !
!



MISSION 17:  Can You Help Me Suck Less? 
!
“So the writer who breeds more words than he needs, is making a chore for 
the reader who reads.” 
~ Dr. Seuss !!
We’ll Fix it in Post … 
That was the famous phrase I heard over and over again when I was in film 
school. !
As the digital technology improved, the ability to fix and correct something 
that had gone wrong on set … would … well, get fixed in post production. !
To some extent that phrase was correct, but it’s only useful if you know what 
you can fix in post. !
Case in point … !
On THE CUBE, I didn’t have a boom operator, so I just mounted the 
microphone on a stand and positioned it off camera. !
In one scene that I was acting in, the other actors were speaking in a normal 
volume.  However, I knew that they were standing too far away from the 
microphone and their dialogue would be compromised. !
Basically, it was going to be pain in the arse to clean it up in post. !
So, I started to speak louder than the other actors to encourage them to do 
the same.  I needed to at least get the audio recorded at some workable 
levels. !
Needless to say, their performances were great … !
They looked authentic … !
They sounded authentic … !
As for me … I looked and sounded like a total idiot. !
Yelling throughout the entire scene doesn’t make for a great thespian. !



I was lucky, I was able to salvage most of the audio recordings, but … !
Lesson learned … not everything can be fixed in post. !!
Kick it Into Second Gear … 
You’ve finished filming all your scenes, got all your shots, and guess what? !
You’re exhausted … !
I don’t blame you … !
You may need a long break … !
But once you return, the real fun of filmmaking comes in the editing stage. !
Now, I won’t get into what editing software to use, or what the technical ins 
and outs are of each program … !
Frankly, because I’m not an expert on any of it … !
I still use Final Cut 7! !
Also, I have a computer that was made in 2007.  So, for those of you who 
have old gear, I’m here to tell you … don’t sweat it. !
The way I see it … !
I can edit in HD, post my film online and sell it … !
It works for me … !
If you want to learn the technical “How to’s” of editing, then a resource like 
lynda.com is invaluable. !
Nope, for this Survival Guide, let’s get an overview of the creative and 
practical process … !!
Organize … 
Before any editing is done, I spend quite a bit of time organizing and 
converting files. !

http://lynda.com


If I were smart, I’d use the newer software as it handles the data 
management and media conversions much better … so, that’s a plus. !
Also, if you have a large enough crew on set, then you can properly log and 
keep track of what was a good shot and what wasn’t a good shot. !
Remember the poor man’s clap board trick? !
Well, this is the part where you have to clean up all those files and assemble 
them together.  Get your video and audio files in sync and away you go. !
For most über indie filmmakers, you just shoot as much footage as possible 
and deal with the mess when you get into post. !
Depending on what editing system you’ll be using, it may be good to develop 
an organizational folder structure that contains: !

• Project Files 
• Documents 
• Media 
• Audio 
• Graphics 
• Music 
• Renders !

If you’re working with another editor and sharing files, it’s important to 
agree on an organized workflow. !
Nothing is worse than opening a project file and seeing an absolute mess of 
a spiderweb … where your media files are scattered everywhere. !
Clean your shat up … !
Keep your folder system organized … !
A clean desktop makes for a clear mind … !!
Assembly Required … 
Each editor has a method to their madness. !
It’s been known that Steven Spielberg for many years worked with his editor, 
Michael Kahn on an old Moviola machine.  For you kids out there, this was a 
machine that literally cuts film. 



!
And film, by the way, was this smelly, flammable, roll of magic that was both 
splendid and a pain in the ass to work with :-) !
Anyhow, Spielberg commented that he liked the process of taking time to 
think about each scene.  The process of quick editing interrupted that flow. !
The interesting thing is that Michael Kahn was known to edit faster on a 
Moviola than most editors could on an Avid. !
I’m a fairly slow editor … !
During the process of organizing all my media files into their respective 
folders … I will watch each clip and make notes of what I think might be 
good “keeper” clips. !
I take those notes and construct an “Assemble Edit”. !
An Assemble Edit is a god-awful rough cut of your film.  It lays down the 
clips in the order of how your script plays out. !
This is what you call your “barf” draft. !
Your film begins to take on life of its own … and you’re job is to figure out 
what to do with this garble-goop you’ve created. !
The good thing is that it’s much easier to edit something after all the cards 
are laid out. !!
Confused? 
If you’re confused of where to start with your edit … !
Then try this process … !
Start each scene with the wide shot of the location’s time of day.  So, let’s 
say it’s the scene with a house … !
Is it supposed to be day or night? !
Do you have a shot that shows the house in a wide shot in either day or 
night? !



If yes, then slap that puppy into the timeline (or whatever they call it in your 
editing program) … !
Then, find a shot that shows the wide interior of the scene.  This is usually 
your master shot. !
You’ll assemble all your master shots together until you have the most basic 
semblance of the scene completed. !
Now, create a new track and add in all your medium shots. !
Place all your medium shots in the editing timeline that correspond to the 
master shot sequence. !
After that, assemble all your close shots and line those up on a new track to 
the master sequence. !
Here’s a simple recap in this order … !

1. Establishing Shot 
2. Wide Master Shot 
3. Medium Shot 
4. Close Shot !

Using this basic process will help construct your scene into the simplest of 
forms. !
Don’t worry, the assemble edit stage will be ugly … !
You’re emotions will be low … !
And you’ll probably be utterly disappointed in what you’ve created. !
So, after the Assemble Edit Stage … !
It’s … !!
Nap Time … 
You can lose track of time sitting in a dark room editing all day … !
In fact, you might never take a shower during this time … !
Basically, you’ll be in your pajamas and just plain stink … 



!
Make sure to take some time to clean up and take a nap. !
Yes, a nap. !
The power of relaxing your creative mind with small power naps can do 
wonders. !
When you awake, you may find that you have a different perspective on the 
scene you’re editing. !
This is the process of fine tuning your edits. !
If naps don’t work for you … !
Then try taking a hot shower … !
Or a long walk with your dog … !
And for some of you, time on the toilet can be helpful in clearing out your 
creative mind … !
Just don’t forget to flush. !!
Tick-Tock-Tick-Tock 
Editing your film to a temporary music track can be helpful because it 
provides a subconscious timing pattern that you may not be able to see 
visually. !
The problem with temp music, is that you can easily get attached to them 
and get very disappointed when you can’t secure the rights to use the music 
in the finished film. !
Another suggestion is to use a metronome and cut to the beat. !
What you’re looking for is way to construct your scenes to have a sense of 
flow … !
And rhythm … !
Let’s take the music approach to editing a scene, and ask yourself … !



1. Does the scene start out with a bang?  As if it were some kind of 
great rock song that needs to grab attention right away? !
2. Does your scene start slow and build?  What favorite songs of 
yours, start slow and build? !
3. Does your scene have a kind of “verse” to it?  Something that 
repeats itself, before it leads into the chorus? !
4. What does the chorus of your scene look like?  This is usually the 
main theme or the point of your scene. !
5. Does your scene contain a bridge?  Meaning, does your scene 
switch gears to interrupt the pace? !
6. Is there a break down section?  Is there a moment in your scene 
when things go from something tense to something that is soft and 
quiet? !
7. Does your scene build to a crescendo? !
8. How does your scene end?  With a bang?  Or does it linger nicely 
into the next scene? !
9. Lastly, how effective and smooth are the transitions between one 
scene to the next? !

Imagine if you were a DJ at big dance festival … !
How would you keep the crowd going? !
The power of transitions is an undervalued aspect of good storytelling. !
How do transitions work in your film? !!
Bottom Line … 
We’re all trying to make our scenes interesting and entertaining to be able to 
stand on their own right. !
Can you create a scene that is fast paced — then screeches to a halt with a 
dramatic pause? !



Can you build a scene that stretches like a rubber band, creating thrilling 
tension before it snaps? !
But what happens when we get stuck? !
This is when we need to do a little patch work … !!
Patch Him Up and Get Him Back Out There … 
Many times we try making all the wide shots, medium shots, and close shots 
flow together … !
But somewhere it gets stuck … !
It needs some kind of patch … !
Remember the tip of getting extra coverage of your actors reacting and 
saying nothing? !
Or as Dov S. Siemens says, get the footage of a cat jumping off a window 
sill? !
These are the important clips that you’ll use to patch over the clunky edits 
that are killing the pace of your scene. !
So, be sure to grab the shots of your actor looking off into space saying 
nothing … !
Or the shot where that fat cat falls off the window sill … !
These types of clips will save your ass … all the time. !
In addition, if do end up recording extra footage of your actors saying 
nothing, and just sitting there listening … !
Then there’s a good chance that you’ll find the most honest and convincing 
performances in those takes. !
I remember working on a little film where I needed a group of kids to react 
to what the adult actor was saying. !
Frankly, the kids were terrible.  You could tell when you called, “Action!” that 
they all went into actor mode. !



I finally ended up using clips of the kids when they were just hanging out 
listening to me be a bad director. !
The kids were at their most honest when they didn’t know the camera was 
still recording. !
Thankfully, I was able to capture an honest performance … !
Simple-dimple, easy-squeezy. !!
A Word About Sound Effects Mixing … 
It’s important to note that when you’re building your scenes, and you’re 
trying to make them sing … !
SOUND can play a vital role in creating the pacing you’re trying to 
accomplish. !
Whether you’re using visual clips or constructing a world of sound … !
Your whole goal is to get your scenes to flow. !
Try editing a scene together with no visuals … !
And just use SOUND to find the rhythm of your scene … !
It’s a neat exercise that may open up other creative decisions that could 
affect your entire film … !
And I mean that in a good way, if you know what I mean :-) !!
And Don’t Forget About the Music 
If you’re unable to fix your scene with the insert shot of the cat on the 
window sill, or a neat sound effect … !
Try music. !
A simple sustained hum starting at the end of one scene and continuing 
throughout the next may just work if you’re in a bind. !
And it might create a whole new world of sound … !
A sound that creates the ambience for your audience to get lost in … 



!
When in doubt, try a sustained keyboard chord to fill in the gaps. !
Or ask your composer what they think?  Duh, that’s kind of obvious, right?  
Haha. !!
Your Subtitles Taste Very Succulent … 
Since the digital world connects us to the entire world together better than 
any time in history … !
We’d be remiss not include subtitles and captions for our ideal fans across 
the world. !
On top of that, most direct distribution platforms require that you include 
subtitles in your digital file. !
Like anything, this process is long and tedious if done manually, so allot the 
proper time and energy to include it into your production schedule. !
You could always pay a service to do this task for you … !
Or you can use a free tool that is recommended by Vimeo called, Amara over 
at:  http://amara.org/en/ !
If you want a step-by-step tutorial of how to use Amara as well as create 
subtitles from just a simple text program, then I created a video over at: !
http://youtu.be/N0Cyr7YHspg !!!!
COMPLETE MISSION 17: 
!
Whatever editing program you decide to use, remember these key elements 
as you build your scenes … !

1. Organize your media … !
2. Make notes of what you have and don’t have to work with … !

http://amara.org/en/
http://youtu.be/N0Cyr7YHspg


3. Lower your expectations, as you’ll probably be disappointed that 
not everything is matching your vision … !

4. Don’t think too much, just lay out an “Assemble” edit version … !
5. Take naps … !
6. Take hot showers … !
7. Take long walks … !
8. Fine tune your edits … !
9. Make your scenes flow like music … !
10. Don’t forget the power of the transition … !
11. When in doubt … Just add the shot with the fat cat … !
12. Or add in a great music track or sound effect … !
13. And don’t forget those subtitles. !

Now that you’ve got your head wrapped around the concepts of editing, the 
first thing you’ll most likely edit is “your promise”. !
What promise is that? !
In the next Mission … let’s talk about movie trailers. !
But don’t forget … !

1. What have I done today to serve my ideal fan? !
2. How can I help my list of influencers? 

!



MISSION 18:  You Promised Me … 
!
“The trailer was terrible, but the movie was great!” 
~ Said no one … ever !!
Too Many Options … 
I love my Apple TV.  I love being able to watch almost anything on my 
television. !
The problem is … !
There are just too many damn options. !
My brain gets fried … !
I just can’t make a decision of what to watch. !
I can’t tell you how many disagreements my wife and I have had … !
“Pick something already!” !
In my house, I get sucked into watching movie trailers.  I love them. !
Everyone else in my house leaves the room … !
“Here he goes again … watching movie trailers.” !
Before YouTube really took off, I’d spend time watching movie trailers from 
the Apple website. !
I’ve made a collection of my favorites over the years. !
Why? !
Because I love the potential promise that a movie trailer gives me. !
A movie trailer is your “promise” to your ideal fans of what your movie will 
deliver to them. !!
I commend the Hollywood trailer editors … 



!
They can make some really good shat … !
However, the Hollywood studios, often make false promises about what the 
movie is about … !
It’s all designed to get as many butts into the seats on an opening weekend. !
You’re the über indie filmmaker.  I wouldn’t recommend lying to your ideal 
fans about the potential of your movie. !
Why risk ruining a long term relationship like that? !!
What Makes a Good Trailer? 
For me, it’s any movie trailer that ends and I say, “Yep!  I’m in, totally want 
to see that movie!” !
Easier said than done. !
Audiences online can quickly turn into internet trolls. !
Remember, we’re not trying to please everyone … !
We just need to capture the imagination of a few thousand people who might 
like what we have to offer. !
I really don’t know what goes into making a trailer good … !
But I can suggest a simple trick that we can all use … !!
Tracing The Path To Success … 
Originally, I was studying art in college before getting the filmmaking bug. !
Drawing the human form is one of the hardest things to do … !
Drawing the human face is even harder … !
One of the techniques to improve our skills as artists, was to take a photo of 
the model’s face and then project that image onto whatever drawing surface 
we would be working on. !
Essentially, you’d be tracing the outline of the photo. 



!
With the traced outline, you could start filling in the details … !
Add the shading … !
Add the color … !
Until it was perfect! !
Over time, your hand and eye got trained to see the form of the face much 
clearer.  So, when you wanted to draw freehand, your skill level would have 
increased enough to draw a very accurate human face. !
The same can be done when editing your movie trailer! !!
Wishing Well … 
Are there a handful of movie trailers that are of the same genre as your 
film? !
And do you absolutely love them? !
Then you should just copy them … !
Take your favorite movie trailer and slap that thing into your editing timeline. !
Mark it, cut it up, do whatever you need to do break apart your favorite 
trailer. !
Then start adding in your own clips into the timeline. !
For instance … !
Does your favorite movie trailer start out with a few quick logo clips?  If so, 
add clips that are similar into your timeline. !
I bet there is some kind of audio dialogue laid in over the first couple of 
shots … !
Do you have anything that matches the same kind of dialogue that is in your 
film? !
Slap that puppy into the timeline too! !



One clip after another, try your best to match it with your own clips. !
When you’re done … !
What do you have? !
Probably a hot mess. !
But you may just have a rough estimate of how your film plays out in the 
same constructs as a Hollywood movie trailer. !
You know the drill … !
Take that first edit pass and start cleaning it up … !
At least, you’ll have a really good framework for your edit as it was basically 
an homage to your favorite trailer. !
Don’t fret … !
Every great artist “steals” from other great artists … !
Why not apply the same thing to a marketing promise? !
Your marketing promise is your movie trailer. !
Don’t f#%k it up :-) !!!
COMPLETE MISSION 18: 
!
The bottom line is to create a compelling marketing promise that will make 
your ideal fan say, “Yep!  I’m in.  I want to watch that movie.” !
Why try and reinvent the wheel? !
Copy the framework of movie trailers that have worked in the past … !
Slap your own clips on top of that framework and away you go! !
But wait! !



There’s more … !
And that’s coming up in the next Mission … !
But first! !
What are your daily questions? !

1. What have I done today to serve my ideal fan? !
2. How can I help my list of influencers? !

!



MISSION 19:  But Wait … There’s More! 
!
“Consumers don’t buy products.  They buy product benefits.” 
~ David Ogilvy (Author), Confessions of an Advertising Man !!
What Do You Do With All This Stuff? 
If you take inventory of what you have so far, you’ve … !

1. Made a film product for your ideal fans !
2. Collected photos and videos of the process to share with your ideal 

fans !
3. Cut a trailer based on other successful trailers for your ideal fans !

But now what? !
How do you effectively tell them about your film product? !
Like I mention before, this is the $62 billion question … !
$62 billion is what the marketing industry is worth … !
So, how do you give your fans that added value when you say, “Wait!  
There’s more!”? !!
Sell The Cure … Not The Prevention … 
There’s a saying in marketing, that you need to sell the “cure” NOT the 
“prevention”. !
So, what does that mean? !
I’m going to pull from Mr. Joe Sugarman himself, after all, he claimed this 
statement. !
Who is Joe? !
He is a master marketer and author of Advertising Secrets of the Written 
Word:  The Ultimate Resource on How to Write Powerful Advertising Copy 
from One of America’s Top Copywriters and Mail Order Entrepreneurs 

http://www.amazon.com/Confessions-Advertising-Man-David-Ogilvy/dp/190491537X/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=AEOEKWUJA3TRSBRP&creativeASIN=190491537X
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1891686003?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=1891686003&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20


!
Quite a mouthful, huh? !
But don’t be fooled, his book is amazing. !
Joe teaches us that: !

Selling a cure is a lot easier than selling a preventative, unless the preventative is 
perceived as a cure or curative aspects of the preventative are emphasized. !

Essentially, people don’t usually care about buying a prevention … they will 
however, pony up, and pay big for a cure! !
Mr. Sugarman goes on to explain a time when he was creating ads for a 
burglar alarm.  Most of his prospective buyers saw the alarm as a preventive 
measure. !
Mr. Sugarman designed ads that spoke to those customers’ mind-set. !
However, as soon as someone became a victim of a burglary, the sales of the 
alarm skyrocketed. !
Mr. Sugarman changed his marketing campaign slightly to speak to the 
emotional fears of those customers.  What these customers needed was a 
“cure” — and they needed it fast! !!
The Pain … 
You may have heard the saying, “see a need, fix a need” or “find the 
problem, then sell the solution.” !
All these marketing and sales mottos come down to one core behavior … !
The Pain. !
What is the pain of your customer?  How deeply does it run?  If you can 
identify the true pain of your customer, then you can begin to work at 
creating, marketing, and selling the “cure” to this pain. !
Remember in Mission 03, where we learned to pull or extract the “pain” 
from our ideal fans? !
Now it’s time to communicate with them in these terms … !



If you’re able to do this … then you will have created a foundation for a very 
successful marketing campaign. !
Humans require three basic things:  Food, Clothing, and Shelter. !
It’s no wonder why the food industry, clothing industry, and real estate 
industry always make big money. !
Now, the level of sophistication within these 3 industries may change, 
succeed, or fail … but the core use of what they offer will always be a 
necessity. !!
What About Your Film Product? 
What value does your film product offer your ideal fans? !
Is it a cure? !
Is it a prevention? !
Does it solve any severe pain that they have? !
On the surface, perhaps it doesn’t look like it … unless, of course, it is a 
documentary, which can become a calling card for social change. !
In order to sell your film as a cure, you’ll need to harness the power of … !!
COPYWRITING … !!
Here are some essential rules of copywriting from Joe Sugarman. !

***  *** !
1. All the elements in an advertisement are primarily designed to do 
one thing and one thing only: get you to read the first sentence of 
the copy. !
So, you’ve been collecting all these photos and videos on your film project, 
so how do you get your ideal fans to “read the first sentence”? !
Nowadays, the “first sentence” could mean what image or video thumbnail 
you add to your status update … 



!
***  *** !

2. The sole purpose of the first sentence in an advertisement is to 
get you to read the second sentence of the copy. !
Once your audience gets past the first sentence, or the first image, what 
awaits them? !
How do you keep them engaged enough to keep reading or watching? !

***  *** !
3. Your ad layout and the first few paragraphs of your ad must 
create the buying environment most conducive to the sale of your 
product or service. !
Mr. Sugarman explains the importance of creating the proper “buying 
environment”. !
This “buying environment” doesn’t always have to lead to an actual sale … !
It could be used to sell a “message” or a “point” that you want to share with 
your ideal fans. !
If the media that you share with your ideal fans is simple and direct, it’s a 
good chance your fans won’t be confused or bored. !

***  *** !
4. Get the reader to say yes and harmonize with your accurate and 
truthful statements while reading the copy. !
One way to create this healthy “buying environment” is to get your customer 
to agree with you. !
You can do this by asking questions in your copy. !
This might be something like … !

“You’ve worked hard all week, right?” !
“You just want to kick back on your couch and escape for the night, 
right?” 



!
“What if I could offer you an experience where your worries melt away.  
Would you like that?” !
“And I guarantee that by the end of it, you’ll be transformed.” !
“Watching this film may do just that … interested?” !

Who knows, if you’re able to communicate this message to your ideal fan, 
they just might click your link to see what you have to offer. !

***  *** !
5. Your readers should be so compelled to read your copy that they 
cannot stop reading until they read all of it as if sliding down a 
slippery slope. !
The “slippery slope” as Joe calls it … is what were all striving for. !
Anything you can do to grab the attention of the reader or viewer … !
And if you can keep their interest … !
You’ll keep their investment … !
All the way to the end … !
And then hand them a killer payoff at the end! !
If you can do this … you’ll earn your wings as a copywriting master. !

***  *** !
6. Never sell a product or service, sell a concept. !
All this means is — sell the benefits; not the features. !
I think Apple does an extremely good job at communicating their advertising 
message to the world. !
Most of Apple’s marketing message helps the customer imagine what their 
lives would be like with an Apple product. !



Apple essentially makes propaganda films about what an amazing lifestyle 
you’ll have when you buy their products. !
Then take their competitor, like Samsung, for example … !
Most of the Samsung’s message is built around selling the enhanced features 
and technical speeds that they boast over the Apple products. !
A list of technical features doesn’t normally compel customers to jump out of 
their seats to go and buy a certain product. !
Most humans make purchase decisions based on emotion. !
Bottom line … !
Make your copywriting emotional. !

***  *** !
7. The more the mind must work to reach the conclusion 
successfully, the more positive, enjoyable or stimulating the 
experience. !
If you create a healthy environment to sell and share your ideas, you’ll want 
one thing from your ideal fan … !
And that is … !
To make them work for it. !
Mr. Sugarman is saying that the more a customer (your ideal fan) has to 
invest in the message you are sharing … !
Then it’s a sign that they’re invested … !
Invested in you and what you have to share … !
And will be better primed to buy whatever you have to sell. !

***  *** !
8. Telling a story can effectively sell your product, create the 
environment or get the reader well into your copy as you create an 
emotional bonding with your prospect. 



!
Right now, the buzzword sweeping over the marketing industry is … !
Storytelling … !
To be an effective marketer, you have to be an effective storyteller. !
Isn’t this what filmmakers do? !
Aren’t we storytellers? !
If so, then filmmakers should be some of the best marketers and copywriters 
out there! !
If you’ve taken the time to bleed for your film, then don’t short-change your 
storytelling efforts when it comes to your copywriting. !

***  *** !
9. Every communication should be a personal one, from the writer to 
the recipient, regardless of the medium used. !
Here’s one defining aspect that gives you an edge over Hollywood … !
It’s you … !
There’s only “one” you in the world … !
Learning how to become yourself … !
And share that to the world gives you a competitive edge over Hollywood … !
Why? !
Because they can’t make another one of you. !
Hollywood and other large corporations struggle with communicating 
through social media, because they aren’t seen as “real” people on the other 
end of those tweets. !
But you, as the über independent filmmaker, are a living breathing, fallible 
person. !
People want to connect with someone who is “real” … 



!
This is your first step in building a personal brand. !!

***  *** !
10. Headlines. !
The single most important aspect of your copywriting will be your headline. !
You might start with your headline … !
In copywriting, the headline is the equivalent to the movie trailer … !
Or an equivalent to your movie title … !
Or an equivalent to your movie logline … !
The headline is the “promise”. !
So, if you start with a headline, then you know that you’re trying to fulfill 
that promise … !
Or you can do this … !
After you finish the blog post, of video update, then you can determine what 
would be the best headline to use in order to grab the attention of your fans. !
According to the copywriting experts, these examples work exceptionally 
well! !

1. Who Else Wants [Blank] 
i. Who Else Wants Free Film Distribution? 
ii. Who Else Wants a List of Haunted Houses in the U.S.? !

2. The Secret of [Blank] 
i. The Secret of No Budget Filmmaking 
ii. The Secret of Haunted Mansions !

3. Get Rid of [Blank] Once and For All! 
i. Get Rid of Bad Crew Members Once and For All! 
ii. Get Rid of Unwanted Ghosts Once and For All! !

4. Here’s a Quick Way to [Solve a Problem] 



i. Here’s a Quick Way to Get Film Financing 
ii. Here’s a Quick Way to EVP Readings !

5. [Do Something] Like [World-Class Example] 
i. Make a Film Like Christopher Nolan 
ii. Discover Ghosts Like a Real Ghost Hunter !

6. What Everybody Ought to Know About [Blank] 
i. What Everybody Ought to Know About No Budget Filmmaking 
ii. What Everybody Ought to Know About Ghost Hunting !

7. Something Every [Blank] Should Know 
i. Something Every No Budget Filmmaker Should Know 
ii. Something Every Ghost Hunter Should Know !

8. This [Blank] Tip is Almost Too Easy 
i. This No Budget Filmmaking Tip is Almost Too Easy 
ii. This Ghost Hunting Tip is Almost Too Easy !

9. For [Blank] This Works Like Crazy 
i. For No Budget Filmmakers This Works Like Crazy 
ii. For Local Ghost Hunters This Works Like Crazy !

10. How to [Blank+Benefit] in/for [Short Time/Little Effort] 
i. How to Make a No Budget Film in Less Than 10 Days 
ii. How to Search the Most Haunted Mansions For Less Than 

$40/Night !
11. The Best Way I Know to [Blank] 

i. The Best Way I Know to Make a Feature Film with No Crew 
ii. The Best Way I Know to Ghost Hunt on a Shoe-String Budget !

12. A Great [Blank] I Just Found 
i. A Great Tip on No Budget Filmmaking I Just Found 
ii. A Great Haunted House I Just Found !

13. This Ruins Most [Blank] 
i. This Ruins Most No Budget Filmmakers 
ii. This Ruins Most Ghost Hunters !

14. How to [Get Something] Without [Doing Something] 
i. How to Make a Feature Film For $500 Without a Crew 
ii. How to Hunt Ghosts Without Fancy Equipment !



These amazingly simple headline tips comes from the collections of … !
Copyblogger Founder, Brian Clark’s article entitled, “10 Sure-Fire Headline 
Formulas That Work” !
Steven Fabian’s article entitled, “The 7 Catchiest Copywriting Headlines of All 
Time” !
Internet Business Mastery’s podcast episode, “IBM 254 | 7 Copywriting Tips 
for Beginners” !!!
COMPLETE MISSION 19: 
!
You’ve spent a lot of time building your audience … !
You’ve spent a lot of time developing a movie idea for them … !
You’ve practically killed yourself trying to make your film for them … !
And you’ve done your due diligence at recording almost everything you’ve 
done to make this film … !
Don’t give up now and reduce all that work to … !
“Hey, check this out!” !
This is the worst form of copywriting … !
Because it’s spam. !
Remember, in Mission 03? !
We use the “Pull” marketing strategy and not the “Push” marketing strategy. !
We are not yellers … !
We are givers … !
And we build our copywriting around the concept of “inviting” our fans to go 
down a slippery slope. !

http://www.copyblogger.com/10-sure-fire-headline-formulas-that-work/
http://www.business-online-guidance.com/copywriting-headlines.html
http://www.internetbusinessmastery.com/ibm-254-7-copywriting-tips-beginners/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+ibmblog+%28Internet+Business+Mastery+Blog%29&utm_content=FeedBurner


Copywriting is a beautiful art form that could assist in your screenwriting 
skills as well, so here are some more books on the topic: !!
Advertising Secrets of the Written Word:  The Ultimate Resource on How to 
Write Powerful Advertising Copy from One of America’s Top Copywriters and 
Mail Order Entrepreneurs by Joe Sugarman !
The Ultimate Sales Letter:  Attract New Customers.  Boost Your Sales. by 
Dan S. Kennedy !
Confessions of an Advertising Man by David Ogilvy !
Copywriting:  Successful Writing for Design, Advertising and Marketing by 
Mark Shaw !!
What’s next? !
It’s all about you … sort of :-) !!
But not before asking … !

1. What have I done today to serve my ideal fan? !
2. How can I help my list of influencers? !!!

!

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1891686003?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=1891686003&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1440511411?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=1440511411&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/190491537X?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=190491537X&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1780670001?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=1780670001&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20


MISSION 20:  Exploit Yourself 
!
“People aren’t interested in you.  They’re interested in themselves.” 
~ Dale Carnegie !!
Them or Me? 
Your fans come first … right? !
As Bryan Adams would sing, “Everything I do, I do it for them” … or 
something like that. !
But … !
Here I am, saying to “Exploit Yourself”. !
And I don’t mean that in an inappropriate way ;-) !
I mean, if Hollywood is in the business of license exploitation, and if you are 
to succeed as an über indie filmmaker, then you’ll need to learn how to 
exploit your work in the same manner. !
But when it comes time to communicate what you have to offer, you’ll need 
to “exploit yourself”. !
This is nothing more than developing your personal brand. !!
What Is A Personal Brand? 
Well, what is a company brand? !
What do you think of when you see the “golden arches”? !
What do you think of when see someone holding a green and white coffee 
cup? !
And what do you think of when you see a simple image of a half bitten 
apple? !

• McDonald’s 
• Starbucks 
• Apple 



!
These are some of the most recognizable brands in the world.  These simple 
images evoke a message. !
The collected consciousness of what this message says … is the brand. !
In an ideal situation, a brand will stand for “one” thing … !
And all of the marketing messaging will be in alignment with that “one” 
thing. !
So, what will be your personal brand? !
The way I’ve come to understand it … a personal brand is “you”. !
How you present yourself to your fans will be your personal message … !
Your brand. !
Sheri Candler, Independent Film Marketing Strategist and co-author of the 
books, Selling Your Film Without Selling Your Soul and Selling Your Film 
Outside the U.S. has often recommended that filmmakers build a personal 
fan page for their work. !
Each time a filmmaker has to build awareness for each film — the effort is 
fleeting. !
Meaning, that all this effort goes into promoting and selling one product.  A 
product that is just that … a one-off product. !
Rarely does any über independent film product get repeat purchases. !
A customer rents or buys the film once … and that’s it. !
To combat this problem … !

• You as the über indie filmmaker will build a personal brand. !
• Your personal brand provides you a platform to communicate a long 

term plan for all of your work. !
• It will be much easier for your fans to follow and support your work 

if you’ve done the job of curating it all in one place. !

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0983822956?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=0983822956&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.sellingyourfilm.com/


• That place is represented by your personal brand … !
• Or should I say, your personal messaging. !!

Why Develop a Personal Brand? 
Technology is amazing. !
As a society, we are both scared and exhilarated by the constant changes in 
technology … especially in the digital space. !
I guess nothing much has changed since that famous first paragraph was 
written in A Tale of Two Cities by Charles Dickens: !

It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age 
of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season 
of Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of 
despair, we had everything before us, we had nothing before us, we were all going direct 
to Heaven, we were all going direct the other way - in short, the period was so far like the 
present period, that some of its noisiest authorities insisted on its being received, for good 
or for evil, in the superlative degree of comparison only. !

Today, we have a bit of magic at our fingers tips with all of this gadgetry … !
Yet, we yearn for a deeper human connection than ever before. !
The farther we go down the rabbit hole of digital technology … !
It seems the stronger the need for all of us to find someone to connect with 
on a “real” emotional level … !
To be human … !
To be more than human … !
We want flaws … !
We don’t want the corporate “eye in the sky” to sell to us … !
We will buy, if we feel connected to someone who is “real”. !
This is why you need to build a personal brand. !!

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0486406512?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=0486406512&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20


How Do You Develop a Personal Brand? 
The funny thing is … !
Before you ever start to map out who you’ll be serving … !
And before you ever start writing your amazing script … !
You’ll need to ask yourself … !

• What is my “purpose” … !
• What is my “why” … !
• What is my “unique value”? !

If you’re able to honestly answer this question about yourself, this will be the 
main element that will drive your personal brand. !
But wait … !
You’re probably asking yourself, “What do you mean by ‘my’ purpose?” !
It’s weird, but somehow, before we can ever really effectively serve others, 
we’ll need to know what will fuel our own souls to maintain interest over the 
long term. !
I’ve been on this journey for a long time … !
And I constantly ask myself, what do I want to do?  What will fuel my soul 
for the long term? !
I’m still not sure what my answer is … But I feel I’m getting closer at 
discovering it for myself. !!
When You Were a Kid … 
Trying to find your purpose may be the hardest question you’ll ever ask 
yourself. !
So, let’s not be so serious … !
Think back when you were a kid … !



1. What were the bestest, most fun things you did that made you so 
happy? !

2. Which one of those fun things made you lose track of time? !
3. Who were your heroes?  Who did you dream of becoming? !
4. Fast forward years later … !
5. How would you help a kid who shares the same dreams as you 

once did? !
By answering these silly questions … !
You might just find out what will drive you to help others. !!
It’s Not a Brand … It’s a Person, Dammit! 
I always imagine, the character of Bones from Star Trek, saying that line. !
Anyway, in the end … !
You’re not a brand … you’re a person. !
And other people will want you to be just that … a human being. !!
COMPLETE MISSION 20: 
!
As we come to the end of PART TWO of the Survival Guide, all these different 
missions boils down to this … !
Why do you want to make films? !
Digging deep and discovering your “purpose” will help guide you through all 
the ups and downs of being a filmmaking entrepreneur. !
Remember, in this digital age, we need “real” human beings to communicate 
with the world. !
Marketers call it a personal brand … !
But honestly, you’re just a “real” person … 



!
So, be a “flawed” real person … !
And don’t forget to ask … !

1. What have I done today to serve my ideal fan? !
2. How can I help my list of influencers? !!

!



END OF PART TWO 
!
Part Two Recap ... 
If you are one of the more seasoned filmmakers who are reading this 
Survival Guide, you might be thinking of ways you’d handle production 
differently. !
Honestly, I’d go with your gut feeling … !
I’m not an expert on anything other than eating cookies. !
But I digress … !
Part Two was designed to go over the basics of film production, but done in 
a way that highlighted the über indie filmmaker’s struggles. !
In addition, if you are one of those more seasoned filmmakers, then Part 
Two was supposed to throw in a few new steps to help prepare you for the 
main topic of this book … !
How do you sell films online? !
That’s coming up in Part Three … !
But first, here’s a Mission Recap … !!
Mission 11: 
Break your script down … and break it hard!  Organize your film and 
organize your thoughts.  A clear mind will give you much power in 
conquering the no budget quandary. !
Mission 12: 
Is no budget really a budget?  If breaking down your film gives you clarity, 
then deciding what to pay for and what you don’t pay for will give you 
reality. 



!
Mission 13: 
Have general agreements is place … and above all else … safety comes first.  
Remember Sara Jones. !
Mission 14: 
How much equipment do you really need to make a film?  You might already 
have everything you need right there in your backpack. !
Mission 15: 
Learn how to handle stress.  Be Zen.  It will undoubtedly go to shit 
somewhere down the line … just be ready to be cool under pressure. !
Mission 16: 
Share everything.  Invite your ideal fans into your process and your world. !
Mission 17: 
Editing is all about taking long naps to clear your mind. !
Mission 18: 
If you’ve built a loyal following of ideal fans, then this is the moment where 
you can lose them … or rally them.  Your movie trailer is your promise to 
them.  Don’t f#$k it up. !
Mission 19: 
Whatever you do … Do not share your work by saying, “Check this out!”  Be 
a better copywriter in the way you share your updates to your fans.  Be a 
storyteller. !
Mission 20: 
Your ideal fans want you to be “you”.  You’ll find that all these other Missions 
don’t matter, if you haven’t answered the most important question … !
What is your purpose? !!
What’s Next? 



Oh yeah … The fun part! !
In Part Three, there are only 5 Missions … !
And here’s where all the dots get connected … !
How do you sell your film online? !
Well, we answer this question by following how entrepreneurs sell things 
online … !
And oddly, it’s not what most film experts teach us. !
Onward my fellow troopers … Part Three awaits you. !!

!



!

!

!

!

!

PART THREE:  
Behold the Elixir! 

!
!

!



MISSION 21:  Think Globally, Act Locally … 
and Self Deprecate 
!
“I only hope that we don’t lose sight of one thing — that it was all started by 
a mouse.” 
~ Walt Disney !!
Everybody C-E-L-E-B-R-A-T-E, C’mon! 
You’ve taken a year … maybe even two years building a loyal following of 
ideal fans … !
You’ve given those ideal fans as much value as you could muster … !
You’ve developed a film project for them … !
You’ve bled making a film for them … !
Even getting into a fight with your cat … !
But here you are … !
A finished film in your hands … !
Now what? !
Celebrate! !
You deserve it. !
And the best place to celebrate is in your hometown. !!
“Don’t Take Your Film to a Festival” 
That’s what Jonathan Wolf, Executive VP of the Independent Film & 
Television Alliance (IFTA), announced at the American Film Market (AFM) a 



few years back. !
His rationale was simply that you might hinder the value of your film if it’s 
released to a festival before bringing it to a market. !
Interestingly enough … !
A film during it’s crowdfunding stage is more valuable than when it’s actually 
made. !
Think about it. !
How many crowdfunding campaigns have reached their monetary goals with 
hope of delivering something amazing?  !
But once that film is actually made, it doesn’t nearly have the same 
excitement? !
People are willing to pay for the “hope” that it will be great. !
Back to Mr. Wolf … !
He went on to explain that a film festival is nothing more than a cultural 
event and it should be treated as such. !
However, there has been a rise in very special niche film festivals.  The kinds 
of festivals that only feature horror films, or lesbian and gay films … !
Now, those are types of festivals that can bring your ideal fans together … !
Whichever festival has a very specific niche that aligns with your film 
product, would be the ones to focus in on. !!
But What About the Big Name Festivals? 
What if your were to live the dream and have your film accepted into one of 
the major film festivals? 



!
We always hear about the films that make a breakthrough … but what about 
the ones that don’t make a splash? !
I guess, they’ll be able to slap that laurel leaf symbol that it was an official 
selection on their advertisement promos. !
Here’s a list of what are considered some of the first tier film festivals: !

• Sundance Film Festival 
• Berlin Film Festival 
• Cannes Film Festival 
• Venice Film Festival 
• Toronto Film Festival !

Here’s a list of what are considered some of the second tier film festivals: !
• SXSW Film Festival 
• Tribecca Film Festival 
• Palm Springs Film Festival 
• Telluride Film Festival !

These film festivals have in someway become market places.  So, if you’re 
able to successfully make a splash at any one of these festivals, then it could 
be the necessary step in leveraging your market value. !
However, if you don’t make a sale at any of these film festivals … !
What’s the perception from the film buyers? !
If you don’t make a sale at your first festival screening, then those buyers 
will think that it’s not worth buying.  Or at least, you won’t have any 
leverage to make a good deal, since they know that your film no longer has 
“heat”. !
But if your whole goal is to sell off your film to a third party that will take all 
your licensing rights … then that’s a decision you’ll have to make as it 



pertains to your business goals. !
Question?  When these deals are made … what happens to the part of 
“serving” your ideal fans? !
Will that third party serve your fans? !
I’ve seen some successful crowdfudning campaigns, where the producers 
promised a copy of the film when it was completed … Only to sell the film to 
a third party distribution company, who denied the release of the film to 
those fans who supported it through donations. !
Again, how will the third party serve your ideal fans? !!
No Film Festivals?  Now what? 
Assuming that your film was made for as little as $500-$1,000, you will have 
a product that is setup for a greater return on investment. !
This is simply because your margins are low. !
Imagine trying to recoup off a product that cost $500,000? !
Film festival fees cost anywhere from $25-$75 per entry. !
You’ll easily spend more on entry fees than the cost of your movie.  On top 
of that, you have no control if your product actually gets accepted into the 
festivals. !
It could be a waste of money. !
And if you do get accepted, you still have to spend more money to do the 
marketing at the festival to make sure more than 8 people come see your 
film. !
The thing about film festivals is that they accumulate an audience of other 
filmmakers … along with their friends and family. 



!
There may be a few people who are general film enthusiasts, but for the 
most part, they are made up of other filmmakers. !
Remember who your ideal fan is? !
It’s probably not other filmmakers. !
Most of the independent films covered by the major press publications and 
blogs don’t appear to be all that independent do they? !
An independent film starring some of the world’s biggest stars seems so far 
removed from the world of the über indie filmmaker. !
If you have a major star in your film … the chances of being invited to a 
major film festival are almost guaranteed. !
Why? !
Because, if you can bring that movie star to the festival it will increase the 
“buzz” worthiness for everyone attending. !
Sheri Candler has pointed out many times, that if you track the trajectory of 
most of these independent darlings at these major festivals, you’ll see the 
filmmakers had some previous ties with the festival. !
Sometimes it’s through a film lab that is put on by the festivals … !
Or, they had an award winning short film at the festival. !
That could be a path you’d want to take? !
Make an award winning short that gets into one of the major festivals … !
Strengthen your relationships with the festival directors … !
Come back a year later with your feature film … 



!
And then have a third party entity offer you lots of money for your 
masterpiece. !
But then what? !
You may become another cog in the Hollywood machine … making films that 
don’t fulfill your soul … !
Why? !
Because you’re not serving your ideal fan. !
Now, let’s say you take all that money that would have been used on all 
those film festival entries … !
And you use that money for your own film premiere. !!
Act Locally 
You don’t need to be in Hollywood to setup a movie premiere. !
With services such as TUGG and GATHR, they give filmmakers the tools to 
get their film into theaters.  They allow filmmakers to generate interests for 
their films across the country. !
If you think about it, many movie theaters make up most of their money on 
the weekends. !
What happens during the rest of the week? !
Those theaters are practically empty.  Those exhibitors would be more than 
happy to have someone bring in a large paying audience on those off days 
and hours. !
That’s where TUGG and GATHR come in. !

http://www.tugg.com/
http://gathr.us/


Remember the story of Sarah Jones?  The assistant camera person who 
tragically died on the making of Midnight Rider? I mentioned that those 
producers also made the film, Bottle Shock. !
The producers of Bottle Shock paid (back then) a service company to place 
the film in as many theaters as they could afford. !
TUGG and GATHR offer this same type of service at the fraction of the cost, 
as it’s all based on audience demand. !
If you’re able to rally enough people in one city that will pre-pay to watch 
your film at their local theater … then you’re in! !
Your film will get a theatrical release … one movie theater at a time. !
Remember one thing … !
Who made all the money during the Gold Rush?  It was the vendors selling 
the picks, tents, and shovels. !
Service companies like TUGG and GATHR sell the tools to the “dreamers who 
seek the gold”. !
Both TUGG and GATHR, rely on filmmakers making good movies and doing 
all the leg work to rally a paying audience to watch those movies in theaters. !
These service companies will make money based on several small films 
bringing in a little money (volume of sales), or a few films making all the 
money (value of sales). !
We shouldn’t discount the tremendous service both these companies offer 
independent filmmakers, but understanding how the game of wealth plays 
out, we can make an educated decision of whether or not to use such a  
service. !
If you still want a theatrical premiere, but don’t want to use a placement 
service, then you can simply contact your local art house theater and see 



how much it would cost to throw a premiere. !
You may be thinking that you need the validation from film festivals that 
your product is worthy … !
And you may really want those laurel leaves on your poster before you ever 
bring your film to the public … !
So, how can you create the same sort of validation without paying to be 
rejected by film festivals? !!
The Testimonials 
Book publishers usually require that their authors utilize testimonials from 
other prominent writers to give short reviews to help legitimize the book. !
Why not take the same approach for your film? !
Since my film, THE CUBE was made in the spirit of resource based 
filmmaking, I thought, “why not approach the marketing effort in the same 
way?” !
What resources did I have in front of me? !
This led me down a path where I realized that I had some friends who had 
respectable credits in the industry.  So, I asked these friends to watch an 
early screening of my film and to send me a quick blurb if they felt it 
deserved one. !
Here are the blurbs: !
“A short, sweet, thoughtful indie.  Engaging and humorous.”  Bryce Fortner, 
Cinematographer, Portlandia. !
“A great example of no-budget filmmaking.”  Randall Jahnson, screenwriter 
of The Doors and The Mask of Zorro. !



With these blurbs in hand, it cost me nothing, and I had some authoritative 
testimonials that serve the same purpose as getting a few laurel leaves 
slapped on my poster. !
Now, if you have a film that is very targeted to your ideal fans … !
Then getting a testimonial blurb from someone in that industry may mean a 
lot more than a film industry professional. !
Can you imagine if you made a film about DIY space travel, and famed 
American astrophysicist, Neil deGrasse Tyson said, “This is by far the most 
accurate and inspiring film about space travel since 2001: A Space Odyssey.” !
As you can see, if you were able to get someone of value in the exact niche 
you’re serving … !
It could have more value than almost any laurel leaf you’d get from a film 
festival. !!
Time To Suck-Up 
Here’s what happened on the Portland theatrical premiere for THE CUBE … !
The first thing to point out, is that I was still fairly new to the Portland area, 
so I didn’t know a lot of people in the local community. !
I recall a successful entrepreneur recommending that if anyone is new to a 
city, the first thing they should do is to … !
Throw a networking event! !
And make a profit. !
How did this apply to my local movie premiere? !
It was important to not make the premiere a vanity event. !



Meaning, don’t waste money just trying to get your friends and family to 
come and stroke your ego … that would be gross. !
The purpose of throwing a networking event, is to become an authority of 
connecting people together.  This is an extremely valuable asset that your 
community can benefit from … and benefits are the key to good marketing. !
Additionally, at the end of the day, I thought to myself, “who really cares 
about my film?” !
No one. !
Not even my own family.  I had to market and beg them to come. !
But people would care more if there is something in it for them. !
Creating a networking event that coincided with an awards show … maybe 
that would be worth attending! !
I just launched the Film Trooper website, and thought I could tie all of this 
together by announcing the First ever Suck-Up Awards? !
Portland doesn’t take itself too seriously, so why should this awards show be 
any different? !
What is a networking event anyway? !
It’s a chance to suck-up to someone who is more talented or influential than 
ourselves.  So let the sucking begin … !
I had the pleasure of working with some talented filmmakers in the local 
Portland area and thought it would be cool to bring them all together.  I 
could give them an award for your their amazing work.  You know, make it 
all about them and not me. !
Since this was the 1st awards show I would be throwing, I knew a trophy or 
statuette wouldn’t mean much … so, I handed these filmmakers a mug, with 



the graphic imprinted on it as follows: 

!
If you can’t read what the mug says on the back, it says, “Suck it up … Suck 
it real good.” !
Anyway, it becomes a useful gift.  A gift that they would remember forever 
as long as the mug didn’t get smashed into pieces after a domestic dispute 
… “You know what honey?  You can suck it up!”  SMASH!!!  You get the idea. !!
Communicating With the Locals 
Although, I had reached out through Google+ and Twitter, the Portland indie 
film community was dominated by Facebook. !
I had joined several local independent film groups within Facebook.  I spent 
some time sharing blog posts in these groups and got some good responses. !
Since, I had provided some value to these groups, I felt I had established a 
tiny bit of good will and was ready to unleash the advertising campaign to 
my event. !
This marketing plan was simple enough … !
I started by engaging the community with a basic question:  “What local 
theater is best for screening a movie premiere?” 



!
As you can imagine, I received a ton of input.  I decided on a theater, 
booked a date and time, and set the whole thing in motion.  Now it was “go” 
time! !
  
Set a Deadline 
One of the other great entrepreneurial tips is to set deadlines for yourself.  
This makes your goals “real”, and you’d be amazed what you can accomplish 
when you are faced with a “real” deadline. !
There was no turning back now … !
I had rented the theater for $237.  I was allowed to charge anything I 
wanted at the door to recoup the costs.  Since I wasn’t going to be accepting 
credit cards, I made it cash only at an even $5. !
I would need to sell about 48 tickets at $5 to cover the cost of the theater. !
Again, since this was not intended to be a vanity showing, where I was just 
paying for the theater to see my movie up on the big screen for a few family 
and friends … !
But rather this was a conscious effort to make a profit and take the first 
steps at recouping the cost for my lil’ $500 film. !!
Urgency 
One of the great marketing techniques Hollywood does with their film 
products, is that they create interest for their films usually 2 weeks out from 
the opening box office weekend. !
The process of repetitiveness is imperative in keeping a product top of mind 
for customers to decide whether or not they’ll take action. !
So, how can you create an ongoing awareness for you film through Facebook 
without ever having to pay for anything? 



!
Remember, the whole focus was to get the local film community to come to 
the live event. !
Since, I had already invited some fellow filmmakers to the event in order 
suck-up to them with an award, I was banking on some of them bringing at 
least one of their friends that would pay the $5. !
I’ve been invited to several event happenings on Facebook before, but 
honestly, attention span on Facebook lasts for about 5 minutes at a time.  !
How do you capture the interest of these passer-byes on Facebook over a 
period of time? !
Well, I created some graphics that would brand the event and remind the 
community that this shit is real and that they’d better not miss out! !!
The Countdown … 
I created a set of graphics that would give a countdown to the event. !
I’d post these graphics in the various Facebook groups … !
Here is an example of the graphics that were used to notify the community 



of the countdown: 

!
Why visuals?  When people are flipping through their Facebook newsfeed, 
they’ll stop at the sight of an interesting photo or video thumbnail. !
Text is dead … !
Unless it is an amazing eye catching headline. !!
It’s Showtime! 
When the day of the event comes, make sure you have a few of these things 
in place: !
• Is the theater small enough that with a few people showing up, it would 

still feel packed?  I had thrown an event once where the theater had too 
many seats, and even though I had a good turn out, the space felt empty.  



I’d rather have a smaller venue where it’s almost packed to make it feel 
more alive. !

• Was there a convenient bar close by that everyone could walk to without 
a problem?  I had attended a screening once, where everyone had to 
walk several blocks just to get to the after party.  The goal is to make the 
event as easy and enjoyable for your guests as possible. !

• Is there sufficient parking near the theater?  Some of you might think, 
wait, it’s a theater, of course there’s parking.  But up here in Portland, 
some of these art house theaters are in the city where parking is sparse.  
I had attended a film festival in town and the parking was a pain in the 
ass.  !

Again, I learned from what bummed me out about going to other people’s 
events … !
And wanted to make sure that I was fully committed to making my event as 
easy and enjoyable to attend for all guests. !!
Building Your Marketing Materials … 
The event line up was simple … !
I let the audience know that I had the privilege to work with some of the 
local filmmakers and wanted to honor them by “sucking up” to them with my 
silly award. !
I made sure that this moment was all about them and to share their work 
with the other filmmakers in the community. !
I was surprised later, by how many of the local filmmakers didn’t know each 
other … !
As a newbie coming into town, I’d figure they’d all worked with each other 
before. !



When the lights dimmed, a collection of short films and trailers of all the 
award winners kicked off the night … !
Kind of like a “coming attractions” segment before the actual feature 
presentation started. !
Additionally, the night of the event, I made sure that I had a photographer 
and videographer … !
I needed to capture as much footage as possible in order to build future 
marketing materials. !
Since the title of my film is, THE CUBE, I forced guests entering the theater 
to take a picture with the actual CUBE in order to get them in the right 
mind-set. !
It didn’t hurt that I implored child labor as my staff.  How can you deny an 
adorable 10 year old girl holding a red wooden block of wood? !
My daughter and her friends worked the box office collecting the $5 cash 
and charmed the guests in taking pictures with THE CUBE. !
The one area that I knew would be the most important was to record the 
reactions from the audience as they came out of the movie. !
I enlisted an actress friend of mine, who used her charm in asking everyone 
coming out of the film two questions: !

1. What did you like about the movie, THE CUBE? !
2. What would you do if a red cube arrived at your door?  (I have to 
give credit to my actress friend for coming up with this one.) !

You’ve probably seen this done before with Hollywood movies, where they’d 
intercut audience’s reaction coming out of a private screening of the movie. !
The concept and strategy of social proof is a valid way of sharing the 



excitement and enthusiasm for the film. !!
Self Deprecate … Self Deprecate … 
I’ve always loved how Kevin Smith would bash on his own work before 
anyone else could.  The filmmaking community is very cynical.  It takes a lot 
to impress this vast community.  There are a lot of haters for sure. !
I think staying humbled is a good thing too.  I try to be honest with myself 
and my work.  I saw this little film and thought, who really wants to see this 
thing? !
I’m proud of it, but I’m not under any delusion that it’s the next great thing 
in cinema. !
So, I chose to self deprecate the effort because it’s the right thing to do … !
Or, is it a marketing strategy that simply “Under Promises and Over 
Delivers”? !
That’s the hope anyway … !
Here are the links to the video reactions from that night. !
LINK TO VIDEO:  THE REACTIONS FROM THE CUBE PREMIERE !
LINK TO VIDEO:  WHAT IF A RED CUBE ARRIVED AT YOUR DOOR? !
The cool thing is that half the people interviewed, I had no idea who they 
were … cool, right? !
Ego stroke … purrrrrr … ego stroke … purrrrrr … !!
Think Globally, Act Locally 
In the end, by applying all the different marketing and entrepreneurial 
techniques to a local film premiere … I was able to make a profit: 

http://youtu.be/MzD56yE6zVI
http://youtu.be/MwWK8Alr5Po


!
Expenses: !
Theater Rental: $237 !
Poster Print: $20 !
Costs of Mugs: $50 !
Total expense: $307 !
Profit: !
Box Office Gross:  $725 !
Total Net Profit:  $418 !

This might be laughable, but for a film that only cost $500 to make, I nearly 
made all my money back in one theater showing. !
The goal is to take these marketing materials and continue to push interest 
online to a global audience. !
I acted locally to earn a profit and acquire new marketing media in order to 
expand to a larger network online. !
  
Fast, Cheap, or Good … Pick Two 
I knew that my movie was going to be cheap and I knew I would have very 
little money to spend on marketing … !
So, in order for my efforts to be “good”, I couldn’t plan on things being 
“fast”. !
I’m in this for the long haul … über indie film has to be the tortoise and NOT 
the hare. !



Hollywood can be the hare … they can afford to go “fast”. !
Majority of über indie filmmakers have to make products “cheap” and go 
“slow” in order for it to be “good”. !!
COMPLETE MISSION 21: 
!
You’ve spent a long time making your art … !
Treat yourself to a movie premiere … !
But disguise it as a networking event or celebration of something bigger than 
you or your film. !
Now, in my example, I targeted other local filmmakers. !
Nowhere in this process had I built an audience prior to making the film … !
I didn’t have a strong genre, like a horror film involving a killer hamster … !
Or, a comedy about marathon runners. !
Let’s take the marathon running comedy as an example … !
If I had partnered with some brand leaders of shoes, or offered a free trip to 
run the Boston Marathon, or something like that … !
How much more effective would my event have been? !
How many more people could I had targeted? !
How many more box office tickets could I had sold? !
If you had built a loyal following of ideal fans, you should have a lot more 
success than what I was able to muster. !



What’s next? !
It’s time to sell your film online! !
And where you’ll finally see how those questions you’ve been asking yourself 
every day come into action … !

1. What have I done today to serve my ideal fan? !
2. How can I help my list of influencers? !

!



MISSION 22:  Three … Two … One … Liftoff! 
!
“At its heart, Product Launch Formula is made up of sequences, stories, and 
triggers.” 
~ Jeff Walker (Author), Launch: An Internet Millionaire’s Secret Formula To 
Sell Almost Anything Online, Build A Business You Love, And Live The Life Of 
Your Dreams !!
How to Sell Your Film Online 
I bet you’re thinking … finally! !
However, even if you skipped everything to get to this Mission first, you 
may have lost all context of what really matters when you’re selling anything 
online. !
Again, just like Daniel San had to learn … !
Wax on, wax off … !
This Survival Guide is much more than just about selling a film product 
online … !
It is designed to help you uncover why you want to make films and who you 
want to serve? !
Answering those essential questions, will put you on a path of greater 
fulfillment that no amount of awards and recognition can ever replace. !
So, how do you sell your film online? !
Honestly, you can just use any number of direct digital distribution platforms 
and slap a price tag on it and you’re done. !
But you know, just as much as I do, that the bigger question is … !



How do people find my film? !
And how do I get them to buy it? !!
The Social Proof Strategy 
What is social proof? !
It’s essentially the difference between choosing a restaurant that has a line 
going out around the corner … !
And a restaurant that has absolutely no one inside. !
Your mental triggers tell you that the restaurant with the huge line must 
have amazing food! !
Case in point, if you’re ever in New York and want to eat at the Shake 
Shack, you’ll see lines out the door.  Everyone is clamoring to taste their 
mouth watering burgers … mmmmm. !
Anyway, I digress … !
How do you get this sort of social proof for your film? !
Well, the first order of business is to ask your ideal fans how they would 
want to watch your film? !
Is it in the theaters? !
Is it on Netflix, iTunes, Amazon, Google Play, or through Xbox Live or the 
PlayStation network? !
What about Vimeo On Demand, VHX, Distrify, IndieReign, or IndieFlix. !
Do your ideal fans even know any of these other platforms exist? !
Maybe they just want it FREE on YouTube? 



!
Or maybe they’d be happy to just download your film through a service like, 
Gumroad? !
You won’t know until you ask. !
By the way, do you know what all these platforms have in common? !
Again, they are the tools for the “dreamers who seek gold” … !
These are the picks, tents, and shovels of film distribution. !
The incentive for any of these platforms, is for you the filmmaker to make 
something amazing and do most the work of bringing your paying audience 
to their platform. !
Some of the platforms don’t care if the films are any good, as they’ve 
designed the business model around filmmakers paying them to use their 
service. !
It’s not to say that these platforms don’t offer value … !
I’m extremely grateful that the technology has allowed for these companies 
to even exist! !
However, their business model and incentive is to get good content pumping 
through their platforms to make as many sales as possible.  Or at least, get 
as many “hopeful” filmmakers to sign up and pay for their services. !
Just because your film is on one of these platforms, does not guarantee that 
it will sell. !
But if you do want your film to have some legitimacy, then I recommend 
using the “social proof” strategy. !
Here’s how it works … !



• Setup a film launch group through a private Facebook Group, or a private 
Google+ Community Group, or even better, through an email list of say, 
100 people. !

• This private launch group will get your film for FREE in exchange they will 
leave a positive rating and review on whatever platform you decide to 
launch your digital film product on. !

• If you launch on iTunes, you can take advantage of their 8-week “New 
and Noteworthy” window to showcase your film. !

• To get your film onto platforms such as iTunes, Hulu, or Netflix you’ll need 
to pay for an aggregation service. !

• The general purpose for an aggregator is to make sure that all film 
products being submitted meet the technical standards of each platform. !

• The reason why a platform like iTunes needs to work with an aggregator, 
is to avoid dealing with individual producers submitting sub-par technical 
files. !

• iTunes provides a list of who they claim as approved aggregators at this 
link:  iTunes Approved Aggregators !

• Do your due diligence on what company provides you the best rates and 
service.  At the time of writing this book, most aggregators charge 
anywhere from $800-$1,500 to help get your HD file onto these 
platforms. !

• You may find other companies that are not on the list, but some of them 
may just be affiliate partners. !

• This is a link to a comprehensive list of aggregators (these companies 
come and go, so it’s hard to say which ones are viable by the time you’re 
reading this book):  No Film School’s Direct Distribution Roundup !

• Getting your film through the technical approval process can be as short 

http://itunesconnect.apple.com/WebObjects/iTunesConnect.woa/wa/displayAggregators?ccTypeId=7
http://nofilmschool.com/2013/09/direct-distribution-roundup-whos-todays-digital-tools


as 3 weeks, or as long as 6 months. !
• But once you have a clear date of when your film will be available on 

these platforms, your real work begins. !
• In order to make a dent with the “New & Noteworthy” opportunity on 

iTunes, you’ll need to generate a lot of pre-sale orders. !
• In addition, you’ll need to get as many ratings and reviews within that 

first 8-weeks to kickstart the iTunes search algorithm.  That’s what your 
launch group will do for you! !

• If you don’t want to launch onto iTunes first, the same strategy can be 
used for Amazon. !

• You can pay an aggregator to get your film onto Amazon, or you can do it 
yourself. !

• Currently, Amazon has a subsidiary called, CreateSpace, in which you can 
make and sell DVD’s, as well as, offer an SD version of your film on the 
Amazon marketplace. !

• You can also use Amazon’s Advantage Program to sell your HD files 
through a consignment program. !

• But if you want to be included as part of Amazon’s Instant Video 
marketplace, you’ll need to pay an aggregator. !

• Currently, Amazon pays out 50% for all download sales. !
• If your film is being streamed on Amazon Prime Instant Video FREE 

service, then your film must be streamed for at least 6 minutes in order 
to earn $0.10. !

• So, it doesn’t matter if a customer watched your entire film or only 6 
minutes of it, you’ll still only get paid $0.10 per stream. !



• Platforms such as iTunes, Distrify, and IndieReign only take 30%, leaving 
you with 70% of the revenue. !

• Vimeo On Demand, gives you 90% revenue, but they make up all the 
money by forcing you to pay $199/year for their Pro Plan. !

• Hulu, IndieFlix, etc. all have their own payment structure, you’ll have to 
determine which platform makes sense for you and your ideal fans. !

• Regardless of which platform you choose, you need to create your own 
social proof. !

• So, with a platform like Amazon, it thrives on a lot of positive ratings and 
reviews. !

• Amazon also needs to see a strong surge in sales within a short period of 
time. !

• After you’ve established your film launch group, then you’ll still need to 
make some sales within that first 8-weeks. !

• You do this by offering a film bundle with all the extras at half the price. !
• A service like VHX.TV makes it easy to bundle all these extras on your 

shopping page. !
• You want to reward the early adopters with a price reduction. !
• This is the part where informercials use, “But wait!  There’s more!” !
• The “more” part is the added value.  Give your early adopters extra value. !
• You really want to make an offer that is a “no-brainer”.  It has to be a 

must buy at a ridiculously good price. !
• What you’re trying to do is, in a way, “game” the search engine on either 

iTunes and Amazon to see your product as more valuable. 



!
• Once your 8-weeks is done, then those platform’s search engines will take 

over and start pairing your film with other prominent films that are of a 
similar genre. !

• You take whatever success you had on these platforms, and start selling 
your film at full price to the world. !

• You’ll always be able to point to the fact that your film had performed well 
on these major platforms and have social proof that says it did … !

• From an outsider’s perspective, your film looks legit. !
• And they may be more inclined to buy your film if they see that a lot of 

other people had left reviews. !!
What is the Product Launch Formula? 
The Product Launch Formula (PLF) was developed by entrepreneur, Jeff 
Walker.  Jeff has helped entrepreneurs and businesses for years sky-
rocketing their sales to ridiculous profits. !
Utilizing Jeff’s PLF, businesses have been able to generate over $1 million in 
sales … in just one day! !
Jeff’s story is one of a stay-at-home-dad, who was futzing around studying 
the finance industry online, when his wife came home during the middle of 
the day and said she had quit her job — panic set in! !
Jeff knew his time had come to start making money online to support his 
family. !
And he needed to make money quick! !
He put together a financial newsletter about the future of the stock market. !
With only a small amount of people on his email list, he nervously clicked 



“send” to see if anyone would buy his financial report. !
As Jeff recounts the story from his book, Launch: !

     After 30 seconds I optimistically checked to see if anyone had bought yet. 
     Nothing. 
     40 seconds.  Nothing. 
     50 seconds.  Nothing. 
     59 seconds … and the FIRST SALE came in! 
     A few seconds later, another order. And then another, and another, and then 
three more. Every time I clicked “refresh,” there were more orders! 
     Within an hour, the total sales were over $8,000.  By the end of the day, sales 
had gone beyond $18,000. And by the end of the week my humble little offer had 
made over $34,000—almost as much as I had ever made in an entire YEAR back 
in my corporate job. !

It sure sounds easy enough, doesn’t it? !
So, how can we use the PLF for selling a film online? !
Frankly, you could just as easily go out and buy Jeff’s book now to get the 
skinny from the man himself. !
Here’s the link: !
Launch: An Internet Millionaire’s Secret Formula To Sell Almost Anything 
Online, Build A Business You Love, And Live The Life Of Your Dreams !!
Putting the PLF Into Action 
Remember those daily questions you’ve been asking yourself all this time? !

1. What have I done today to serve my ideal fan? !
2. How can I help my list of influencers? !

Well, now it’s time to cash in on all that hard work … 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1630470171?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=1630470171&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20


!
Let’s start with your email list that you’ve been building … !
If you’ve been updating them with the progress of your film and you’ve 
given them a highlight of what happened at your local film premiere … !
They should be salivating for your film. !
Jeff Walker calls the first step of his PLF, “the shot across the bow”. !
What you’re trying to do is to casually mention to your email list that you’re 
thinking of launching your film onto a number of different digital platforms. !
Remember, how I asked the local community what they thought was the 
best theater to hold a premiere? !
This was my version of the “shot across the bow”. !
It prompted engagement, and planted the seed that something was coming 
… !
So, go ahead and ask your list … !
Get their feedback … !
Get their engagement. !
At this point, they know you’re gonna sell your film … !
But by asking what they think, it doesn’t come off as a hard sell. !
The world of sales and marketing has scared a lot of artists, because they 
have associated it with sleazy sales people. !
Yes, there are people who have wrongfully damaged the service that 
marketing and sales provides, but that doesn’t have to be you. !



When you ask what your list thinks about ways in which to sell your film, 
they’ll be engaged and invested. !!
Pre-Prelaunch 
Walker explains that this “shot across the bow” sets off the first phase of 
your pre-prelaunch sequence. !
A pre-prelaunch sequence normally starts about 3 weeks out from your 
actual launch date. !
Here are some modified questions that you’re trying to address during your 
pre-prelaunch sequence: !

1. How can I let people know something is coming without having it 
feel like I’m selling something? 

2. How can I tease their curiosity? 
3. How can I get their help in selling this product? 
4. How can I figure out what their objections are to my product? 
5. How can I engage with my list so it sounds like a conversation and 

not like corporate sales speak? 
6. How can I make this fun for them? 
7. How can I stand out in a crowded market? 
8. How does my list want to be sold to? 
9. How can I figure out my exact offer? 
10. How can this lead into my Prelaunch sequence? !

You’ll want to use a very casual, conversational approach in extracting the 
answers from your list. !
The feedback that you get, will help shape how you’ll execute your Prelaunch 
sequence. !!
Prelaunch 
Once you have a clearer idea of how best to sell your film product to your 
list, you’ll need to organize and execute your Prelaunch sequence. 



!
The Prelaunch usually starts 5 days out from your actual launch date. !
Within this 5 day span, you’ll be telling a story that has a .. !

• Beginning 
• Middle 
• End !

As Walker explains it … !
     The framework for the overall story arc is that you start off teaching people 
about the opportunity for change or transformation.  Then you follow that up with 
some solid teaching, and you show that transformation or change.  Finally, you 
give the “ownership experience.” 

!
Telling stories.  We do it as filmmakers.  Marketers do it to help sell 
products. !
Now, you may be asking, what does he mean by “teaching” people? !
If you have a horror film, what are you teaching people? !
You’re just trying to sell your escapism entertainment … right? !
Yes, but if you had developed your film with your ideal fans in mind, then 
you know there is something much deeper that will connect with them. !
What is that thing? !
For a paranormal ghost film, you may need to teach your ideal fans about 
ghost hunting techniques that were done as research for your film. !
Or, if you have a sci-fi film about DIY space travel, I’m sure there are topics 
that can be taught to your ideal fan about domestic intergalactic space 
travel. !



And lastly, if you have a comedy about marathon runners, what sort of 
information can you offer to them about proper shoe fittings and injury 
prevention? !
As you can see, if you ask the right questions, you’ll be able to build the 
correct type of bonus material that matters to your ideal fan. !
Now … !
Within this 5 day span, you’ll need make your offer … usually 3 days out 
from your actual launch date. !
But if you’ve been giving your ideal fans such great value through the format 
of teaching something, then there’s a good chance that they’ll pay for your 
film when you finally launch it! !!
The Launch 
You’ve done all the heavy lifting of priming your email list that something is 
coming … !
That you’ll be selling something … !
And that something is your film … finally. !
However, prior to opening the doors to your launch, by all means, make sure 
everything is working properly. !
This means if you are selling on any of the direct digital platforms, that your 
film’s sales page looks correct and that it’s able to accept all sorts of 
payment options. !
Does your launch date land on a national holiday? !
Will it get squashed by the weekend of the Super Bowl? !
Remember Murphy’s Law? 



!
Plan for things not going smoothly. !
Here’s a quick tip … !
Notify the bank that is associated with your digital sales page that you might 
be receiving an influx of cash during the week of your launch. !
The last thing you need is your bank to hold all your profits for weeks until 
they clear the transactions … !
Believe me, this has happened to more than one entrepreneur during launch 
week. !
Based on the number of people on your list, you can assume that about 
1%-3% will actually buy your film during the launch week. !
So, you can estimate the number of sales that may hit your bank account. !
Obviously, if you’ve built a large email list, then chances of making more 
sales weighs in your favor. !
If you have a small list, then your sales may not be as large … but you’ve 
got to start somewhere. !!
The Internal vs. The External Launch 
When you’re conducting the pre-prelaunch, the prelaunch, and launch 
sequence to your own email list … !
This is considered an internal launch. !
But what if you wanted to reach more people with this PLF? !
Remember your daily questions? !

1. What have I done today to serve my ideal fan? 



!
2. How can I help my list of influencers? !

Well, it’s time to cash in on those relationships that you’ve built with all 
those influencers. !
If you’ve been an active member of these influencer’s communities and have 
helped sell any product for them … !
And if you’ve made strides in becoming a valuable person to these 
influencers, then this will be your time to ask for the favor. !
And it’s really not so much a favor, as it is an opportunity to offer value to 
these influencer’s audience. !
You need the help of these influencers to sell your film product to their email 
lists. !
In return, you’ll need to offer anywhere from 50%-100% of the sales from 
your film to these influencers. !
This is known in the business world as a Joint Venture (JV). !
Remember, Joe Cross partnering with Breville Juicers? !
If you’ve been targeting 10 influencers, then you should have a good idea 
how your film and all the ancillary products can help serve that influencer’s 
audience. !
Now, here’s the real kicker … !
In order to effectively get these influencers to agree to help sell your film 
product to their audience, you’ll need to create a separate PLF just for them. !
What does this mean? !
It means, that you’ll need to … 



!
1. Throw a “shot across the bow” asking your influencer what they 

think of you selling your film product? !
2. Ask your influencers what they’d recommend as the best way to 

sell your film product? !
3. Make whatever adjustments you need, based on your influencer’s 

feedback. !
4. Notifying your influencer that you’ll be launching your film product 

in a few days, and if there is anything special that you could do for 
their audience prior to the launch? !

5. Ask if the influencer would do a Joint Venture with you? !
6. Bottom line, DO NOT test on your influencer’s audience.  You’ll need 

to be organized and ready to go. !
7. Be sure to have a “call to action” that brings people from your 

influencer’s list onto your list. !
So, if you ever wondered how some people have bigger email lists than 
others … !
Well, this is one proven strategy that will increase the number of people on 
your email list. !!
Post Launch 
Of course there is a lot more that goes into the Product Launch Formula, 
which is why I implore you to read Jeff’s book. !
Launch: An Internet Millionaire’s Secret Formula To Sell Almost Anything 
Online, Build A Business You Love, And Live The Life Of Your Dreams !
It’s a simple, easy read, that covers a lot more ground than I can in just one 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1630470171?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=1630470171&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20


Mission. !
Not all launches garner huge returns. !
Many launches only make a whimper. !
But the beauty of any entrepreneur is to fail forward. !
Conducting a proper post analysis of what went right and what went wrong, 
will help build your next launch to be even more successful. !
If your product isn’t selling, then it could be a factor of two things: !

• Is the product flawed? 
• Is the marketing message flawed? !

If your film isn’t any good … then it’s simply not going to sell. !
But we’ve all seen films that aren’t very good, that have made plenty of 
money … !
But why? !
The answer may lie in the coolest cooler … !!
Being The Coolest 
In November 2013, Inventor, Ryan Grepper launched a Kickstarter campaign 
for his unique take on the age old ice cooler. !
Essentially, he designed a cooler to contain a bunch of features that would 
be handy in any standard cooler. !
Ryan added … !

• Battery Powered Blender 
• A Removable Bluetooth Speaker 



• Gear-Carrying Bungee Tie-Down 
• LED Lighting in the Lid 
• Bottle Opener !

His invention was called the “Coolest”. !
His Kickstarter goal was set at $125,000 … !
Unfortunately, Ryan did not make his goal.  All the money was returned to 
the people who made pledges.  He got nothing. !
I guess the paying public let Ryan know that they weren’t interested in 
paying for his coolest cooler. !
But remember … !
Most entrepreneurs fail … !
And the job of an entrepreneur is to fail fast and to fail forward … as much 
as possible. !
In July 2014, Ryan launched a new Kickstarter campaign for you guessed it
—his next iteration of the COOLEST! !
Ryan, went back to the drawing board and redesigned the “Coolest” to 
include … !

• Battery Powered Blender 
• A Removable Bluetooth Speaker 
• USB Charger 
• Gear-Carrying Bungee Tie-Down 
• LED Lighting in the Lid 
• Bottle Opener 
• Cooler Divider/Cutting Board 
• Extra Wide Easy Rolling Wheels 
• Integrated Storage for Plates and Knife !



Ryan dropped his goal from the original $125,000 to $50,000. !
Within in 2 days, he had raised over $500,000 for his project … !
By the time his campaign ended, The Coolest had raised over $13 million! !
$13 million! !
But how?  It was essentially the same design as his previous iteration … !
Was the marketing that much better? !
If you take a look at Ryan’s original Kickstarter pitch at this link: First 
Coolest Campaign !
And the second one here:  The Successful Coolest Campaign !
You’ll see that there were a few factors that may have helped its success … !

1. Ryan launched the campaign for a cooler product in July, when 
people are thinking of actually using a cooler. 

2. His original Kickstarter campaign was launched near the end of the 
year, when it’s Christmas time. 

3. Yes, the new Coolest had a slightly better design … but was it really 
$13 million more of a design? 

4. The video thumbnails between the two campaigns were slightly 
different, but was it really $13 million different? 

5. Lastly, the overall pitch video seemed to be more upbeat and 
quicker to highlight the benefits of the Coolest for its potential 
customers … 

6. Again, was any of this really worth $13 million more? !
Regardless, The Coolest went on to become the top earning campaign in 
Kickstarter’s history. !
So, does marketing and better use of copywriting really garner millions 
more? 

http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/ryangrepper/the-coolest-cooler-with-blender-music-and-so-much
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/ryangrepper/coolest-cooler-21st-century-cooler-thats-actually


!
This case study shows that a product launched at the right time, connecting 
with an audience in the right mind-set … could in reality, be worth millions. !!
Making Every Launch an Event 
We can learn a lot from Ryan’s never-ending determination to see his ideas 
fulfilled. !
When the first launch didn’t work … !
He made adjustments and re-launched to incredible success. !
Kickstarter or IndieGoGo are platforms for launches. !
Understanding how launches work, will give you a better chance at success. !
Jeff Walker’s Product Launch Formula can be used for almost anything that 
needs to be celebrated as an event. !
Big or small … !
If you finish your script … make it an event. !
If you finish shooting a visual effect … make it an event. !
If you reach 1,000 email subscribers … make it an event. !
Apply the strategy of the PLF and turn your mini launches into these events. !!
COMPLETE MISSION 22: 
!
As you can see, just by placing your film onto any direct digital distribution 
platform doesn’t guarantee an audience will find your film. !
Entrepreneurs are always searching for some kind of predictability … 



!
Don’t use “hope” marketing. !
You don’t want to just throw your film online and “hope” it will sell. !
By using the Product Launch Formula, you’ll have greater control of how to 
measure what’s selling and what isn’t selling. !
So, with these two questions … !

1. What have I done today to serve my ideal fan? !
2. How can I help my list of influencers? !

They will help unlock so much power when it’s applied to the Product Launch 
Formula. !
It’s funny how the selling mechanism is somewhat simple, but it’s only 
simple if you’ve spent a lot of time building the necessary foundation for 
your fans and influencers. !
Imagine trying to make a cold sale?  You can see how difficult that process 
would be for anyone.  This is why the tactic of posting, “Hey!  Check this 
out!” is nothing more than spam. !
Don’t be a spammer. !
Be a Film Trooper and utilize a smarter system like the Product Launch 
Formula. !
In the next Mission, I’ll reveal the Secret Sauce at how most successful 
online businesses work … and how it can be applied to your film product and 
beyond. !

!



MISSION 23:  The Secret Sauce 
!
“Every sale has five basic obstacles: no need, no money, no hurry, no desire, 
no trust.” 
~ Zig Ziglar (Author), Secrets of Closing the Sale !!
Paint By Numbers … 
Way back in Mission 01, we uncovered how rich people get rich and stay 
rich. !
If you can move through the Cash Flow Quadrants … !
You’ll start out as an Employee … !
Then perhaps become Self-Employed … !
Maybe you’ll move into being a Business Owner … !
And for some, taking the leap into becoming an Investor … !
An Investor in business systems of course … !
We’ve come to see how those who control a business system have the 
greatest potential for wealth. !
So, we need to know how all this fits into something practical for the über 
indie filmmaker. !
What if there was an outline for a business system in which you just had to 
fill in the blanks? !
You’re probably thinking, “Yes!  Hand it over, please!” !
Again, just like Daniel San had to learn … !

http://www.amazon.com/Secrets-Closing-Sale-Zig-Ziglar/dp/0800759753/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=F3YQQELGKSNDUFHP&creativeASIN=0800759753


Wax on, wax off … !
We too must go through our own Hero’s Journey to better understand and 
appreciate how such a system could work. !
Most successful online businesses operate using a “Sales Funnel”. !
Oddly enough, a funnel usually means that everything that enters it … will 
pass through it. !
That’s not really the case, as many people entering the funnel, leave the 
funnel before ever sliding all the way down to the end. !
So, what I’m about to show you isn’t really like a funnel, but the term has 
taken a life of its own, so we’ll just roll with it … !
Onward to the secret sauce … !!
The Marketing Funnel 
Traditionally the Sales Funnel has been known as the Marketing Funnel 
which operated on a linear path. !
The purpose of the Marketing Funnel was to take a prospective customer 
from awareness to purchase. !
The basic steps of the Marketing Funnel are: !

1. Awareness (Marketing) 
2. Interest (Marketing) 
3. Consideration (Marketing) 
4. Intent (Sales) 
5. Evaluation (Sales) 
6. Action (Sales) !!



Here is the visual representation of this Marketing Funnel: 

!
If at any stage a customer leaves the funnel, marketers can assess if their 
message during that stage was flawed or not. !
Consumers are much more savvy than before, and so the traditional 
Marketing Funnel doesn’t always work in a world that is non-linear. !
Today, you have consumers entering the Marketing Funnel at various stages 



depending if they found their way to the sales offer from another entity, such 
as social media or through a blog post. !
A business owner may not have the control over their marketing message as 
they once did in the past. !
So, businesses today have to be nimble enough to catch all these consumers 
coming into their funnel at different stages. !
Let’s take a look at Zig Ziglar’s quote again to better understand the mind-
set of a potential customer for your film product. !
“Every sale has five basic obstacles: no need, no money, no hurry, no 
desire, no trust.” !

• No Need 
• No Money 
• No Hurry 
• No Desire 
• No Trust !

What does “no need” mean? !
It means somewhere in your ideal fan’s mind they have “no need” for your 
film product. !
How do you get this prospective fan to change their mind that there is a 
definite “need” for your film product? !
You do this by positioning your film product to overcome this objection. !
Understanding copywriting will help you come up with an answer to this 
question of “no need”. !
Essentially, you want to turn this notion of “no need” into “I want” from your 
customer’s perspective. !



For example, if your ideal fan is a marathon runner … they might see the 
poster for your comedy about marathon runners.  In the marketing funnel, 
you’ve brought “awareness” to them, but you haven’t convinced them to 
continue down the funnel where they’ll buy your film. !
So, if your poster brings “awareness”, then you need to offer a chance for 
that potential customer to watch your movie trailer.  If you’re trailer is 
convincing enough, that customer might move from the “awareness” stage 
straight to the “intent” stage of your funnel. !
Now, somewhere in your “intent” stage, you have to offer more incentive for 
them to move all the way down to the “action” stage, where they’ll buy your 
film. !
Your job as a champion of your own film product is to find ways to help your 
customer overcome these obstacles. !
Now, if it’s a problem of “no money”, then make sure you’re pricing on value 
and not cost … !
People will be driven by emotions and are more than willing to pay for 
anything if they deem it as valuable. !
So, with the obstacle “no money”, you could illustrate how much a customer 
is probably overpaying for drinks and having women rejecting him on a night 
out … where for less money, he can pay to have a good laugh with your film 
product. !
If your customer sees that there is “no hurry” in buying your film product, 
then you need to communicate to them that your offer is only available for a 
limited time. !
This is why you’ll see companies always offering their product for a limited 
time.  Scarcity battles this obstacle of “no hurry”. !



If your customer has “no desire” for your film product, then just like the 
example of turning that prospect from “no need” to “I want” … the same 
must be done to overcome this obstacle of “no desire”. !
How can you make them “desire” your film product?  Are they pressured by 
their peers to get in on the joke, or fear being left out of the water cooler 
conversation? !
Lastly, if a customer has “no trust” in your film product, then it’s probably 
because you have no discernible stars in your film. !
Want to know why distribution companies want proven stars in the films they 
distribute?  Because, as a stand alone distribution company, they have no 
real “trust” in the marketplace.  Consumers will make their decision to buy 
the film based on if they trust that movie star’s work. !
So, how does an über indie filmmaker compete? !
You need to become the “trusted” source. !
Remember back in Mission 20?  This is why building a personal brand is 
important.  You need to provide that “trust” factor for anyone wanting to 
purchase something from you. !!
The Sales Funnel 
If you’ve successfully built a loyal email list … !
And you’ve also built a home base for your film product … !
And this home base is most likely your website, as you don’t want to build 
on “rented” land like Facebook or Tumblr … !
And your film product is only an advertisement for selling something bigger 
… !



Then how do you take your film product and sell your ideal fans the more 
valuable item? !
Let’s paint by numbers … !
For most online businesses operating today, they are using a modified sales 
funnel. !
Here is the simplicity of the sales funnel … !
It contains: !

1. Lead Magnet 
2. Trip Wire 
3. Core Offer 
4. The Upsell 
5. Subscription/Membership !!



Here is a graphical representation of today’s sales funnel: 

!
The Lead Magnet 
In David Mamet’s 1992 film, Glengarry Glen Ross … !
A small group of salesmen must earn top placement on the sales chart 
before the end of the night, or they’ll be fired. !
A representative from the parent company visits the small firm to give the 
salesmen a motivational speech. 

http://www.amazon.com/Glengarry-Glen-Ross-Al-Pacino/dp/B00005JKG9/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=UT27BNUAKAY62OQT&creativeASIN=B00005JKG9


!
The film starred Al Pacino, Jack Lemmon, Alec Baldwin, Alan Arkin, Ed 
Harris, and Kevin Spacey.  Talk about a powerhouse of testosterone! !
Alec Baldwin, played the character, Blake … !
Here is an excerpt from his 7-minute motivational speech to the lowly 
salesmen … !

Oh yeah.  I used to be a salesman.  It's a tough racket.  These are the new leads.  
These are the Glengarry leads.  And to you they're gold, and you don't get them.  
Why?  Because to give them to you is just throwing them away.  They're for 
closers. 

!
The whole film revolves around the salesmen getting access to the Glengarry 
leads.  Those leads were gold.  The leads the lowly salesmen had to work 
with … were shit. !
For your online business when you’re trying to sell your film, you’ve got to 
start by getting the leads. !
The whole process of identifying who your ideal fan is to narrow down on 
who’ll become your leads. !
Your ideal fans are your version of the Glengarry leads. !
They are the golden leads. !
All of your copywriting and marketing messages are designed to attract 
those ideal fans to enter your sales funnel. !
This is why you’ll see blog posts targeting specific topics. !
If the blog has done the job of adding a call to action at the end of the post, 
then they are mining for leads. !



For most online businesses and blogs, the “Lead Magnet” is the FREE gift 
that is offered in exchange for an email address. !
Once a lead takes the bait and hands over their email address … !
It triggers the sales funnel process. !!
What Can You Giveaway for Free? 
Once you understand how this strategy works, you’ll begin to see it all over 
the internet. !
Most giveaways come in the form of a FREE e-book, a resource guide, a 
newsletter, a short video series, a set of tools, etc. !
For Film Trooper, I offer a FREE Gear Guide.  Based on the market studies 
made by the company Lead Pages, they found that most people just want 
something simple for FREE. !
Offering an extensive e-book as your FREE giveaway will only land in the 
“save it for later” folder on that person’s desktop. !
Believe me, I have several of these FREE documents just sitting on my 
desktop folder and I have never been opened them. !
Anyway, Lead Pages analyzed that the top selling issues for magazines are 
usually the issues that feature “The Best Tech Equipment” type of a guide. !
People love lists of gadgets. !
So, I didn’t attempt to reinvent the wheel … !
I took their advice and started to offer my FREE equipment list guide. !
This is what the “Lead Magnet” is … !

http://www.leadpages.net/products/


As Jeff Walker explains, it’s an ethical bribe to allow the lead to opt-in for the 
extra stuff you’re promising to give them. !
Now, I may change my “Lead Magnet” offer as Film Trooper progresses 
through the years, but for now the simple equipment list guide is working. !!
Ask Questions 
Once a lead enters your sales funnel, you want them to have an enjoyable 
experience. !
But more importantly, you want to stir up their emotional triggers to evoke 
“desire” in what you have to offer. !
Remember, Mr. Ziglar’s sales obstacles? !
And Jeff Walker’s “shot across the bow” approach? !
Well, here’s another strategy pioneered by Derek Halpern, Founder of Social 
Triggers.  In his first series of emails, Derek asks the question, “What are 
you struggling with right now and how can I help you?” !
Halpern uses the opportunity to engage in a real “human” conversation with 
his new leads. !
In addition, the feedback that he receives actually informs him of what 
products he needs to build … !
And what’s easier to sell than a product that the customer asked you to 
make for them?  So, at that point, there really isn’t any hard sell … ever! !
David Siteman Garland, Founder of Rise to the Top, also uses a similar 
approach by simply asking his list, “What do you want to know more about?” !
Crazy simple, huh? !

http://socialtriggers.com/
http://www.therisetothetop.com/


But how would you use this strategy when you’re trying to sell escapism 
entertainment? !
Again, your film product is only an advertisement for something bigger. !
So, let’s take the ghost film example … you could ask, “Have you ever had a 
paranormal experience?” !
You can imagine that the sort of people who signed up for the FREE Guide to 
the 25 Most Haunted Places in the U.S. probably have some major interest 
in the paranormal. !
And let’s say you need to ask a question for your comedy about marathon 
runners … !
You could ask your new leads, “If you could run one marathon before you 
die, which one would it be?” !
The name of the game is “engagement”. !!
How to Keep Them Engaged? 
To keep these leads on your email list and prevent them from 
“unsubscribing” right away, you need to constantly provide more value. !
If giving away something like a resource guide in exchange for their email is 
the “Lead Magnet” … !
Then offering a simple 3-part video series teaching them something that is 
in alignment with your FREE offer will keep them on your list. !
It’s important to understand “alignment” … !
If you’re offering a FREE Resource Guide on Cooking Thai Food as your 
ethical bribe … !



And then you give your email list a 3-part video series on motorcycle repair 
… !
Then there is a disconnect … !
Those leads will “unsubscribe” in a heartbeat … !
They wanted Thai food recipes, not motorcycle repair videos. 
It’s a tricky thing when you’re trying to offer a film product.  You want to try 
to keep the focus on what your film is about … and not necessarily the 
making of the film … especially, if your ideal fans don’t care about the 
filmmaking process. !
Again, it’s a tricky bit of navigating. !
Your ideal fans may happened to be motorcyclists enthusiast, and indeed 
really be interested in your behind the scenes of how a movie is made … !
But you won’t know this until you engage with your list … and ask. !
So, back to “alignment” … !
Let’s take the paranormal ghost film as an example … !
What sort of FREE 3-part video series can you offer that is in alignment with 
the FREE Haunted House Guide? !
Perhaps it can be a 3-part video series on the haunted history of one of the 
places highlighted in the guide? !
Being that it’s 3-parts already — you’ve got your three acts ready to go! !
Want another example? !
Let’s say your “Lead Magnet” for the marathon running comedy is a list of 
the best running shoes for the upcoming year. !



Then when these leads go through your sales funnel, they’re awarded with a 
hilarious 3-part videos series on the craziest stories that have taken place in 
the history of marathons. !
Now, if you’re able to show your talents as a comedy filmmaker … !
And it comes time to eventually sell your comedy film … !
They’ll be primed and ready, since they’ve enjoyed what you’ve made 
already. !
Pretty simple, right? !!
The Trip Wire 
If you’ve done your job in providing an attractive FREE giveaway to get your 
leads into your sales funnel … !
And they’ve decided to stay on your list, since you’ve provided an 
entertaining and valuable 3-part video series … !
Try and sell them something. !
At this point in the sales funnel process, most online business will try and 
sell what is called the “Trip Wire” product. !
This is usually a low cost item, costing anywhere from $1-$20. !
The psychology here, is that if you can move a lead from your FREE list onto 
your list of actual BUYERS … !
Can guess which one will be more valuable? !
Would you rather have a list of 1,000 people that get FREE stuff … !
Or would you rather have a list of 100 people who have bought something 
from you? 



!
A BUYERS list is more powerful than a list of people just wanting the FREE 
content. !
The easy way to move people onto the BUYERS list is to sell them something 
inexpensive … but valuable. !
These “Trip Wire” products usually come in the form of an e-book that goes 
into something deeper, but is still in alignment with everything you’ve 
already offered. !
Other forms of the “Trip Wire” are disguised as a low cost entry point into a 
membership program in which you’ll have to pay full price at a later time. !
Experts often cite how the Columbia Records used to offer any 13 records 
and cassette tapes from their music library for only a penny ($0.01). !
For those of you, who are way too young to remember this sales gimmick, 
it’s essentially the same idea as offering a 100 free songs on iTunes for the 
price of a penny … but at a later time you’ll have to pay the full price for a 
certain amount of songs over a set period of time. !
But to make it simple, you can offer up something inexpensive as your “Trip 
Wire” product. !
But your “Trip Wire” product has to be extremely valuable. !
Remember the Social Proof strategy of selling your film on a platform like 
iTunes or Amazon? !
Where you need to sell your film product for half off, but bundle it with 
added value so that the offer is irresistible? !
Your offer needs to be a “no-brainer” … !
Something that is too good to pass on. !



You can even implement Jeff Walker’s PLF to help sell this “Trip Wire” 
product. !
Remember the mini-launches into an event? !
That’s what you’re trying to do with your “Trip Wire” product. !
Make your “Trip Wire” product extremely valuable and extremely 
inexpensive. !
Now, if the transaction of buying this “Tripwire” product is a pleasant one for 
your customer … !
Then what you want to happen in the buyer’s mind, is they’ll say, “Since that 
was a smooth transaction and I got so much value from paying so little … 
how much more value will this person give me when I pay for the higher 
priced products?” !
Frankly, this is where your film product can be sold at this point. !
Your film bundled with a ton of extra value can be an excellent “Trip Wire” 
product. !
But again, this is all a setup for something bigger … !
What is this big thing? !
That’s when your lead goes from the freebie list > to the buyers list > to a 
loyal customer. !
After you make a sale on your “Trip Wire” product, it’s time to offer them 
your “Core Offer”. !!
The Core Offer 
For most businesses online, the “Core Offer” is that $97-$197 product. !



It is the middle product that is always labeled, “Best Option” or “Best Offer”. !
Here’s an example of fictitious sales offer that you’ve seen on countless of 
websites: 
 

!
In his book, Priceless: The Myth of Fair Value (and How to Take Advantage 
of It), William Poundstone explains that the retail industry utilizes what is 
called the “anchor” price. !
In a luxury apparel store selling high-end handbags, a store will prominently 
display a handbag that was made by a famous designer and looks absolutely 
amazing. !
The only caveat is that the handbag is listed at whopping $300,000! !
At this point, the store will offer several similar looking handbags positioned 
nearby the overpriced one. !
The difference is that these handbags are listed for only $500. !
What happens is that the psychology of the shoppers who see this 
ridiculously overpriced handbag may think to themselves, “no way can I 
afford that”. !
But guess what they can afford?  You guessed it — the $500 handbag. 

http://www.amazon.com/Priceless-Myth-Fair-Value-Advantage/dp/0809078813/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=3JSHHZDNP7AMNUPQ&creativeASIN=0809078813


!
And this is the retailer’s plan all along.  They need to sell as many $500 bags 
as they can.  But they needed to position the desirability of the $500 
handbag against something that created the “anchor” of more value. !
Oddly, if the retail store just tried to sell the $500 handbag by itself, the 
customer’s rationale would take over … as $500 would be way too much to 
pay for a purse anyway. !
So, when you see these price breakdowns online … !
And the online company is suggesting you take the middle one … !
They need the lower and higher priced offerings to create this “anchor” 
price. !
When it’s time to offer your “Core Offer” you’ll need to price it along with 
your “Trip Wire” product and a much higher priced offering. !
It could look something like this (graphic example): 
 

!
Volume vs. Value 
We’ve covered ways in which you can offer a FREE giveaway as your “Lead 
Magnet” … !



And we’ve covered ways in which you can offer a “Trip Wire” product … !
But what in the world can you offer your ideal fans as a “Core Offer”? !
You’re probably thinking, “I just wanted to know how to sell my film online.” !
But as we’ve explored … your ideal fans deserve more. !
And you have an opportunity to build an online business that can serve them 
even better. !
Why end this amazing relationship you’ve built up once you’ve sold your 
one-off film product? !
The concept of the Film Trooper is to be in the game for the long haul.  The 
whole point of this Survival Guide is to establish the foundations at how to 
build a sustainable business system as an über indie filmmaker. !
You want to know how to survive the Hollywood implosion?  By being your 
own boss of your own business system. !
You’ll never have to worry about being a slave to the Hollywood machine of 
scarcity if you can successfully implement these systems. !
So, let’s explore ways in which you can sell your “Core Offer”. !
I briefly mentioned in Mission 21, that the über indie filmmaker needs to 
play the VALUE game and not the VOLUME game. !
So, what is the VOLUME game versus the VALUE game? !
The landscape of film distribution is rapidly changing for both Hollywood and 
the über independents. !
There is the hope that V.O.D. will be the saving grace for the independents. !



Unfortunately, as I had mentioned, most films are only earning about 
$1,000-$5,000 from direct digital downloads. !
The numbers that get reported on V.O.D. are normally skewed from the 
larger payouts from Cable V.O.D. !
In December 2014, after the scandalous email hacking of Sony Pictures 
Entertainment caused the studio to alter their release plans for the film, The 
Interview.  Sony released the film to a $15 million opening day on V.O.D. 
and eventually hauled in over $31 million for it’s opening weekend.  The film 
generated over 4.3 million transactions. !
This is a studio backed film, with a swirl of controversy surrounding the film. !
But for years, we’ve been used to seeing numbers of a $50-$100 million 
opening weekend from theatrical box office returns. !
It would be one thing if V.O.D. reported similar numbers as theatrical, but 
it’s not there … yet. !
And the crazy thing, a $15 million opening day V.O.D. title is considered a 
massive “hit”! !
Things change fast, so by the time you’re reading this book, I’m counting on 
some other breaking news that will change the landscape … yet again. !
Regardless of what eventually plays out in the world of V.O.D. the basic 
game that the studios must play is the VOLUME game. !
Hollywood needs to sell a lot of copies of their film products to make big 
profits.  They need to sell in VOLUME. !
How does the über indie filmmaker compete in the VOLUME game? !
They don’t … !
The über indie filmmaker must play the VALUE game. 



!
How can you, as an über indie filmmaker, sell a $100 product to 1,000 ideal 
fans every year? !
Well, this $100 product is the VALUE game. !
This $100 product is your “Core Offer”. !
Here’s what a “Core Offer” can look like … !
********** !
Paranormal Ghost Movie Example (Core Offer Pitch): !
What does it take to hunt ghosts? !
What cutting edge technology is being used for ghost hunting today? !
What were the most terrifying encounters that scared the crap out of us on 
our expedition of the McMahon Manor? !
Get this unique training and documentation video series … Not for $297, Not 
for $197, but for only $97! !
********* !
Marathon Running Comedy Example (Core Offer Pitch): !
During the making of our silly comedy, we learned how to cut down not just 
minutes, but hours off our running time!  Want to know how? !
Thanks to the professional advice from the leaders in marathon racing, we 
can share these techniques with you … !
What are the best running shoes in cold weather? !
How do you stay hydrated without grabbing water at checkpoints? 



!
Want to know the trick at staying mentally tough during those uphill 
stretches? !
You can get access to all these amazing tips through our video series for 
only $567 … scratch that, for only $97! !
********* !
As you can see, even a genre narrative film has opportunity to be exploited 
to make more money from its license. !
If you have a documentary, you can imagine the endless products that can 
be offered as your “Core Offer”.  I say this, because documentaries have 
typically inherent “causes” built into their message. !
Now, here’s what’s crazy … !
A small percentage of customers will want more from you … !
So … offer it to them in the form of the “Upsell”. !!
The Upsell 
If your lead goes through the sales funnel and buys your “Trip Wire” product, 
and then buys your “Core Offer” product … and they still want more? !
You “Upsell” them into a crazy expensive product or service. !
Most online businesses will try and “Upsell” you to a $997-$2,997 coaching 
program where you can get one-on-one access to their experts. !
If you’ve built a trusted personal brand, and your ideal fans want “you” … !
Then what price can you put on the opportunity to have more time with 
“you”? !



Like I said, not everyone is going to bite … !
But there is always a small percentage of people that are willing to pay the 
big bucks. !
As a Film Trooper, you can’t deny them this opportunity … and you can’t 
deny yourself the opportunity for greater profit. !
The downside to offering anything where your customer has one-on-one 
access to you is that it becomes dollars-for-hours. !
This means that your payment is directly tied to your time. !
Remember that great wealth is earned through business systems? !
The private one-on-one sessions are outside of that system. !
This is why the price to gain access to you, or your team, has to be high. !
You’re probably thinking, what sort of outrageously priced product can I offer 
to my ideal fans? !
If it’s the paranormal ghost movie example, then it could be a ghost hunting 
adventure with you and your team for a crazy cost of $10,000 for the 
weekend. !
If it’s the Marathon comedy movie example, then it could be weekend trip 
with you and your team to an upcoming marathon event. !
I think you get the picture … !
But you know what the ultimate prize for any online business is? !!
Subscriptions/Memberships 
Back in Mission 06, I explained how the business model of Netflix is the 
Holy Grail of any online business. 



!
Why is this? !
If you’re able to build an online business where your leads enter your sales 
funnel and become buyers … !
What’s more profitable? !
A customer who buys only one product from you, like your film product, and 
never returns? !
Which is essentially is a one-off product. !
That means you’ll have to find more customers to sell them more one-off 
products. !
This is the VOLUME game. !
But what if … !
That customer comes into your sales funnel and becomes a BUYER who pays 
you on a regular basis? !
Imagine if you had 100 customers paying you $20/month for something of 
VALUE that you offer? !
100 X $20/month = $2,000/month !
Again, it takes the same amount of work to offer VALUE to 100 customers as 
it does serving 1,000 customers when you’re running an online business. !
1,000 X $20/month = $20,000/month !
Netflix has been reported to have over 50 million subscribers. !
50 million X $8/month = $400 million/month !



But how can you, as the über indie filmmaker take your single one-off film 
product and create a subscription/membership model? !!
Your Film is an Advertisement … 
Again, when I say your film product is nothing more than a “Trip Wire” 
product, or it is an advertisement for something more valuable … !
What does this mean? !
If you’ve been “serving” your ideal fans, then you possibly had deeper 
conversations about what their desires are … !
Your film product only scratches the surface of what those desires might be 
… !
Your ideal fans want more from you and your art. !
When I was growing up, there were fan clubs for such icons like Elvis 
Presley.  Even though he had passed away years ago … people still gathered 
and held events to honor the King of Rock n’ Roll.  These weekend events 
brought all these fans together to buy and sell old Elvis memorabilia—and of 
course, they usually ended the event with an Elvis impersonator contest. !
Today, there are fan gatherings of all sorts. !
We have become a society of Pop-Culture aficionados. !
I grew up in San Diego, California and had attended many Comic-Con’s in 
my youth.  But back then, it was small and mellow …  I have no idea when it 
exploded into the mega fan gathering that it is today. !
What do all these fandoms have in common? !
People want to connect and continue the conversation of anything they are 
really passionate about. !



At the core of your film product, what “is it” that your ideal fans respond to 
the deepest? !
Why did you make your film for them? !
Is there a way to continue the conversation with this group of people? !
And how do you possibly invite newcomers into the conversation, who might 
discover your film later on? !!
Phan Fan … 
In 2007, Michelle Phan was a 20 year old college student who couldn’t get a 
job selling cosmetic products at the mall—because they said, she didn’t have 
any sales experience. !
YouTube was all the rage for college communities and Michelle was born at 
the right time in history to take advantage of it. !
With a laptop in hand, Phan began to create video tutorials of how to use 
makeup to make yourself a better “you”. !
In 2010, Phan’s makeup tutorial of how to look like Lady Gaga in the Bad 
Romance video — took off! !
In 2014, Phan’s YouTube channel had over 7 million subscribers and over a 
billion views.  But what Phan did with that exposure is simply brilliant … !
Phan began selling a $10/month makeup care package, called Glam Bags to 
her subscribers. !
Let’s say only 3% of her 7 million subscribers actually paid for the $10/
month Glam Bags.  Phan would still be earning over $2 million per month. !
Phan entrepreneurial endeavors didn’t stop there … she eventually started a 
beauty company called, Ipsy, wrote a book, became a spokesperson for 
L’Oreal, and founded a record label, Cutting Edge Music in response to being 



sued by EDM for copyright infringement on many of her past videos. !
Phan explained that making money on YouTube alone is not enough, but it 
has to be a combination of sponsorship funds and selling a product. !
In an interview conducted by Re/Code(dot)net, Phan explained that other 
YouTube stars with only 200,000 subscribers were earning about $5,000-
$7,000/month. !
However, with a major crackdown from Google, a lot of those subscribers 
have been deleted.  As Google, which owns YouTube, continues to pay out 
these YouTube stars for ad share, they need to be certain that there aren’t 
any false subscribers or dormant accounts. !
Mid range YouTubers who used to make $3,000/month, now only see about 
$300/month. !
The moral of this story is “don’t build on rented land”. !
But if you have a strong email list, you can be immune to most of the 
changes that any of these social platforms enact on their users. !
Back to … owning a subscription or membership business model … !
As you can see, building a subscription or membership model into your 
business enables you to: !
1. Have consistent cash flow 
2. Have measurable cash flow !
Now, you may be thinking, “But wait, Michelle Phan made how to videos, not 
feature film narratives.” !
I’m certain that if Michelle Phan wanted to make a narrative film that was in 
alignment with her audience’s expectation of her … she could do just that. !
The whole goal is to create sustainable cash flow to finance your films for 

http://recode.net/2014/10/27/michelle-phan-youtube-star-to-startup-founder/


your audience … right? !
In the book, Creativity, Inc. by Ed Catmull, he explains the inherent business 
model of Pixar and how Steve Jobs changed that … !

 In 1995, when Steve Jobs was trying to convince us that we should go 
public, one of his key arguments was that we would eventually make a film that 
failed at the box office, and we needed to be prepared, financially, for that day.  
Going public would give us the capital to fund our own projects and, thus, to have 
more say about where we were headed, but it would also give us a buffer that 
could sustain us through failure.  Steve’s feeling was that Pixar’s survival could 
not depend solely on the performance of each and every movie. 
 The underlying logic of his reasoning shook me: We were going to screw 
up, it was inevitable. 

!
Most film production companies make one film, hoping that it will be 
successful enough to make another film. !
Most film production companies go out of business because this business 
model is flawed … and Steve Jobs identified this with Pixar early on. !
But how does an über indie filmmaker go public?  How do we generate a 
consistent cash flow? !
That’s right … !
By building a subscription or membership model, we can, in a way, generate 
the consistent cash flow to make more films. !!
COMPLETE MISSION 23: 
!
Here it is … !
The Secret Sauce for any online business … !

1. Lead Magnet 

http://www.amazon.com/Creativity-Inc-Overcoming-Unseen-Inspiration/dp/0812993012/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=BMH5UR6JF5TNU7BJ&creativeASIN=0812993012


2. Trip Wire 
3. Core Offer 
4. The Upsell 
5. Subscription/Membership !

All you have to do is start filling in these blanks … !
Do you have a “Lead Magnet” offering? !
Have you built your “Trip Wire” product?  This will most likely be your actual 
film product. !
What will be your “Core Offer”? !
What can you offer as an “Upsell”? !
And lastly, how can you build a valuable “Subscription/Membership” model 
that will serve your fans even better? !
Make no mistake … !
Creating these products doesn’t happen overnight.  It can take years. !
But at least you have a map … !
I’ve spent over 7 years trying to learn what this map was … and now I can 
share it with you in less time. !
What’s next? !
After you’ve built all of your business elements … you’re probably going to 
want to attract more leads … !
But how does the internet really work when it comes time to breaking 
through the noise and grabbing attention? !



MISSION 24:  Can You Hear Me Now? 
!
“The most powerful predictor of what spreads online is anger.”  
~ Ryan Holiday(Author), Trust Me, I’m Lying: Confessions of a Media 
Manipulator !!
Big Headline Means Big News 
Citizen Kane, the 1941 film classic, has been revered as perhaps the 
greatest film of all time.  It was an epic telling of power and loss.  In 
addition, the visual orgy of both light and shadow has influenced so many 
films that came after it. !
There is so much legend around the film, everything from the making of it, 
to the release of it, to the controversy involving the similarities to real-life 
media mogul, William Randolph Hearst, and to the almost mirror-like 
comparisons of the film's creator, Orson Welles himself. !
Here's a synopsis of Citizen Kane: !

When a reporter is assigned to decipher newspaper mogul Charles Foster Kane's 
dying words, his investigation gradually reveals the fascinating portrait of a 
complex man who rose from obscurity to become one of the most powerful men 
in the world. Although the reporter gets fragments of Kane’s life from the people 
who knew him, the reporter fears he may never discover the mystery of the 
elusive man's final word, “Rosebud." !

I've seen this film several times and have always viewed it from the 
perspective of a film student.  However, now that I'm older, I appreciate the 
film’s message much more. !
The character of Charles Foster Kane was loosely based on newspaper 
mogul, William Randolph Hearst. !
In 1887, Hearst acquired the San Francisco Examiner from his father.  Soon 
after, Hearst would go on to acquire nearly 30 more newspaper publications, 
all but ensuring a major control over the news and media at that time. !
Now, let’s think about this … !
If the most popular method of sharing news in the world at that time was 
through newspapers, and Hearst controlled over 30 publications … 



!
How can you be sure that all the news that was reported was indeed … 
reported?  And not, let’s say, fabricated? !
In 1898, the United States was led into war against Spain, due to an 
overwhelming public anger against Spanish rule in Cuba. !
Why was the public so angry with Spanish Colonial rule? !
Could it have been because the only news about the conflict came from 
newspapers? !
Newspapers owned by Hearst? !
As Ryan Holiday, author of Trust Me, I’m Lying: Confessions of a Media 
Manipulator says in the quote above, “The most powerful predictor of what 
spreads online is anger.” !
Although the Spanish-American War took place in 1898, anger was 
perpetuated by the news.  The public took that anger and made it “real”. !
Real enough to put pressure on President McKinley to go into a war he 
wanted to avoid altogether. !
Whether it’s from the old newspaper days, to the online world … !
Anger spreads fast. !!
Extra!  Extra!  Read All About It! 
This was the classic phrase that the paper boys would yell out along street 
corners in cities during the heyday of the newspaper. !
Why were these paper boys yelling this? !
Of course! !
To get the attention of all the people walking by on those busy city streets. !
The paper boys yelling, “Extra! Extra!” also needed a catchy headline to 
follow. !

http://www.amazon.com/Trust-Me-Lying-Confessions-Manipulator/dp/1591846285/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=AHL5ENHUWTZCRFN5&creativeASIN=1591846285


Something like … !
Great Sea Victory For America!  Vengeance For The Maine Begun!  
Spain’s Asiatic Fleet Burned and Sunk! !
There’s a lot in this headline.  Enough to stop most people on the street and 
cause them to spend a penny to read what happened. !
Now, here’s a headline from a blog in 2014 … !
Doctor in New York City is Sick With Ebola !
What?!  Click.  Right? !
So, not much has changed … !
What do these alarming headlines have in common? !
They are supposed to catch our attention.  They are supposed to make us 
spend a penny to read the paper.  They are supposed to make us click the 
link, because … !
More clicks on the article, the more advertising revenue that blog generates.  
Meaning more money for the blog publication. !
Just as those paper boys on the street corners needed to sell a lot of “one-
off” newspapers to generate the publication money … !
Blogs are controlled by the “TRAFFIC” they receive on their site. !
This sensationalistic journalism is historically known as “Yellow Journalism”. !
But then came … !
The subscription. !
When newspapers were able to make their money from loyal subscribers, 



they were able to spend more time reporting the actual news and writing in 
depth articles that were better aligned to the journalistic ethics and code 
established in the late 1800’s. !
Interestingly enough, do you see the correlation of how each form of media 
made it’s money?  One was a “one-off” sensationalistic product, the other 
was built on quality content to keep subscription numbers steady. !
Subscriptions gave newspapers the cash flow to do better work. !
So, where does that leave blogs? !
Where are the newspapers in today’s online communication? !
They’re dead. !
Honestly, just like in Mission 22, when I said you could just read Jeff 
Walker’s book, Launch, to learn all there is about launching products online 
… !
The same could be said for this Mission, in which I recommend reading 
Ryan Holiday’s book, Trust Me, I’m Lying: Confessions of a Media 
Manipulator. !
In Holiday’s book, he explains … !

The link economy encourages bloggers to repeat what “other people are saying” 
and link to it instead of doing their own reporting and standing behind it. This 
changes the news from what has happened into what someone said the news is. 

!
When Holiday refers to the link economy, he is basically saying that in 
today’s fast paced online news world … !
There isn’t enough time to check whether a story is factually correct 
anymore … !
Blogs need to grab viewers attention as quickly as possible … 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1591846285?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=1591846285&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20


!
And get people clicking as many times as possible to “increase” the page 
views. !
That’s how the blogs and bloggers get paid … !
Page views! !
Bloggers are just linking to other blogger’s articles to provide some kind of 
proof that their analysis is credible. !
So, the news online today is nothing more than rumors … !
Or worse, it’s just plain made-up … !
Here’s a line from the film, Citizen Kane: !

BERNSTEIN!
! ! “Stop.  There is no war in Cuba, signed Wheeler.”!
! ! Any answer?!!

CHARLES FOSTER KANE!
! ! Yes. “Dear Wheeler: you provide the prose poems.  
! ! I’ll provide the war.”!!
Yes, Citizen Kane was just a film … But isn’t that what art does?  Exposes the 
truth in a creative way? !!
The Question Mark is Permission to Lie … 
What does all of this have to do with making and selling films online? !
For the über indie filmmaker, the biggest question you’ll have is not how to 
make your film … !
But how does your film get noticed? !
To get noticed amongst all the internet noise, it’s important to understand 



how the game is played in regards to how the online press works. !
Just like in Mission 01, where we pulled back the curtain to reveal how 
wealth works … !
This Mission is designed to help you navigate the treacherous waters of the 
online press. !
Consider this … !
If you’ve spent all this time to make a film, build an online business system, 
but failed to share your message and work … !
That would be a shame … !
And if you saw another filmmaker getting all the accolades and success 
because they played the game better … !
Would that leave you feeling bitter? !
Hopefully not … !
Hopefully, you’ll never feel envious of anyone ever again, if you accept the 
mind-set of abundance … !
But you can learn from those who are playing the game to their advantage. !
Just like the paper boys of the late 1800’s yelling, “Extra!  Extra!” … !
Blogs, Status Updates, and Tweets all need catchy headlines. !
And the magic is in the question mark … !
When blogs pose a question as their headline, they are essentially giving 
themselves a permission to lie. !

“Could This Be the Stupidest Movie Ever Made?” 



!
“Better Than The Godfather?” !
“Did Real Ghosts Wreak Havoc During the Making of [your film title 
here]?” !

In most cases, when you see a question as the headline, the actual article 
spends the rest of the time disproving the question. !
Or worse, the article may use words, such as, “allegedly” or “rumors are” or 
“possibly” to relinquish any responsibility that the whole article is bogus. !
What this allows the blogger to get away with is … publishing rumors. !
Since they are just posing a question, it frees the writer of any need to do 
the hard journalistic research work. !
Why? !
Because the blogger is solely motivated by getting paid from high page 
views. !
I’ve used this technique before in blog posts I’ve written. !
My headline read:  “Death of a Sales Agent?” !
I proposed it to address the changes in film distribution.  What would be the 
role of the film sales agent?  Could this middleman position finally be 
eliminated? !
I could only hypothesize … !
The same holds true with the title of this book, Survive the Hollywood 
Implosion.  I wanted to use, Is The Hollywood Implosion Real?  Do You Want 
To Survive It? !
I can only hypothesize that it could happen … 



!!
But as you can see, the power of posing a question can easily attract viewers  
to click on your link. !
It’ll be up to you if you use it for good or … evil ;-) !
Now, if you don’t want to ask a question, you can always pose a statement 
that will get people angry … !
After all, anger spreads … correct? !

“Why Women Filmmakers Will Never Make Good Super-Hero Films” !
“10 Reasons Martin Scorsese Is An Over-Rated Director” !
“Asian Actors Offer No Value, Unless It’s In A Martial Arts Film” !

As you can see, with audacious headlines like these, it may just make you 
“click” the link to read the article … !
And guess what? !
You just helped put money into the bloggers pocket when the page view 
jumps in numbers. !
It’s all by design. !
If an article can get people’s emotions stirred up enough to leave comments, 
then this increases the engagement of the article. !
Engagement leads to more page views too … !
And don’t be surprised, if the actual blogger who wrote the article uses a 
fake avatar to post some emotionally inciting comments to get people riled 
up.  If readers are engaging with the planted “troll”, it’ll continue to promote 
the article even more. 



!
Simply crazy, right? !
And unethical, right? !
Yes … but that’s how the game is played on many of the Facebook shares, 
blog posts, and Tweets. !
Like I mentioned before, Ryan Holiday’s book, Trust Me, I’m Lying … He 
admits to doing this very thing. !
It was his job as a media manipulator. !
And he did this to help promote the film, I Hope They Serve Beer in Hell.  As 
Holiday describes it … !

 It’s why I found myself at 2:00 A.M. one morning, at a deserted 
intersection in Los Angeles, dress in all black.  In my hand I had tape and some 
obscene stickers made at Kinko’s earlier in the afternoon.  What was I doing here?  
I was there to deface billboards, specifically billboards I had designed and paid 
for. 

!
Holiday would go on to explain that later the next day he took photos of the 
defaced billboards and sent them to two major blogs under an assumed 
name. !

“I saw these on my way home last night.  It was on 3rd and Crescent Heights, I 
think.  Good to know Los Angeles hates Tucker Max too,” and attached the 
photos. 

!
Tucker Max was Ryan Holiday’s client.  Holiday was responsible in promoting 
Max’s upcoming book and film.  With very little money, Holiday exploited the 
way blogs operated and sent them something newsworthy to write about. !
The whole campaign swirled to such controversy, that it helped propel Max’s 
book to become a New York Times Bestseller. !

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0806532254?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=0806532254&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20


Holiday is quick to point out in his book, that even though you might feed 
the beast, you will eventually be bitten by it too. !!
It’s All About Incentives 
In the landmark book, Freakonomics, journalist Steven Dubner co-wrote the 
book with American Economist, Stephen Levitt. !
Levitt had a very unique way of looking at the world, and thus both Dubner 
and Levitt have since built an entire business looking at the world through 
the Freakonomics glasses. !
One of the key takeaways from the book, is that all humans are motivated 
by “incentives”. !
If you ever want to know why anyone does anything … !
Ask yourself, “What is their incentive”? !
What is your incentive in wanting to become a filmmaker? !
What is my incentive in wanting to write this book? !
I’ll tell ya … !
I hope the book will change enough filmmaker’s point of view about what a 
filmmaking career and lifestyle means … !
If the book can convince enough people to follow my escapades on Film 
Trooper … !
Then I will have accomplish my goal of creating something out of nothing 
and maybe … just maybe, I’ll be able to make a few pennies along the way. !
But back to incentives. !
When it comes time to promote your film … 
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!
Always ask yourself, what is the incentive of this blogging influencer?  And 
what would make them want to promote my crap? !
Start with the question of “incentive” and then reverse engineer it to see 
how you can best serve that person’s needs. !
IndieWire(dot)com is a popular blog about the independent film scene.  If all 
blogs that are based in the economics of generating page views for 
advertising dollars, then what sort of material can you offer to the 
publication that would essentially help the pocketbook of that blogger? !
Does your film project offer anything that will generate page views?  If not, 
you’ll have to work harder at finding a story that will meet the expectations 
of these blogger’s incentives. !
Holiday’s book gives you a simple tip … !

 As the CEO of a viral video agency that did $25 million in billing last year 
advised me: “Get out there and make your own noise.  Advertise the advertising.” 

!
When in doubt … !
Advertise the advertising … !!
COMPLETE MISSION 24: 
!
Remember creating your press release in Mission 16? !
Well, you’ll definitely have to craft it and any other materials to best match 
the “incentives” of the bloggers, the press, and influencers in order for them 
to help you promote your film. !
How many times have you read a blog post and felt that it was all fluff and 
very little substance? !

http://www.indiewire.com/


But you clicked on the link anyway … !
Why? !
Was it a catchy headline? !
Was it a controversial headline? !
How can you play the game of the online press? !
Remember one word … !
Incentive. !
What’s next? !
We’ve come to the end of our journey … Sort of. !!

!



MISSION 25:  The Elixir! 
!
“You can't connect the dots looking forward; you can only connect them 
looking backwards. So you have to trust that the dots will somehow connect 
in your future.”  
~ Steve Jobs !!
Connecting The Dots … 
Back in Mission 08, we explored the structure of the Hero’s Journey for 
your story telling purposes. !
But, you’re on a personal journey too … !
Especially, if you’ve decided to become a Film Trooper. !
So, if at the end of every journey, there is some newfound knowledge or … !
Behold—An elixir! !
An elixir that is supposed to be returned back to your world … then ask 
yourself, “What kind of magic potion do I bring back to my ideal fans that 
goes beyond my film product?” !
For me … !
I just wanted to make a living, making my own little featured films … !
I love the narrative format … !
But the only business system that was shown to me … !
The only elixir that was shown to me … !
Came from the Hollywood system. !
I never realized that there could be a whole new way of fulfilling this dream 
without Hollywood … !
Until now. !
I am in no way an expert filmmaker, or an expert online business guru … 



!
But I hope that my story is relatable … !
That it is tangible … !
I started Film Trooper with no one listening … !
Now, I have a small email list that is interested in where all this goes? !
On a very small scale, I’ve implemented these Missions and found results. !
Now, I’m committed to growing the message of Film Trooper. !!
You Are The Rock Star … 
I bet some of you already have a much larger email list than I do … !
Or, you have a large number of subscribers on YouTube … !
But you may have not seen all the dots connected. !
That is my goal with this Survival Guide … !
To connect the dots for me and you! !
The breakthrough for me was being able to make a feature film for $500 
without a crew. !
I didn’t know I was capable of doing it. !
But now, after accomplishing this small feat, I see the world differently. !
I wanted to make sure that I could make a film that was inexpensive and 
that I could sell online without a middleman. !
I’ve made a little bit of money from selling my film online, and I continue to 
make a little bit more each day. !
However, it’s nothing to quit a day job over … !
But the seal was broken … !
I was making a little bit of money … !



Now, I’m asking myself … !
How do I make more money online? !
And how can I do this while making my little films? !!
DO-OVER 
If for some miraculous reason, my former independent film project took off, 
and DO-OVER was made … !
Then I wonder where that would have taken me? !
I may have been thrusted into the Hollywood machine of chasing money, 
trying to raise the budget to get my fee for my next feature … !
Which means, I would have never had the time, or motivation to figure out 
how to make films for a living in a different capacity. !
It’s taken me so long just to get to this point … !
This Survival Guide is meant for you … !
This way you don’t have to spend seven years chasing this problem like I 
did. !!
What If You Don’t Want To Become An Filmmaking Entrepreneur? 
There are a lot of disciplines and skills within the filmmaking industry … !
What if you just wanted to know how to become the best Director of 
Photography? !
How will running an online business serve you? !
Wherever your special talent lies … !
You already have the elixir in your grasp. !
It is your knowledge. !
Your job is to share that knowledge … !
To share the elixir … 



!
And as New York Times Best Selling Author, Austin Kleon says on the title 
from one of his books, Show Your Work! !
Essentially share everything to the world, and that act of giving will come 
back to you in abundance. !
But to grow as a specialist, you need to own your level … and then level up. !
If you accept jobs at a certain price, then raise your fees for the next round.  
Yes, there may be someone else who comes in at a lower price, but in the 
end, the project may have not been worth your talents. !
If you want to be that expert specialist, then your ideal fans will be the 
people who will hire you for their gigs. !
You can build the same business system described in this Survival Guide, but 
direct your efforts to clients. !
Your clients will become your ideal fans … !
But this is a Survival Guide about making and selling films online. !
This guide is about taking the other path at the fork in the road that doesn’t 
lead to Hollywood. !
If you can be of service to your fans, then they will protect you from any 
sort of industry implosion. !
New platforms and new tools will come and go … !
But the basic strategy of serving your fans … !
And constructing a business system that makes it enjoyable for both you and 
your fans to share in your work … !
This will always lead to a path of wealth … !
Both financially and spiritually. !!
COMPLETE MISSION 25: 
!
You have one mission and that is to share the elixir you acquire on your 
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journey with your ideal fans. !
What was this journey? !

You awoke to your normal world, but then the curtain was pulled 
back and the wizard showed you how wealth really works. !
This was important, because as a filmmaker, you needed to 
know where you fit into the whole scheme of things. !
Hollywood is NOT in the film business … they are in the business 
of exploiting licenses. !
And now you can do the same with your own work. !
This is the inciting incident … !
Now your world begins to change and it changes rapidly once 
your mind-set accepts one word … “How”. !
You as the hero, crosses the first threshold … You discover that 
you’ll need to pull information from your ideal fans and not push 
your work onto them. !
The more you surrender yourself to be a servant to your fans, 
the more fulfilled you’ll become. !
But you must institute a system to collect and manage where all 
your ideal fans are located … you do this with the email list. !
As the first act comes to a close, your next obstacle approaches 
… !
How in the world are you going to be able to make a film for 
your ideal fans when you have no money and no resources? !
You take stock in what you do have and use your creativity to 



construct a story, a logline, a synopsis, and poster around the 
promise that you can deliver something of value to your ideal 
fans. !
As your journey continues, you share your process with your 
ideal fans.  You show them everything about how you’re making 
art … for them. !
You gather your small team … you make sure they are taken 
care of … and that they are safe above all else. !
You stay Zen … !
You share the “real” you … !
And you edit to sculpt your work to be lean, mean, fighting 
machine. !
As the second act closes in, you arise from the ashes of making 
your art … !
Bloody and bruised … it’s time to celebrate the achievement with 
your fans and a little premiere for you. !
The third act is upon you now … !
All the struggles and triumphs, can not be wasted by handing 
over the elixir to just anyone … !
You control how you’ll share the elixir with your fans … !
You do this by engaging in a launch system … !
You do this by using a funnel system … !
You do this by playing the influence game better than your 
online media influencer … 



!
And in the end you will have served your elixir directly to your 
ideal fan without interference. !
Your victory, may be small … like mine … but the experience 
opens your eyes to the greater possibilities … !
A greater journey lies just over the horizon … !
How can I do better? !
How can I make more money next time? !
How can I make my film better next time? !
How can I serve better? !
These questions will burn inside and you’ll find yourself gearing 
up for the next great adventure. !

“The greatest gift to give is your knowledge … share it.” 
~ Buddha !

!



CLOSING THOUGHTS … 
!
Do you have more questions? !
I definitely don’t have all the answers … !
But if you need more information on, let’s say … !
How to make and sell your film the traditional way?  Then I 
recommend joining Stacey Parks over at Film Specific (http://
filmspecific.com).  Stacey has been running Film Specific since 2007, and I 
admire how she’s built and sustained an online business all these years.  
Stacey is a former film sales agent, and she knows that world better than 
most.  If you have burning questions about raising financing and selling your 
film to a market … then Stacey is the “go to” person for this. !
Need some straight film marketing talk?  If that’s the case then I’ve 
always valued the discussion points and advice that Sheri Candler, Marketing 
& Publicity Strategist has brought to the table.  You can follow Sheri and the 
curation of articles that she ties into independent film over at http://
www.shericandler.com/ !
What’s really going on with digital distribution today?  Then I 
recommend following what Jason Brubaker does over at Filmmaking Stuff 
(http://filmmakingstuff.com).  Jason has been a leader in getting the 
message of the new ways filmmakers can profit from the ever-changing 
landscape of digital distribution.  Brubaker has been an advocate of this 
entrepreneurial filmmaking for a lot longer than I have and he’s put together 
some very helpful products that I’ve used to help get THE CUBE up and 
running. !
What are all the cool kids saying about indie film?  Ryan Koo over at 
No Film School (http://nofilmschool.com), is a great example of a filmmaker 
who started an independent film blog—that just blew up over the course of a 
few years.  The blog brings in the income for Ryan to do what he wants to do
—which is to make his films! 

http://filmspecific.com
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!
Want to know “How To” use the gear to make films in a really fun 
way?  If you desire such a thing, then I recommend the team over at Film 
Riot (http://filmriot.com).  What Ryan Connolly and his team have done for 
a long time is to make entertaining and educational videos on YouTube about 
the filmmaking process.  But they do it in a way that shows you all the cool 
things that made most of us want to get into filmmaking in the first place.  
Connolly has built up an online business that allows him to do what he wants 
to do—which is to make his films! !
Do you want to use a crowdfunding campaign for your next film?  
How about a crowd funding platform designed specifically for the indie 
filmmaker? I recommend seeing what Seed&Spark (http://
www.seedandspark.com/) can do for your film.  What Emily Best has done in 
such a short time to take this startup to the heights she has, is nothing short 
of remarkable.  Emily being a filmmaker herself, has crafted this resource as 
a powerful platform to really help the indie filmmaker. !
Need more filmmaking advice from those who are in the trenches?  
Then I recommend heading over to the Film Courage YouTube channel 
(http://www.youtube.com/user/filmcourage).  David Brannin and Karen 
Worden who started Film Courage as a radio talk show, have collected an 
impressive amount of video interviews from all sort of indie filmmakers. !
Need help pitching your project?  If you have opportunities to be part of 
the Hollywood machine and to get your film made, then I recommend 
following Stephanie Palmer, who is a former studio executive and the host of 
the American Film Market (AFM) Pitch Conference.  Palmer is also the author 
of Good in a Room, an absolutely great book on what it takes to pitch 
effectively.  Stephanie is another glowing example of someone who has built 
an online business through her Good in a Room (http://goodinaroom.com) 
brand and message. !
On top of that, I had the greatest time interviewing her for my podcast show 
in which you can listen to it here:  http://filmtrooper.com/39 !!

http://filmriot.com
http://www.seedandspark.com/
http://www.youtube.com/user/filmcourage
http://goodinaroom.com
http://filmtrooper.com/39


Film Trooper Examples … 
Are there any examples of filmmakers who have built their ideal fan base, 
and is that fan base large enough to pay these filmmakers to make a living? !
Yes. !
The Milwaukee-based team of Red Letter Media (http://redlettermedia.com/) 
makes ridiculous videos for YouTube.  They make income from YouTube ad 
revenue, DVD sales, and merchandising. !
However, they turned to Patreon (http://www.patreon.com/redlettermedia) 
to collect donations from their fans.  Patreon is a service that is allows 
patrons to support their favorite artists. !
Red Letter Media at the time of this writing has well over 200,000 YouTube 
subscribers.  They’ve been able to convert less than 1% of those subscribers 
into loyal fans who donate money to support their filmmaking. !
Remember the Kevin Kelly article, “1,000 True Fans”?  Where artists only 
need to serve 1,000 loyal fans in exchange for about $100 worth of value 
each year? !
Well, the team at Red Letter Media are glowing examples of this theory put 
into practice. !
They have roughly over a 1,000 fans that donate to support their filmmaking 
habit.  Enough money is donated for Red Letter Media to make a living doing 
what they do—which is making their films. !
You can read about this fascinating story at Filmmaker Magazine blog: 
http://filmmakermagazine.com/87102-fundraising-100000-a-year-for-
online-video-mike-stoklasa-on-patreon/ !
They aren’t breaking down the doors of Hollywood, and you may have never 
heard of them, but Red Letter Media is having fun making films for their 
fans. !

http://redlettermedia.com/
http://www.patreon.com/redlettermedia
http://filmmakermagazine.com/87102-fundraising-100000-a-year-for-online-video-mike-stoklasa-on-patreon/


!
I’ll Be Your Huckleberry … 
If you want to see this Survival Guide put into practice, then I invite you to 
join me over at Film Trooper (http://filmtrooper.com).  I’ll be using myself as 
a crash test dummy on the following things: !

• Finding the ideal fans for my next feature film project 
• Building a list of influencers 
• Connecting with those ideal fans 
• Connecting with those influencers 
• Making the über indie film 
• Building the sales funnel 
• Marketing and selling the film online !

But again … !
It’s not about me … it’s about you! !
Come join me at Film Trooper and let me know what you’re working on as 
you embark on your journey as a Film Trooper … !
And survive the Hollywood implosion. !!!

!

http://filmtrooper.com


Three Women (Acknowledgements) … 
!
This Survival Guide is nothing without the three women who have inspired 
me to wake up and just get on with the work … !
For my wife who I’ve known since high school … She works so hard to take 
care of our family … !
I feel like a schlep most of the time, fumbling and bumbling trying to figure 
out this online business stuff and how it can be applied to the über indie 
filmmaker.  I’m grateful for her support and her no nonsense approach to 
making me do my best. !
For my daughter, who I am constantly in awe of … as she fearlessly dives 
into making her art, writing stories, and singing songs. !
It is through her eyes and passion that drives me to just get on with the 
work … !
I want to carve out a different success model for her … if one day, she 
indeed wants to profit from her artistic endeavors … maybe, just maybe, this 
whole effort will show her a viable path. !
The whole concept of leaving the world a better place behind for your 
children … !
Well, this Survival Guide is one small step in carving that niche out for her. !
And lastly, to my dear friend, Brigitte … who left this world too soon … !
She was the epitome of giving … Her gift has not faded away … !
These three women … help me get on with the work. !

!



RESOURCES 
!
I’m assuming that some of the links within this Survival Guide don’t work … !
Why do I say this? !
Because, amongst this masterpiece of self-publishing history, there has to be 
something I missed. !
So, in case you weren’t able to properly open any of the links within the 
Missions, you can simply go to this link and get the updated resource links: !
http://filmtrooper.com/implosion-resources/ !
And for your convenience, here’s all the links collected in the order as they 
appeared in the Survival Guide for you:  !!
INTRODUCTION: 
!
How The Music Industry Works (Video Link): 
http://youtu.be/6fa8lJKTy0I !
A Whole New Mind: Why Right-Brainers Will Rule the Future (Amazon 
Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/Whole-New-Mind-Right-Brainers-Future/dp/1594481717/
ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=SRPCOI4KOWMR3YKS&creativeASIN
=1594481717 !
DO-OVER (Website Link): 
http://iwantmydoover.com !
Hot Tub Time Machine Poster (Amazon Affiliate Poster Link): 
www.amazon.com/Hot-Time-Machine-Movie-Poster/dp/B003SLJRQ6/
ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?

http://filmtrooper.com/implosion-resources/
http://youtu.be/6fa8lJKTy0I
http://www.amazon.com/Whole-New-Mind-Right-Brainers-Future/dp/1594481717/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=SRPCOI4KOWMR3YKS&creativeASIN=1594481717
http://iwantmydoover.com
http://www.amazon.com/Hot-Time-Machine-Movie-Poster/dp/B003SLJRQ6/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=BZ3F4RBFXFLMK42L&creativeASIN=B003SLJRQ6


tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=BZ3F4RBFXFLMK42L&creativeASIN=
B003SLJRQ6 !
Seth Godin Keynote Presentation (Video Link): 
http://youtu.be/qESbS8jg9F4 !
Stacey Parks’s Film Specific (Website Link): 
http://www.filmspecific.com/ !
The Insider’s Guide to Independent Film Distribution (Amazon Affiliate Book 
Link): 
www.amazon.com/Insiders-Guide-Independent-Film-Distribution/dp/
0240817559/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=DIM25ZFXYIOJPPE7&creativeASIN=
0240817559 !
Film Trooper Podcast Interview with Oren Peli, Creator of Paranormal Activity 
(Podcast Link): 
http://filmtrooper.com/28 !
THE CUBE (Website Link): 
http://thecubemovie.com !!
MISSION 01: 
!
Rich Dad, Poor Dad (Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/3442217784/ref=as_li_tf_tl?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=3442217784&linkCode
=as2&tag=filmtroo-20 !
The E-Myth Revisited: Why Most Small Businesses Don’t Work and What to 
Do About It (Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/0887307280?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=0887307280&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmt
roo-20 !

http://www.amazon.com/Hot-Time-Machine-Movie-Poster/dp/B003SLJRQ6/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=BZ3F4RBFXFLMK42L&creativeASIN=B003SLJRQ6
http://youtu.be/qESbS8jg9F4
http://www.filmspecific.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Insiders-Guide-Independent-Film-Distribution/dp/0240817559/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=DIM25ZFXYIOJPPE7&creativeASIN=0240817559
http://filmtrooper.com/28
http://thecubemovie.com
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/3442217784/ref=as_li_tf_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=3442217784&linkCode=as2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0887307280?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=0887307280&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20


Creativity, Inc.: Overcoming the Unforeseen Forces That Stand in the Way of 
True Inspiration (Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/Creativity-Inc-Overcoming-Unseen-Inspiration/dp/
0812993012/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=BMH5UR6JF5TNU7BJ&creativeASIN=
0812993012 !
Ted Hope’s Blog Post (Blog Post Link): 
http://trulyfreefilm.hopeforfilm.com/2013/12/i-am-no-longer-going-to-
produce-films-for-my-living.html !!
MISSION 02: 
!
Think and Grow Rich (Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/Think-Grow-Rich-Landmark-Bestseller/dp/1585424331/
ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=KOJTC6FVGTINLF7M&creativeASIN=
1585424331 !!
MISSION 03: 
!
The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People: Powerful Lessons in Personal Change 
(Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/The-Habits-Highly-Effective-People/dp/1451639619/
ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=3JSFF5V2Z43YNTWD&creativeASIN
=1451639619 !
Interview with Dane Maxwell on Mixergy Podcast and Blog (Link): 
http://mixergy.com/interviews/paperless-pipeline-maxwell-interview/ !
Dane Maxwell and Andy Drish’s Foundation Company (Website Link): 
http://thefoundation.com/ !

http://www.amazon.com/Creativity-Inc-Overcoming-Unseen-Inspiration/dp/0812993012/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=BMH5UR6JF5TNU7BJ&creativeASIN=0812993012
http://trulyfreefilm.hopeforfilm.com/2013/12/i-am-no-longer-going-to-produce-films-for-my-living.html
http://www.amazon.com/Think-Grow-Rich-Landmark-Bestseller/dp/1585424331/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=KOJTC6FVGTINLF7M&creativeASIN=1585424331
http://www.amazon.com/The-Habits-Highly-Effective-People/dp/1451639619/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=3JSFF5V2Z43YNTWD&creativeASIN=1451639619
http://mixergy.com/interviews/paperless-pipeline-maxwell-interview/
http://thefoundation.com/


Film Trooper Podcast Interview with Andy Drish, Co-Founder of The 
Foundation (Podcast Link): 
http://filmtrooper.com/54 !!
MISSION 04: 
!
Who Is Your Ideal Fan Checklist Questionnaire (Download Link): 
http://filmtrooper.com/idealfan !
Jason Brubaker’s Filmmaking Stuff Website (Website Link): 
http://filmmakingstuff.com !!
MISSION 05: 
!
Kevin Kelly’s 1,000 True Fans Blog Post (Link): 
http://kk.org/thetechnium/2008/03/1000-true-fans/ !
Fat, Sick, and Nearly Dead (Movie Website Link): 
http://www.fatsickandnearlydead.com/ !
Google Adwords Keyword Planner (Link): 
http://www.google.com/adwords/ !!
MISSION 06: 
!
Amy Porterfield, Facebook Marketing Expert (Website Link): 
http://www.amyporterfield.com/2014/01/attract-more-facebook-fans/ !
Hostmonster Website Hosting (Affiliate Sales Link): 
www.hostmonster.com/track/arrowinn !
Wordpress (Website Link): 
http://wordpress.org/ 

http://filmtrooper.com/54
http://filmtrooper.com/idealfan
http://filmmakingstuff.com
http://kk.org/thetechnium/2008/03/1000-true-fans/
http://www.fatsickandnearlydead.com/
http://www.google.com/adwords/
http://www.amyporterfield.com/2014/01/attract-more-facebook-fans/
http://www.hostmonster.com/track/arrowinn
http://wordpress.org/


!
CyberChimps Wordpress Themes (Website Link): 
http://cyberchimps.com/ !
How to Install a Wordpress Theme (Blog Link): 
www.wpbeginner.com/beginners-guide/how-to-install-a-wordpress-theme/ !
MailChimp (Affiliate Sales Link): 
eepurl.com/5Shu1 !
How to Get Started with MailChimp (Blog Link): 
http://mailchimp.com/resources/guides/getting-started-with-mailchimp/ !
How to Create a New List in MailChimp (Blog Link): 
http://kb.mailchimp.com/lists/growth/create-a-new-list !
How to Create an Email Campaign in MailChimp (Blog Link): 
http://kb.mailchimp.com/campaigns/ways-to-build/create-a-campaign-with-
campaign-builder !
Free Gear Guide to Equipment That Was Used to Make a Feature Film With 
No Crew (Opt-in Link): 
http://freegearguide.com !!
MISSION 07: 
!
Defining Resource-Based Filmmaking by Christopher J. Boghosian (Film 
Courage Video Link): 
http://youtu.be/nN07W0KoiZA !
Swingers (Amazon Affiliate Movie Link): 
http://www.amazon.com/Swingers-Collectors-Edition-Vince-Vaughn/dp/
B004SIPALY/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=MBGFMU6F44J6UWNN&creativeASIN
=B004SIPALY !

http://cyberchimps.com/
http://www.wpbeginner.com/beginners-guide/how-to-install-a-wordpress-theme/
http://eepurl.com/5Shu1
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What Resources Are In Front Of You? Checklist Questionnaire (Download 
Link): 
http://filmtrooper.com/resourcechecklist !!
MISSION 08: 
!
Rope (Amazon Affiliate Movie Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00BM7A1AO/ref=as_li_tl?
ie=UTF8&camp=211189&creative=373489&creativeASIN=B00BM7A1AO&lin
k_code=as3&tag=filmtroo-20 !
Cube (Amazon Affiliate Movie Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/6305238065/ref=as_li_tl?
ie=UTF8&camp=211189&creative=373489&creativeASIN=6305238065&link
_code=as3&tag=filmtroo-20 !
My Dinner With Andre (Amazon Affiliate Movie Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/B001WLMOLE?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B001WLMOLE&linkCode=xm2&tag=fil
mtroo-20 !
Paranormal Activity (Amazon Affiliate Movie Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/B002VKE0XA/ref=as_li_tl?
ie=UTF8&camp=211189&creative=373489&creativeASIN=B002VKE0XA&link
_code=as3&tag=filmtroo-20 !
Exam (Amazon Affiliate Movie Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0040QYRSQ/ref=as_li_tl?
ie=UTF8&camp=211189&creative=373489&creativeASIN=B0040QYRSQ&lin
k_code=as3&tag=filmtroo-20 !
Clerks (Amazon Affiliate Movie Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/B004SIP6N6/ref=as_li_tl?
ie=UTF8&camp=211189&creative=373489&creativeASIN=B004SIP6N6&link
_code=as3&tag=filmtroo-20 !

http://filmtrooper.com/resourcechecklist
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El Mariachi (Amazon Affiliate Movie Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0000A2ZTY/ref=as_li_tl?
ie=UTF8&camp=211189&creative=373489&creativeASIN=B0000A2ZTY&link
_code=as3&tag=filmtroo-20 !
Reservoir Dogs (Amazon Affiliate Movie Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000KX0ISG/ref=as_li_tl?
ie=UTF8&camp=211189&creative=373489&creativeASIN=B000KX0ISG&link
_code=as3&tag=filmtroo-20 !
Story Cheat Sheet (Download Link): 
http://filmtrooper.com/storycheatsheet !
The Hero with a Thousand Faces (Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/1577315936/ref=as_li_tf_il?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=1577315936&linkCode
=as2&tag=filmtroo-20 !
Story: Substance, Structure, Style and the Principles of Screenwriting 
(Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/0060391685/ref=as_li_tf_il?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=0060391685&linkCode
=as2&tag=filmtroo-20 !
Save the Cat! The Last Book on Screenwriting You’ll Ever Need (Amazon 
Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/1932907009/ref=as_li_tf_il?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=1932907009&linkCode
=as2&tag=filmtroo-20 !
Save the Cat! Goes to the Movies: The Screenwriter’s Guide to Every Story 
Ever Told (Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/1932907351/ref=as_li_tf_il?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=1932907351&linkCode
=as2&tag=filmtroo-20 !
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Save the Cat! Strikes Back: More Trouble for Screenwriters to Get into … and 
Out of (Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/0984157603/ref=as_li_tf_il?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=0984157603&linkCode
=as2&tag=filmtroo-20 !
The Writer’s Journey: Mythic Structure for Writers (Amazon Affiliate Book 
Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/193290736X/ref=as_li_tf_tl?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=193290736X&linkCode
=as2&tag=filmtroo-20 !
Selling Your Story in 60 Seconds: The Guaranteed Way to Get Your 
Screenplay or Novel Read (Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/1932907203/ref=as_li_tf_il?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=1932907203&linkCode
=as2&tag=filmtroo-20 !
The Screenwriter’s Bible: A Complete Guide to Writing, Formatting, and 
Selling Your Script (Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/The-Screenwriters-Bible-6th-Edition-ebook/dp/
B00JLTHHVG/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=4F4OT5KWIA4OQCVA&creativeASIN
=B00JLTHHVG !
Good in a Room: How to Sell Yourself (and Your Ideas) and Win Over Any 
Audience (Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/Good-Room-Yourself-Ideas-Audience/dp/0385520433/
ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=QTPMXJFWUQ2EBIB6&creativeASIN
=0385520433 !!
MISSION 09: 
!
10 Tips For Writing Loglines (Raindance Blog Post): 
http://www.raindance.org/10-tips-for-writing-loglines/ 
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!
What Is Your Logline?  Checklist (Download Link): 
http://filmtrooper.com/loglinechecklist !!
MISSION 10: 
!
Swingers Movie Poster (Amazon Affiliate Poster Link): 
www.amazon.com/swingers-movie-poster-size-27/dp/b0016d7y9a/
ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkcode=w00&linkid=nzfozx2teeli3qnt&creativeasin=b001
6d7y9a !
Rushmore Movie Poster (Amazon Affiliate Poster Link): 
www.amazon.com/pop-culture-graphics-204570-rushmore/dp/b001aobwu2/
ref=pd_sim_sbs_hg_1?ie=utf8&refrid=03cys78favcb3fp8s5f1 !
Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgandy Movie Poster (Amazon Affiliate 
Poster Link): 
www.amazon.com/anchorman-legend-burgundy-poster-movie/dp/
b001mssxgw/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkcode=w00&linkid=ltm6dny5sc6hxg4l&creativeasin=b00
1mssxgw !
Jaws Movie Poster (Amazon Affiliate Poster Link): 
www.amazon.com/merchandise-24-7-jaws-poster/dp/b00cjbmi8a/
ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkcode=w00&linkid=k76ubenlonzzqwbl&creativeasin=b00
cjbmi8a !
2001: A Space Odyssey Movie Poster (Amazon Affiliate Poster Link): 
www.amazon.com/2001-space-odyssey-movie-poster/dp/b0016d58fm/
ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkcode=w00&linkid=vsvv6sa46riys6yp&creativeasin=b00
16d58fm !
Why Growing 10x is Easier Than Going 2x: Strategic Coach (Video Link): 

http://filmtrooper.com/loglinechecklist
http://www.amazon.com/swingers-movie-poster-size-27/dp/b0016d7y9a/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkcode=w00&linkid=nzfozx2teeli3qnt&creativeasin=b0016d7y9a
http://www.amazon.com/pop-culture-graphics-204570-rushmore/dp/b001aobwu2/ref=pd_sim_sbs_hg_1?ie=utf8&refrid=03cys78favcb3fp8s5f1
http://www.amazon.com/anchorman-legend-burgundy-poster-movie/dp/b001mssxgw/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkcode=w00&linkid=ltm6dny5sc6hxg4l&creativeasin=b001mssxgw
http://www.amazon.com/merchandise-24-7-jaws-poster/dp/b00cjbmi8a/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkcode=w00&linkid=k76ubenlonzzqwbl&creativeasin=b00cjbmi8a
http://www.amazon.com/2001-space-odyssey-movie-poster/dp/b0016d58fm/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkcode=w00&linkid=vsvv6sa46riys6yp&creativeasin=b0016d58fm


http://youtu.be/eR3ARVWlxv4 !
West Side Story Movie Poster (Amazon Affiliate Poster Link): 
www.amazon.com/West-Story-27x40-Movie-Poster/dp/B000VX8OTU/
ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=ZGKJ6E6F5V6JNSUD&creativeASIN=
B000VX8OTU !
Ocean’s Eleven Movie Poster (Amazon Affiliate Poster Link): 
www.amazon.com/Movie-Posters-Oceans-Eleven/dp/B000KA3TB2/
ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=JNJZW2A7KQHTURDS&creativeASIN
=B000KA3TB2 !
Metropolis Movie Poster (Amazon Affiliate Poster Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000KA4BVO?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B000KA4BVO&linkCode=xm2&tag=film
troo-20 !
The Endless Summer Movie Poster (Amazon Affiliate Poster Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0013S7EAC?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B0013S7EAC&linkCode=xm2&tag=film
troo-20 !
Ghostbusters Movie Poster (Amazon Affiliate Poster Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0013EQD9E?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B0013EQD9E&linkCode=xm2&tag=film
troo-20 !
Alien Movie Poster (Amazon Affiliate Poster Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000KA47PY?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B000KA47PY&linkCode=xm2&tag=film
troo-20 !
Office Space Movie Poster (Amazon Affiliate Poster Link): 

http://youtu.be/eR3ARVWlxv4
http://www.amazon.com/West-Story-27x40-Movie-Poster/dp/B000VX8OTU/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=ZGKJ6E6F5V6JNSUD&creativeASIN=B000VX8OTU
http://www.amazon.com/Movie-Posters-Oceans-Eleven/dp/B000KA3TB2/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=JNJZW2A7KQHTURDS&creativeASIN=B000KA3TB2
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000KA4BVO?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B000KA4BVO&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0013S7EAC?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B0013S7EAC&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0013EQD9E?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B0013EQD9E&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000KA47PY?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B000KA47PY&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20


www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000VX6MS0?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B000VX6MS0&linkCode=xm2&tag=film
troo-20 !
V for Vendetta Movie Poster (Amazon Affiliate Poster Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00FEW2RFU?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B00FEW2RFU&linkCode=xm2&tag=film
troo-20 !
Fight Club Movie Poster (Amazon Affiliate Poster Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000P0SMZU?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B000P0SMZU&linkCode=xm2&tag=film
troo-20 !
Full Metal Jacket Movie Poster (Amazon Affiliate Poster Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00AM3TVSW?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B00AM3TVSW&linkCode=xm2&tag=fil
mtroo-20 !!
END OF PART ONE 
!
The Karate Kid (Amazon Affiliate Movie Link): 
www.amazon.com/The-Karate-Kid-Ralph-Macchio/dp/B000OLROWC/
ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=L3IEIWIQR5PZORCX&creativeASIN=
B000OLROWC !!
PART TWO 
!
MISSION 11: 
!
Final Draft Screenwriting Software (Amazon Affiliate Product Link): 
www.amazon.com/Final-Draft-Inc-FD9-BOX-9/dp/B00HM3QP5W?psc=1/
ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000VX6MS0?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B000VX6MS0&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00FEW2RFU?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B00FEW2RFU&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000P0SMZU?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B000P0SMZU&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00AM3TVSW?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B00AM3TVSW&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/The-Karate-Kid-Ralph-Macchio/dp/B000OLROWC/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=L3IEIWIQR5PZORCX&creativeASIN=B000OLROWC
http://www.amazon.com/Final-Draft-Inc-FD9-BOX-9/dp/B00HM3QP5W?psc=1/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=7VAIUMGUN2XY2VAL&creativeASIN=B00HM3QP5W


tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=7VAIUMGUN2XY2VAL&creativeASIN
=B00HM3QP5W !
Script Breakdown Sheet Template (Download Link): 
http://filmtrooper.com/breakdown !
Movie Magic Scheduling Software (Amazon Affiliate Product Link): 
www.amazon.com/ENTERTAINMENT-PARTNERS-Movie-Magic-Scheduling/dp/
B00HJAME1C/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=BCFN6HYXV3FM2GLT&creativeASIN
=B00HJAME1C !
Stripboard Template (Download Link): 
http://filmtrooper.com/stripboard !!
MISSION 12: 
!
Film Budgeting Template (Download Link): 
http://filmtrooper.com/freebudget !
Day Out Of Days Template (Download Link): 
http://filmtrooper.com/dod !
Seed&Spark (Website Link): 
http://www.seedandspark.com/ !
Film Trooper Podcast Interview with Emily Best, Founder of Seed&Spark 
(Podcast Link): 
http://filmtrooper.com/41 !
Half Nelson (Amazon Affiliate Movie Link): 
www.amazon.com/Half-Nelson-Ryan-Gosling/dp/B000NHQZ1S/
ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=KK42KBRYXIU4LMON&creativeASIN
=B000NHQZ1S !

http://www.amazon.com/Final-Draft-Inc-FD9-BOX-9/dp/B00HM3QP5W?psc=1/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=7VAIUMGUN2XY2VAL&creativeASIN=B00HM3QP5W
http://filmtrooper.com/breakdown
http://www.amazon.com/ENTERTAINMENT-PARTNERS-Movie-Magic-Scheduling/dp/B00HJAME1C/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=BCFN6HYXV3FM2GLT&creativeASIN=B00HJAME1C
http://filmtrooper.com/stripboard
http://filmtrooper.com/freebudget
http://filmtrooper.com/dod
http://www.seedandspark.com/
http://filmtrooper.com/41
http://www.amazon.com/Half-Nelson-Ryan-Gosling/dp/B000NHQZ1S/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=KK42KBRYXIU4LMON&creativeASIN=B000NHQZ1S


Screen Actors Guild (SAG) Contracts (Website Link): 
http://www.sagindie.org/resources/contracts !!
MISSION 13: 
!
General Agreement Template (Download Link): 
http://filmtrooper.com/agreement !
Bottle Shock (Amazon Affiliate Movie Link): 
http://www.amazon.com/Bottle-Shock-Alan-Rickman/dp/B001LPWGBY/
ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=FOZ6ACNZXF47TRJW&creativeASIN
=B001LPWGBY !
Talent and Crew Release Form Template (Download Link): 
http://filmtrooper.com/releaseform !
The Pocket Lawyer for Filmmakers: A Legal Toolkit for Independent 
Producers (Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/The-Pocket-Lawyer-Filmmakers-Independent/dp/
0240813189/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=ZXYA6TKDJS34DRKY&creativeASIN=
0240813189 !
The Biz: The Basic Business, Legal and Financial Aspects of the Film Industry 
(Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/The-Biz-Business-Financial-Industry/dp/1935247042/
ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=ZD2W5MXDVYHUI5ZS&creativeASIN
=1935247042 !
Film Finance Attorney (Website Link): 
http://www.filmfinanceattorney.com/ !
Creative Commons Organization (Website Link): 
http://creativecommons.org/ 

http://www.sagindie.org/resources/contracts
http://filmtrooper.com/agreement
http://www.amazon.com/Bottle-Shock-Alan-Rickman/dp/B001LPWGBY/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=FOZ6ACNZXF47TRJW&creativeASIN=B001LPWGBY
http://filmtrooper.com/releaseform
http://www.amazon.com/The-Pocket-Lawyer-Filmmakers-Independent/dp/0240813189/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=ZXYA6TKDJS34DRKY&creativeASIN=0240813189
http://www.amazon.com/The-Biz-Business-Financial-Industry/dp/1935247042/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=ZD2W5MXDVYHUI5ZS&creativeASIN=1935247042
http://www.filmfinanceattorney.com/
http://creativecommons.org/


!!
MISSION 14: 
!
The Adventure of André and Wally B. (Amazon Affiliate Video Link): 
http://www.amazon.com/Pixar-Short-Films-Collection-Volume/dp/
B000V1Y44G/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=YTJSKY774EZ6I5Q7&creativeASIN=
B000V1Y44G !
Philip Bloom, Director of Photographer’s Blog (Website Link): 
http://philipbloom.net/ !
Film Riot, Video Tutorials (Website Link): 
http://www.youtube.com/user/filmriot !
No Film School’s Independent Filmmaking Blog (Website Link): 
http://nofilmschool.com/ !
The Frugal Filmmaker Blog (Website Link): 
http://filmflap.blogspot.com/ !!
MISSION 15: 
!
Storyboard Template (Download Link): 
http://filmtrooper.com/storyboard !
Storyboard Thumbnail Template (Download Link): 
http://filmtrooper.com/storythumb !
DO-OVER Animatic (Video Link): 
http://filmtrooper.com/animatic !
Shotlist Template (Download Link): 
http://filmtrooper.com/shotlist 

http://www.amazon.com/Pixar-Short-Films-Collection-Volume/dp/B000V1Y44G/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=YTJSKY774EZ6I5Q7&creativeASIN=B000V1Y44G
http://philipbloom.net/
http://www.youtube.com/user/filmriot
http://nofilmschool.com/
http://filmflap.blogspot.com/
http://filmtrooper.com/storyboard
http://filmtrooper.com/storythumb
http://filmtrooper.com/animatic
http://filmtrooper.com/shotlist


!
Directing Actors: Creating Memorable Performances for Film & Television 
(Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/Directing-Actors-Memorable-Performances-Television/dp/
0941188248/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=MWYCSHOES4RIYVQV&creativeASIN
=0941188248 !
StockMusic(dot)net, Royalty Free Music Library (Website Link): 
http://www.stockmusic.net/ !
NeoSounds(dot)com, Royalty Free Music Library (Website Link): 
http://www.neosounds.com/ !
From Reel to Deal: Everything You Need to Create a Successful Independent 
Film (Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/From-Reel-Deal-Everything-Independent/dp/
0446674621/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=IIFUX4EI6SFBYQO6&creativeASIN=0
446674621 !!
MISSION 16: 
!
7 Essentials For A Press Release (Raindance Blog Link): 
http://www.raindance.org/7-essentials-for-a-press-kit/ !
How To Create a Press Kit For Your Indie Movie (Filmmaking Stuff Blog Link): 
http://www.filmmakingstuff.com/how-to-create-a-press-kit-for-your-indie-
movie/ !
How To Create an EPK for Your Film (Filmsourcing Blog Link): 
http://www.filmsourcing.com/epk-create-electronic-press-kit-film/ !
The Cube Movie Press Release Example (Download Link): 
http://filmtrooper.com/thecubepressrelease !

http://www.amazon.com/Directing-Actors-Memorable-Performances-Television/dp/0941188248/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=MWYCSHOES4RIYVQV&creativeASIN=0941188248
http://www.stockmusic.net/
http://www.neosounds.com/
http://www.amazon.com/From-Reel-Deal-Everything-Independent/dp/0446674621/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=IIFUX4EI6SFBYQO6&creativeASIN=0446674621
http://www.raindance.org/7-essentials-for-a-press-kit/
http://www.filmmakingstuff.com/how-to-create-a-press-kit-for-your-indie-movie/
http://www.filmsourcing.com/epk-create-electronic-press-kit-film/
http://filmtrooper.com/thecubepressrelease


Press Release Template (Download Link): 
http://filmtrooper.com/pressreleasetemplate !!
MISSION 17: 
!
Lynda(dot)com, Video Tutorial Training (Website Link): 
http://lynda.com !
Amara, Free Subtitle Creation Tool (Website Link): 
http://amara.org/en/ !
Step-By-Step Video Tutorial of “How to Create Subtitles Manually” (Video 
Link): 
http://youtu.be/N0Cyr7YHspg !!!
MISSION 18: 
!
No resource links. !!
MISSION 19: 
!
Confessions of an Advertising Man (Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
http://www.amazon.com/Confessions-Advertising-Man-David-Ogilvy/dp/
190491537X/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=AEOEKWUJA3TRSBRP&creativeASIN
=190491537X !
Advertising Secrets of the Written Word: The Ultimate Resource on How to 
Write Powerful Advertising Copy from One of America’s Top Copywriters and 
Mail Order Entrepreneurs (Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/1891686003?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=1891686003&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmt
roo-20 

http://filmtrooper.com/pressreleasetemplate
http://lynda.com
http://amara.org/en/
http://youtu.be/N0Cyr7YHspg
http://www.amazon.com/Confessions-Advertising-Man-David-Ogilvy/dp/190491537X/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=AEOEKWUJA3TRSBRP&creativeASIN=190491537X
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1891686003?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=1891686003&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20


!
10 Sure-Fire Headline Formulas That Work (Copyblogger Blog Link): 
http://www.copyblogger.com/10-sure-fire-headline-formulas-that-work/ !
The 7 Catchiest Copywriting Headlines of All Time (Business Online Guidance 
Blog Link): 
http://www.business-online-guidance.com/copywriting-headlines.html !
7 Copywriting Tips for Beginners (Internet Business Mastery Podcast): 
http://www.internetbusinessmastery.com/ibm-254-7-copywriting-tips-
beginners/?
utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A
+ibmblog+%28Internet+Business+Mastery+Blog
%29&utm_content=FeedBurner !
The Ultimate Sales Letter: Attract New Customer. Boost Your Sales (Amazon 
Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/1440511411?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=1440511411&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmt
roo-20 !
Copywriting: Successful Writing for Design, Advertising and Marketing 
(Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/1780670001?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=1780670001&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmt
roo-20 !!
MISSION 20: 
!
Selling Your Film Without Selling Your Soul (Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/0983822956?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=0983822956&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmt
roo-20 !
Selling Your Film Outside the U.S. (Website Book Link): 
http://www.sellingyourfilm.com/ 

http://www.copyblogger.com/10-sure-fire-headline-formulas-that-work/
http://www.business-online-guidance.com/copywriting-headlines.html
http://www.internetbusinessmastery.com/ibm-254-7-copywriting-tips-beginners/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+ibmblog+%28Internet+Business+Mastery+Blog%29&utm_content=FeedBurner
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1440511411?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=1440511411&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1780670001?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=1780670001&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0983822956?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=0983822956&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.sellingyourfilm.com/


!
A Tale of Two Cities (Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/0486406512?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=0486406512&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmt
roo-20 !!
END OF PART TWO 
!!
MISSION 21: 
!
TUGG, Web Platform for Bringing Movies to Local Theaters (Website Link): 
http://www.tugg.com/ !
GATHR, Theatrical Film Placement for Independent Filmmakers (Website 
Link): 
http://gathr.us/ !
THE CUBE, Portland Movie Premiere Reactions (Video Link): 
http://youtu.be/MzD56yE6zVI !
THE CUBE, “What Would You Do If A Red Cube Arrived At Your Door?” (Video 
Link): 
http://youtu.be/MwWK8Alr5Po !!
MISSION 22: 
!
iTunes Approved Aggregators (Web Resource Link): 
http://itunesconnect.apple.com/WebObjects/iTunesConnect.woa/wa/
displayAggregators?ccTypeId=7 !
Direct Distribution & Marketing Roundup: A Who’s Who of Today’s Digital 
Tools (No Film School Blog Link): 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0486406512?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=0486406512&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.tugg.com/
http://gathr.us/
http://youtu.be/MzD56yE6zVI
http://youtu.be/MwWK8Alr5Po
http://itunesconnect.apple.com/WebObjects/iTunesConnect.woa/wa/displayAggregators?ccTypeId=7


http://nofilmschool.com/2013/09/direct-distribution-roundup-whos-todays-
digital-tools !
The “Coolest” Cooler First Kickstarter Campaign (Kickstarter Link): 
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/ryangrepper/the-coolest-cooler-with-
blender-music-and-so-much !
The “Coolest” Cooler Second Kickstarter Campaign (Kickstarter Link): 
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/ryangrepper/coolest-cooler-21st-
century-cooler-thats-actually !!
MISSION 23: 
!
Secrets of Closing the Sale (Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
http://www.amazon.com/Secrets-Closing-Sale-Zig-Ziglar/dp/0800759753/
ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=F3YQQELGKSNDUFHP&creativeASIN
=0800759753 !
Glengarry Glen Ross (Amazon Affiliate Movie Link): 
http://www.amazon.com/Glengarry-Glen-Ross-Al-Pacino/dp/B00005JKG9/
ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=UT27BNUAKAY62OQT&creativeASIN
=B00005JKG9 !
Lead Pages, Landing and Sales Page Service (Website Link): 
http://www.leadpages.net/products/ !
Priceless: The Myth of Fair Value (Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/Priceless-Myth-Fair-Value-Advantage/dp/0809078813/
ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=3JSHHZDNP7AMNUPQ&creativeASIN
=0809078813 !
Article on Michelle Phan, YouTube Star to Startup Founder (Re/Code Blog 
Link): 

http://nofilmschool.com/2013/09/direct-distribution-roundup-whos-todays-digital-tools
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/ryangrepper/the-coolest-cooler-with-blender-music-and-so-much
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/ryangrepper/coolest-cooler-21st-century-cooler-thats-actually
http://www.amazon.com/Secrets-Closing-Sale-Zig-Ziglar/dp/0800759753/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=F3YQQELGKSNDUFHP&creativeASIN=0800759753
http://www.amazon.com/Glengarry-Glen-Ross-Al-Pacino/dp/B00005JKG9/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=UT27BNUAKAY62OQT&creativeASIN=B00005JKG9
http://www.leadpages.net/products/
http://www.amazon.com/Priceless-Myth-Fair-Value-Advantage/dp/0809078813/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=3JSHHZDNP7AMNUPQ&creativeASIN=0809078813


http://recode.net/2014/10/27/michelle-phan-youtube-star-to-startup-
founder/ !!
MISSION 24: 
!
Trust Me, I'm Lying: Confessions of a Media Manipulator (Amazon Affiliate 
Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/1591846285?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=1591846285&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmt
roo-20 !
I Hope They Serve Beer in Hell (Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/gp/product/0806532254?
ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=0806532254&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmt
roo-20 !
Freakonomics: A Rogue Economist Explores the Hidden Side of Everything 
(Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/Freakonomics-Revised-Expanded-Economist-Everything/
dp/0061234001/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=4LDY4KU5AZNBE3TG&creativeASIN
=0061234001 !
IndieWire(dot)com, An Independent Film Blog (Website Link): 
http://www.indiewire.com/ !!
MISSION 25: 
!
Show Your Work!: 10 Ways to Share Your Creativity and Get Discovered 
(Amazon Affiliate Book Link): 
www.amazon.com/Show-Your-Work-Creativity-Discovered/dp/076117897X/
ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?
tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=FAENUSC7LGCEGJSL&creativeASIN=
076117897X 

http://recode.net/2014/10/27/michelle-phan-youtube-star-to-startup-founder/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1591846285?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=1591846285&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0806532254?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=0806532254&linkCode=xm2&tag=filmtroo-20
http://www.amazon.com/Freakonomics-Revised-Expanded-Economist-Everything/dp/0061234001/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=4LDY4KU5AZNBE3TG&creativeASIN=0061234001
http://www.indiewire.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Show-Your-Work-Creativity-Discovered/dp/076117897X/ref=as_sl_pc_tf_til?tag=filmtroo-20&linkCode=w00&linkId=FAENUSC7LGCEGJSL&creativeASIN=076117897X


!!
CLOSING THOUGHTS … 
!
Stacey Parks, Film Specific 
http://filmspecific.com !
Sheri Candler, Marketing & Publicity Strategist 
http://www.shericandler.com/ !
Jason Brubaker, Filmmaking Stuff 
http://filmmakingstuff.com !
No Film School 
http://nofilmschool.com !
Film Riot 
http://filmriot.com !
Seed&Spark 
http://www.seedandspark.com/  !
Film Courage (YouTube Channel) 
http://www.youtube.com/user/filmcourage  !
Good in a Room 
http://goodinaroom.com !
Red Letter Media 
http://redlettermedia.com/ !
Red Letter Media on Patreon 
http://www.patreon.com/redlettermedia !
Filmmaker Magazine Red Letter Media Article 
http://filmmakermagazine.com/87102-fundraising-100000-a-year-for-
online-video-mike-stoklasa-on-patreon/ 

http://filmspecific.com
http://www.shericandler.com/
http://filmmakingstuff.com
http://nofilmschool.com
http://filmriot.com
http://www.seedandspark.com/
http://www.youtube.com/user/filmcourage
http://goodinaroom.com
http://redlettermedia.com/
http://www.patreon.com/redlettermedia
http://filmmakermagazine.com/87102-fundraising-100000-a-year-for-online-video-mike-stoklasa-on-patreon/


!
Film Trooper 
http://filmtrooper.com 

!

http://filmtrooper.com

